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The Strength of Street Knowledge
As I write this, we are putting the finishing
touches on the issue you are now holding
before shipping it out to print. Coincidently,
it is June 13, and the date marks the four-year
anniversary of the Grapevine, as the first ever
issue of the Grapevine hit the streets Friday,
June 13 2003.
A funny thing happened yesterday. A
friend sent me an e-mail with the subject
line: The strength of street knowledge. OK,
it is not funny per se, but in my mind, the
subject line accurately portrays what the
Grapevine stands for, although N.W.A. might
have had something entirely different in mind
when writing that song. My point is this: the
Grapevine is a street paper and we try to keep
our ears to the ground to bring the info you

need to experience Reykjavík the way the locals
do. The strength of street knowledge, you
know. I would like to think that if Easy E were
alive today, he would appreciate the effort.
In this issue we focus on the lives of gays
in this city. As Haukur Magnússon’s article will
reveal, Iceland is in many ways an ideal place for
gay people. Gay people are generally accepted
in Icelandic society with a few exceptions. Gays
have the right to adopt children, to a legally
recognised union and most other rights that
other members of our society enjoy. The most
glaring omission is the right to a marriage
recognised by the Icelandic church. Toshiki
Toma, a pastor and a member of the Icelandic
Church society deals with this issue on our
pages.

Haukur Magnússon also spent hours upon
hours researching gay nightlife in the city. He
reports on his findings in our feature article,
entitled Gaykjavík! It is a curious report by all
accounts, and you would be wise to read it.
I would also like to direct your attention to
an interview with Jonathan Levine, Professor of
Urban Planning at the University of Michigan. I
believe his insight into the future of our city is
a good contribution to an ongoing debate.
Other than that, carefully read the listings
and keep the party going. After all, summer
is finally here.
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Sour Grapes

How Not to be Icelandic

On the Meaning of Life

Say your piece, voice your opinion, send your letters to letters@grapevine.is.

Text by Marvin Lee Dupree

Text by Magnús Björn Ólafsson

Recently I read a review in the latest Grapevine covering the new album “I Can’t Believe It’s Not Happiness”
by Hraun. I have been a fan of music all of my life and
usually when I read a review I disagree with it does not
bother me, but this time is different. Your writer spent
more than half of the review discussing the album
cover, and judging from the comments that followed I
don’t think he did much more than look at the cover.
He finishes this artistic critique by telling us he can’t
relate because the guys are at a nice restaurant, having
a candlelit dinner, and inside there is a picture of one
of them reading. I would have thought reading to be a
pre-requisite to be a writer.
   The first comment about the music is that it is ‘safe’. To
classify a band as safe in music terms would mean they
write songs in 4/4 time, verse chorus verse, and would
wrap it up with a timely 3 minute 30 second length,
perfect for the radio. Add a happy beat and some fun
lyrics and you have the safe music we are all plagued
by on the pop music scene. Hraun’s album is anything
but this. The music is a combination of acoustic and
electric guitar, the drums and percussion carry the beat
and the vocal melodies carry a nice tune. It is hard not
to tap your foot or nod your head while listening, as
the songs have a very ‘catchy’ quality.
   “The lyrics testify against the unfulfilling life of drinking and bathroom blowjobs.” If your writers are paid
to write reviews, I hope you only paid 10% for this
one, because that is all the work you got. There are 10
songs on this album, and yes one covers this subject,
one. The rest of the album covers topics of life and love,
happiness found and lost, and saying goodbye. I find
the lyrics to be very heartfelt and true. Two of the songs
are in Icelandic, and based on the writers comment
regarding the lyrics on this album, it is quite obvious he
does not understand the language and did not bother
to ask what the lyrics meant. Either that or he just did
not listen to the songs.
   Finally, the writer tries to wrap up his review with a
witty statement about passing this one on to your parents
because it is what frat boys listen to back in the states.
WOW, this has to be the most ludicrous statement in the
article. To try and make a comparison between parents
and frat boys. Where is this writer from, he could not
be from the states, because there is no way he would
want to compare frat boys to your parents. That is like
comparing teenagers to grandparents. And to pass the
album off like it is what frat boys listen to, is to say it
is fit only for the Icelandic ‘Hnakki’. This is an album
anyone can enjoy.
   Do yourself a favor and make your own decision about
this album. There are all kinds of music out there for all
different tastes, and to not like some of it is OK. But if
you are going to say you don’t like something the least
you can do is actually listen to it and give an intelligent
explanation why.

There are few things more exhilarating than
visiting a foreign country for the first time,
that liberating spark of childlike wonder you
search out all around the world. Hopefully,
my dear reader, you can experience that same
feeling. Alas, in my case, disenchantment with
the supposed greatness of Iceland has truly
set in. Like Bilbo Baggins once famously said,
I feel “like too little butter spread over too
much toast”. Iceland has spread out too far,
too fast. Somewhat like a ditzy bimbo with
silicon lips, breasts and a carrot tan to top.
Yes, just like our Miss Iceland. Look for her in
the local nightclub like Icelandair promised (if
the sarcasm is lost on you, Miss Iceland is also
meant to be Iceland itself).
Iceland has sort of lost itself in its relentless
and overwhelming “happy meal” propaganda,
and in the process lost its elflike, wide-eyed
innocence – instead, it has gained wide screen
televisions for every home and two cars to
boot. To understand Icelanders, you must first
take this into account: it really does not matter
what you talk about, Iceland is the best in every
instance. Take for example the football team.
It is not a bad team because they lose nine
times out of ten; they are just a great team not
winning because they have a bad coach – or
insert another excuse of your choice. The same
goes for our food, our brennivín (Black Death)
and women. You just don’t understand, accent
withstanding, the importance of Iceland.
In the process of pimping ourselves out in
order to be the next famous tourist minefield,
we have somehow lost contact with everything
that makes us truly Icelandic and distinct; instead we contracted an American disease,
which some of you might know as affluenza:
“The bloated, sluggish and unfulfilled feeling
that results from efforts to keep up with the
Joneses”. Instead of preserving the cultural
heritage of the centre of Reykjavík, we throw
down Lego-like buildings. Meanwhile, housing
prices are skyrocketing and we erect shopping
malls like Smáralind, which is shaped like an
eternal erection. Inside Smáralind there is a
sperm-like line to follow in the shopping Paradise of Oz. Next to Smáralind there is a smaller
building shaped like a vagina, with a sign with
the word: EGG. Go figure, “We are the hollow
men. We are the stuffed men.” Ask yourselves:
is this Icelandic culture or Consumer Culture
tearing Icelandic civilization in its jaws?
At the same time the centre of Reykjavík

Hi, can you help me in finding friends here in Iceland?
I am 33 years old woman. My sister is here in Iceland, I
am thinking of coming. Can u just give my email.
Thank you grapevine, more power!
Pinky Santos
ps_fdj4321@yahoo.com.ph
Dear Pinky,
Consider it done. I am absolutely certain that from now
on, your e-mail inbox will be filled with spam mail, but
I hear those Nigerian banking agents are extremely
friendly. Perhaps you can persuade one of them to move
to Iceland with you.
Editor

Dear Editor:
Ref: Iceland Review 29 maí 2007 May 29 | Assaults in
Reykjavík on the increase
Because of the increase of assaults and mayhem on the
streets of Reykjavik,and the shortage of police protection, does it seem wise to warn incoming tourists to
Iceland to avoid the streets of Reykjavik on weekend
nights. A well placed sign at the customs entry point
might read “Enter downtown Reykjavik at you own
risk”. Maybe all the foreign embassies should be notified to advise future tourist of this hazard. Six assaults
were reported in the capital region last weekend. Police
Chief Stefán Eiríksson said the frequency of minor assaults had increased, but there had been no increase
in major assaults. (Is this supposed to be good news?)
From the U.S. Department of State: Travel advice and
warnings “Tourists should be aware that downtown
Reykjavik can become especially disorderly in the early
morning hours on weekends. Violent crime is rare, but
it does occasionally occur”.
kv
Jónas
Dear Jónas,
I am still not sure if this letter was written in attempt to
sound sarcastic or out of genuine worries for the safety
of foreign tourists in Reykjavík. What I can say is that
while the rate of violent crimes in Reykjavík may have
risen (honestly, I don’t even know if that is true or not,
but what the heck), Reykjavík could hardly be considered
to be the war zone you seem to be describing. At least
not in comparison to other major cities around the world.
And yes, I do think it is good news that the rate of major
assaults is not increasing. It might just be me though. I
am a little strange when it comes to these things.
Editor

Rob Zartarian
Dear Rob,
Obviously, you are entitled to your opinion on Hraun’s
music, much like our reviewer. Like you say, I encourage
everyone to make their own decision on this album,
much like I would any other album. But, I can assure
you that the review was done in a professional manner.
Other than that, I don’t really know what else to say
here. Beauty is in the eye of the beholder.
Editor

“If your writers are paid to
write reviews, I hope you only
paid 10% for this one, because
that is all the work you got.”

is filled with you, my dear readers; however,
at the same time Laugavegur is filled with
Icelanders driving along the street, no doubt
returning from a trip to the local Americanised
mall. Where has the Icelandic culture gone?
From what I can see, we seem to flaunt our
cultural heritage in the faces of tourists and
people in other countries; however, plebeian customs seem to have high-jacked most
aspects of Icelandic culture, which is seldom
found in the home of an Icelander. There is
entire generation of Icelanders who know more
about American Idol, Friends and American
brand names than Icelandic poets.
Of course, if I were to simplify matters I
could just blame it all on the AFRTS (Armed
Forces Broadcasting), which infiltrated the
minds of young Icelanders in the late sixties
and early seventies with shows such as Bonanza
and cultural icons such as John Wayne. That
would be wishful thinking. Rather, I think our
rapid loss of distinct Icelandic culture stems
from an all consuming wave of chronic apathy
that affects Icelanders in general. To understand what I mean, you must grasp how our
cultural division amidst Icelanders is; a division
easily spotted in our nightlife, shopping habits,
lifestyle and clothes.
Most Icelanders of my generation can be
categorised into certain types: either indie
(treflar), beatniks/’60s revival types, chavs
(hnakkar), wannabe yuppies and yuppies.
Nevertheless, the all-encompassing trait that
can be found in most of us is a heartbreaking
state of apathy. We have become stretched
in all directions, a side dish on the plate of
consumerism. Icelandic nature, literature and
even the language itself seem to be flat-lining.
Maybe this is to be expected. Child prostitution seems to have become a problem here
in Reykjavík – meanwhile the mayor of Kópavogur is fawning over “exotic dancers” in some
sleazy joint. The homeless of Reykjavík are a
hidden problem, however that probably does
not matter to us. At least the government are
riding, i.e. being driven, on sweet wheels while
Alþingi is being spruced up. Perhaps apathy is
the new Icelandic way.
So I have a request, dear reader. Please tell
me, along with other Icelanders you meet, how
to be Icelandic. You probably either have the
Lonely Planet guide to Iceland or some other
guidebook (hopefully an old one) – and dare
I say, maybe even some Icelandic sagas?

Thesis:
Icarus tried to fly to the sun to prevent the sky
from falling on his head. Conceptual abstraction is non-rational. The imagination is not
tyrannized by rationality.
The truly intelligent say ignorance is bliss…
Well, from the depths of my ignorance I ask: If
ignorance is bliss… how would anyone know?
I have not the answer… which is why I pursue life with such disparity. I suffer from the
hunger of the whore (this thirst in hell) which
prohibits me from securing a Meaning of Life
in this asylum we call civilisation. But, tomorrow, my god will be kind to me and, surely,
he will provide me with an answer which will
quench my thirst; and my god’s holy answer
will, unquestionably, be stolen from the author
of the alphabet… But, his face only crumbles
and cracks wide open… and emits… a grin.
I resent this mockery. I point at the sky; a line
runs from my eye through to my finger and
on and on to an infinity… my infinity, lest we
forget it – as is all too easily done… I will allow
myself the sublime particular:
In 1945 Jorge Luis Borges told the tale of
Cartographers in an Empire where the art of
Cartography ‘attained such perfection that
the map of a single Province occupied the
entirety of a City, and the map of the Empire,
the entirety of a Province. But in time, those
Unconscionable Maps no longer satisfied, and
the Cartographers Guild drew up a Map of
the Empire whose size was that of the Empire,
coinciding point to point with it. The following generations, who were not so fond of the
Study of Cartography saw the vast map to
be useless and permitted it to decay and fray
under the Sun and winters.’
This Argentinean tale must remind us of
Tao Teh King’s analysis: Nature can never be
completely described, for such a description
of nature would have to duplicate nature and
no name can fully express what it represents.
It is nature itself, and not any part (name or
description) abstracted from nature, which
is the ultimate source of all that happens, all
that comes and goes, begins and ends, is and
is not.
‘The map is not the territory’ is a remark
made by Alfred Korzybski, encapsulating his

view that an abstraction derived from something, or a reaction to it, is not the thing itself,
e.g., the pain from a stone falling on your foot
is not the stone; one’s opinion of a politician is
not that person; a metaphorical representation
of a concept is not the concept itself.
Nature, or reality, is never perfectly described because such a description demands a
perfect replica of reality – an ideal reflection of
the universe which is in perfect synchronicity
with everything alive and dead. It is obvious
that such a model is unimaginable; just as no
name, word or concept can fully describe the
object it stands for; all words are mere approximations – metaphors and allegories – for what
is happening before our senses: A person who
has never tasted salt will never fully understand
through language what the taste of salt is; it is
only through direct experience (eating salt) that
its taste is fully comprehended. Thus, looking
for the ‘Meaning of Life’ is like looking for a
river on a map. On a map I will only find a blue
line representing a river, but in order to swim
in the river depicted I must throw away the
map and dive into the stream before my very
feet. Life is infinitely greater than any word I
chose to name it and its meaning will never
be encaged within the realm of linguistical
cartography.
But to describe nature as “the ultimate
source of all” is still only a description, and
such a description is not Nature itself. Yet,
since I must use words in order to speak of
it, I shall have to describe it as “the ultimate
source of all”. The reason why it is impossible
to create a perfect map of reality is the human
being itself – the limitation is within me; human beings are not dead spectators of reality
but interpreters who give ‘meaning’ to reality
– I am the magician who makes the sky blue’
– but as a physical being I am always bound
by a perspective – or as Nietzsche pointed out:
‘All credibility, all good conscience, all evidence
of truth come only from the senses.’ That is
the law and all this means: ‘basically and from
time immemorial we are accustomed to lying.
Or to put it more virtuously and hypocritically,
in short, more pleasantly: one is much more
an artist than one knows.’
I see you in my Stars…

Nature, or reality, is never perfectly described because such a description demands a perfect replica
Iceland has sort of lost itself in its relentless and of reality – an ideal reflection of the universe which
overwhelming “happy meal” propaganda, and in is in perfect synchronicity with everything alive
the process lost its elflike, wide-eyed innocence...
and dead.

Cappuccino + bagle + yoghurt = 650 kr.
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The opposite problem is
when the citizens are too
successful in keeping out
development. They force
development to the periphery and they force a
sprawling auto-dependent pattern.

Planning Reykjavík
Text by Sveinn Birkir Björnsson

Photo by Gulli

Jonathan Levine is Professor and Chair of the
Urban and Regional Planning program at
the University of Michigan, in Ann Arbor. He
teaches courses in transportation policy and
planning, public economics in urban planning,
and quantitative planning methods. Professor Levine was recently in Reykjavík, lecturing
for his students enlisted in the Iceland Studio
workshop, a part of the University of Michigan
summer semester. Professor Levine also gave a
lecture as a guest of the Engineering department at the University of Iceland, after which
a Grapevine journalist sat down with him to
ask a few questions.
Maybe you could start by telling me a bit
about the Iceland studio and how that
came about?
Orri Gunnarsson did a Masters degree in urban planning at the University of Michigan in
Ann Arbor. He proposed to me that we host
an international studio, which is something
our university does any way. We have studios
this year in Japan, in India, in Switzerland,
in Argentina and a few other countries. It is
something that is a regular occurrence in our
college during our May-June half semester.
Orri came to me and suggested: “Why not
an Iceland studio?” And I immediately said
“wonderful, if we can get enough students,
let’s do it. I will nominally be the professor
of the course but you will be the one teaching the course since we need someone who
knows Iceland”
“We got just enough students to enlist, and
the students are having a wonderful experience here. It is a very intimate engagement
with the place. They are here for six weeks
and they are learning every day, meeting different people and learning about planning
issues and architecture here in Iceland. They
are working on two projects, one is the site
where the building burned, [on the corner of
Austurstræti and Lækjargata] and the other
project is a mountain residence.”
Well, let’s turn to your lecture. Let me
first briefly summarise to see if I understood you correctly. Your main argument
is that centralised planning institutions,
or decentralised power even, discourages
densifying redevelopment because of the
closeness of the citizens to the people in
power. Is that an accurate restatement?
Absolutely. That is exactly my point. And I
should note that in a lot of debate, the closeness of the citizens to the people in power is
thought to be a good thing. We want governmental responsiveness to our interests. We
don’t want remote government or indifferent

government. But what I was trying to expose
is what I think is the flipside. I think there is a
problem inherent to very decentralised planning authorities.
Here in Reykjavík, there has been a very
conscious effort to increase public participation on all levels of local government,
not least regarding planning issues, is
there a solution to these differences?
First of, let me say that I am very pro-public
participation. I think public participation is
overall a good thing. But there are times, in
the United States at least, where public participation amounts to little more than a mob
mentality. Where the mob is determined to
keep out the outsiders. I don’t value that kind
of public participation. I think that kind of
public participation is a problem. So, I think
that what we need is professional planners
who will guide the public participation towards
creative outlets. And that the creative outlets
are using the public participation to ensure
the change that is inevitable – because change
always happens – is better than it otherwise
would have been. The problem is in the United
States, in planning circles, public participation
is treated as good. Period. But, when it turns
into this mob mentality, bent on the exclusion
of the outsider, I’m sorry, but I can’t treat it
as good.
But is it necessarily wise to put the planning power into the hands of the politicians by centralising the planning institutions?
But really, they are always in the hands of the
politicians. Whether local politicians, regional
politicians, provincial politicians or national
politicians. Ultimately, planning decisions become political decisions. We would like to be
able to inject a lot of professional knowledge,
technical and even scientific knowledge into
the political process at any particular level.
Maybe the question is: do we really want national politicians, or the national government,
meddling in very, very local affair? I know that
in your system here, you already have that in
a way. I was surprised to learn that every local
planning decision needs to be authorised by
he national planning authorities.
That would be inconceivable in the US,
first of all because of the sheer size. Could
you imagine a country of 300 million and
every planning decision goes up to Washington for approval? We could probably wait
for ten years before we got an answer back.
But you already have that here. You already
have some level of involvement, but I would
like to the involvement to be driven by pure
planning consideration by injecting a national

view of planning into local decision-making. In
my opinion, if I had to design the system, the
local decision wouldn’t need to buckle up to
the national level, they would only buckle up
if there were objections on either side, where
they would become levels of appeal. So, plans
would need to be consistent from national to
regional to local, but the decision could end
at the local if everybody agrees.
Here in Iceland at least, it often seems as
if the authorities mostly base their decisions on the bottom line, and that goes
for developers also, who perhaps understandably want to turn a profit. So often,
it seems like authorities prefer to go with
the most efficient solution, rather than
what most improves the environment. Is
this a problem?
I understand how that can be a problem, but
let me portrait the opposite, because I think
there are two sides to that coin. The opposite
problem is when the citizens are too successful in keeping out development. They force
development to the periphery and they force
a sprawling auto-dependent pattern. The fact
that developers are interested in developing
close-in – and there seems to be a lot of interest
in developing close-in – the fact that they are
interested in developing densely, both of those
two are potential allies in the fight against
metropolitan sprawl and the fight to revive and
keep vital, central urban areas. In my opinion,
those two things are good things for urban
life. The question is how to channel these good
things to ensure they remain good and that
becomes a question of design and issues of
height and sun-angles, issues of open space,
issues of connectivity, contiguity and transport.
That is where the public sector needs to pay
a close intention to ensure that these things
happen. I don’t think the developers should
get what they want, but I think their impulse
to build close in and to build densely is what
cities needs.
So when the market is driving up real estate prices in the city centre, that is a good
thing that needs to be regulated?
It needs to be channeled, yes. Like a lot of good
things, it needs to be channeled. I think that if
the rules are clear, developers are ready to play
by the rules. So if the planning authorities are
willing to give them guidelines on what is the
desired density and that they want to increase
density; that single family houses does not need
to be replaced by a single family houses and
can instead be replaced with a higher density
house, but because of neighbourhood consideration they can’t exceed a certain height,
etc.; when the rules are clear, in a sense the

developers like it. First of all, there is added
security for them. They know how they are
supposed to build, and they have some insurance that other people in their area will do
the same. So, they don’t necessarily need to
reach up to huge height to try to grab some
sun and some air, because they understand
that everyone else will be kept at the same
level as well.
So what you are suggesting is that there
be a national planning authority that can
act sort of as the guilty party in the sense
that local politicians can point towards it
and say: ‘well it is out of our hand’ when
the locals start to complain?
Sometimes that is good, yes. I would prefer
the term to give it the term backbone to a
guilty party, but yes, I think that it could provide that role.
When you speak of density, what do you
see as sort of the ideal density for a city
like Reykjavík?
As an outsider, I would be hard pressed to
make a prescription. My knowledge of Reykjavík is very thin, and I have only been here
for a few days. In general terms, I am quite
sure that when the older single family units
deteriorate and need to be replaced, I am
quite sure that they could be replaced with,
lets say, four-stories, with two units in each
story. That is a quadrupling of the density and
it is only four stories and doesn’t shape the
streets too much. I know you have the issue
here with the very low sun so buildings tend
to cast a long shadow here. I think it that kind
of levels are done consistently throughout the
city, there would be opportunities for the city
to absorb much of the growth of the metropolitan area. There is huge potential for the
city to grow, even at that relatively modest
increase in height level.
You have been around the city and you
have seen how it has sprawled in every
direction. Obviously, the area where the
domestic airport is has been a subject of
much debate in the last years, and many
feel it is an obvious location to expand
the city. Have you given that matter any
thought?
I think the airport would be marvelous for
urban expansion. I am not sure the huge value
of that land would not be put to better use
with urban uses. I would like to point out
something else as well. We have been talking
about places and buildings and I want to talk
about people for a second. When you have a
system that restricts severely densities in closein areas, and as a consequence, people move
to outlying areas, what you get is a systematic
gap between people’s preferences and what
they are actually able to choose. What I found
in my own research is that if you survey people
in suburban areas in the United States, you
might imagine that everybody who lives in
a suburban area is happy with their lifestyle,
the suburban lifestyle, but in fact, you will
find that about 20 or 30% of them, which is
a very large share, they actually prefer to live in
a walkable neighbourhood. They prefer to use
public transport and they prefer to be able to
walk to the store or to friends. That is really the
problem, people can’t get what they want and
the skyrocketing prices in downtown Reykjavík
are telling you exactly that. Logically, I would
deduce that there are many of people living
in more suburban areas of the metropolitan
area who would be very, very happy to live a
different lifestyle. And ultimately, with global
environmental problems, serving their needs
and their preferences can have a very significant environmental benefits as well.

NATURE IS THE ADVENTURE

You could be here!
Arctic Rafting offers rafting trips on the Hvítá River, only 10
minutes from the Geysir area. The trips start at 6.590 ISK
and a variety of combination tours are availble every day.
We can also pick you up from your hotel in Reykjavík.
Call us on +354-562-7000, meet us at Laugavegur 11 in
the Cintamani Center or ask for us at your hotel or nearest
tourist information center.
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Street Art: Accepted in Galleries, Banned in the Streets

Discounts on day tours

Photo by Páll Hilmarsson

It’s not just the weather. Reykjavik is a grey
city. Beyond the pastel corrugated iron houses
of Skólavörðustígur and the colourful storefronts of Laugavegur, the drab grey apartment blocks and uniform developments of
the suburb create an atmosphere of ennui
and total aesthetical boredom tantamount to
the most depressing of eastern block cities.
One very prevalent criticism of the city is that
the downtown area is so thriving with life
that everything outside of it is left without a
pulse of its own, drained of the blood and
chutzpah that should make a Reykjavik the
competent European city it is in name. When
faced with the facts, we may just have to
accept that, aside from a few blocks, this is
not a colourful town.
But an open-ended, all-inclusive underground has taken up the job of beautifying
the city in a way the city government had
not intended. These artists (though not conventionally recognised as such) can be seen
surreptitiously retreating from freshly-sprayed
multicoloured pieces the size of Range Rovers
all over the city. To naysayers, these works
look like some estranged southeast Asian
language scribbled onto what could have
otherwise been a pristine wall used as a clean
backdrop or a prime spot for advertising more
Blue Lagoon paraphernalia. To others, these
pieces are art in its purest form: public discourse through the medium of paint.
With the emerging uniform suburban
ethos in outer Reykjavik, it’s no wonder that
this underground has taken to the street and
breathed life onto the city’s walls, creating
paper transfers and post-ups of Batman and
Elvis, or colourful murals of robots, sheep,
and even a re-interpretation of Michelangelo’s
“The Creation of Adam.” Their goal, as most
of them will agree, is not only to cheer up
the lonely city walls, but also to bring public
awareness to art and boiling political tension,
especially in relation to the war in Iraq.
Documenting Urban Walls
Thordis Claessen, proprietor of the clothing
store Ósóma, has presented the Icelandic

public with a collection of pieces, tags, and
various forms of street art taken from the
walls of Reykjavik in her recently published
Icepick (Ginko Press). The photographic book
documents the different styles of graffiti
throughout the city for the past 7 years or
so, and provides English captions of Icelandic
tagging and wall discourse. The book, only
ten days on the market, has already ranked
as the second highest selling foreign book (it
is classified as such as it is published by an
American publication house) in Iceland.
It seems that the high sales are indicative
of a piquing public interest in graffiti. As
Claessen explains, graffiti offers “a different
kind of tourist” to the streets of Reykjavik.
“The young people like to see the street art.
They’re coming into my store and asking me
‘where’s all the good street art,’ not, ‘where’s
Gullfoss’ or ‘where’s the Pearl?’”
As an acknowledgment to Claessen and
her success, Reykjavík Art Museum – Kjarvalsstaðir offered her a place in its current
exhibition on contemporary Icelandic design,
entitled “Magma”. In the city art museum is a
wall of Claessen’s work, and more importantly,
a promotional set-up for Icepick. On the idea
that graffiti (which is generally dismissed as
a lower form of art) has broken through to a
city museum, Claessen says “It’s kind of like
a little victory. Graffiti is now on the walls of
[the Reykjavík Art Museum] – Kjarvalsstaðir,
where it’s kind of accepted as art; I think it’s
pretty funny that people are giving a toast in
champagne while graffiti is there right next
to 66 North or Nikita and other respected
artists and brands.”
Mixed Messages from the City
But for many of the graffiti artists in Reykjavik
(artists whose work is included in Icepick), it
simply seems to be yet another frustrating and
contradictory statement from a city council
that simultaneously promotes and punishes
graffiti. The question, for these artists, is more
than clear: How does a city that places a zerotolerance ban on graffiti also show it off at
high culture venues?

While the city seems to acknowledge that
some forms of graffiti are worthy of museum
exhibition status, the artists themselves are
on the run and constantly fearing backlash
from the law. In 2003, a committee of city authorities drafted a paper that would not only
ban the act of tagging, but also shut down
a legal wall by the school Vesturbæjarskólí
under the premise that graffiti breeds graffiti.
If anything, artists believe that the ban has
backfired: “There was definitely an increase
in tagging after they shut down the wall,”
says one graffiti artist, who operates under
the alias Naïve.
More confusing is the fact that even
though the city banned the legal wall, they
have since sponsored and even supplied certain artists with cans to tag walls of city structures during events like Menningarnótt and
this winter hosted two different exhibitions
of graffiti work during a large cultural event
called Winter Lights Festival, held by the City
of Reykjavík. On the ambivalence of the city
council’s acceptance of graffiti, some artists
feel that the city council isn’t sure itself, and
has difficultly defining the difference between
art and vandalism. “It’s a mixed message that
they’re sending out,” says Naïve. “There is no
official policy, except that graffiti is ‘bad’. I
don’t think it’s a question they have answered
in there own minds.”
What’s That Guy’s Number?
In recent years, the city council has upped its
ante with talk of banning spray cans to those
under the age of 20 and increasing the graffiti
clean-up budget to 300 million ISK per year. In
preparation to this article, The Grapevine tried
to meet with members of the city council who
control graffiti clean-up repeatedly without
success. Our attempts to get a response from
city officials ended up in a wild run-around
goose chase with fingers pointing to 5 or 6
people who all claimed they weren’t in charge.
Eventually, it got to the point where every
time the Grapevine attempted to call City
Hall, they would get dead end line transfers
and even a few hang-ups.

Though Claessen claims that there was no
political motive behind assembling Icepick, the
book seems to have come at a tense moment
of contradictory perspectives on graffiti within
the city government. Both Claessen and Naïve
acknowledge that public interest in street
art is increasing, and older generations who
once dismissed the genre as “vandalism” are
now accepting the idea that graffiti can be
high art. Claessen even claims that she’s had
private business owners in their 50’s ask her
for the phone numbers of artists who would
be willing to decorate their business walls.
In the increasingly apparent tension between public interest in graffiti and tight city
policies, many graffiti artists feel that solution
could be as simple as opening up a forum
for discussion on graffiti, or even creating
another legal wall. “I don’t think it will cost
a lot of money to put up some legal walls,”
concludes Claessen, “It would be like a new
gallery all the time, and it would certainly
make Reykjavik feel like a big, up-to-datecity.”

While the city seems to
acknowledge that some
forms of graffiti are
worthy of museum exhibition status, the artists
themselves are on the
run and constantly fearing backlash from the
law.
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What Happened to Public Transportation in Reykjavík?
Text by Sveinn Birkir Björnsson

Photo by Gulli

Last May, Strætó bs., the regional public
transport partnership in Reykjavík and seven
surrounding municipalities, announced that
several changes would be made to the company’s service.
While some changes were justified in terms
of improving service, the reality was that most
changes were made in order to cut costs,
meaning fewer routes, fewer stops and more
time between departures for Reykjavík busses
this summer.
As of now, users of public transport in
Reykjavík are charged 280 ISK – The equivalent
of US $4.40, GBP 2.20 or 3.30 Euros – for a bus
that runs every half-hour, and more often than
not only takes you to the vicinity of your actual
location. The changes have caused regular users of the City’s public transportation to voice
their considerable concerns for the future of
public transport in Reykjavík.
Especially considering that the act came on
the heels of the City introducing its new tenpoint action plan for a more environmentally
friendly city where improving public transportation played a central role – and for the
first time in years, use of public transport in
Reykjavík was actually increasing. Surely, this
was a contradictory message.
The Official Response
Gísli Marteinn Baldursson, City Council member for the Independence Party and chairman
of the City’s Environmental committee, claims
that the reduction of service is only temporarily,
and that by the fall the users of public transportation can expect busses to run more frequently
and the route grid to be tightened.
“This is only the summer time schedule.
Public transportation passengers decrease by
45% in the summer time and for years Strætó
has run a separate summer time schedule. Many
companies try to set their course according to
conditions and reduce their services in the summer time. I don’t think it would be a responsible
way to spend the taxpayer’s money to run the

same schedule with the reduced number of
passengers. The buses will return to a normal
schedule this fall,” Baldursson explained when
the Grapevine sought explanation.
Baldursson claims that several more changes
will be made this fall to improve the service of
public transport in Reykjavík. “Last winter, we
spent a lot of time researching how people use
public transportation in this city. We tried to find
out at what stops people were entering the
buses and where they left, what routes were
most used and so on. We found out that some
of the routes carry up to 2000 people, while
others carry a few dozens. We also found out
that some routes that were believed to be used
very much are perhaps only being used much
between two or three stops. We are trying to
design the system to better meet the demands
of the people. The most popular routes will drive
more frequently while the lesser used routes will
go less frequently,” Baldursson added.
Economic Factors
The underlying reason for reducing the service of public transportation was economical.
Strætó bs. had been running a large deficit this
year, and recently the company announced
a loss in the excess of 500 million ISK in the
last year. But is it even possible to speak of a
public service that is run with a loss? Would
we speak of our highways as being run at a
loss? Baldursson answers:
“I can fully understand that point. But I
think it natural to talk about a loss when you
are talking about exceeding the budget. The
City happily pays the 1.2 billion that is intended
to run the public transport system. Running
a public transportation system is as natural
as any other public service the city runs, such
as operating the streets the buses run on or
the school system, but we have to treat the
budget responsibly. The service was on its way
to exceeding its budget by 900 million ISK last
year, but by changing the system last summer
we managed to reduce that number to about
500 million. If we see that the budget is not

realistic, then that is something that needs to
be reconsidered next year.”
Public Transport for the Environment
While the City’s ten-point plan for a more
environmentally friendly city, dubbed as ten
green steps, was a commendable effort, the
reduction of service seems to run counter to
the effort. But there is a positive sign on the
horizon. Instead of promising to improve the
service when the users increase, this time the
city intends to improve the service in order to
try to increase the users.
“We have decided to offer all students
in secondary school and university to use the
buses free of charge as of this fall,” Baldursson
says. “There was a cross-political agreement
to do this. In the meantime, we also intend to
improve the busses. The morning newspapers
will be available on the bus and we will attempt
to establish a wireless Internet connection
onboard some buses. Also, all stops will now
have names, which will make navigation easier,
especially for foreigners, and there will be an
information screen aboard the buses that will
announce the next stop. The waiting shelters
at the bus stops will also have a clock that
will show how long it is until the next bus
arrives.”
But did the City consider offering other
groups to use the bus free of charge: “We
considered offering other groups to use the bus
free of charge,” Baldursson says. “However,
we don’t necessarily won’t the policy to be that
everyone can use the bus free of charge and
this should not be considered the first step in
that direction. Transportation always costs, no
matter if it is public or private. Foreign studies
have shown that the price is not necessarily
the deciding factor when it comes to using
public transportation. If the price proves to be
a hurdle, we might re-evaluate the price.”
Reducing Cars in the Streets
Baldursson says that the plan is to try to reduce
the number of cars in the streets by attracting

more people into the buses, especially young
people. “We want to try this experiment. We
are offering young people who are about to
enter the age when many people buy their
first car the opportunity to use public transport
for free instead of buying a car. We point out
that this will save them 800,000 ISK a year,
which is the average cost of running a car
in Iceland for one year. We try to provide an
alternative”
In recent years, car ownership in Reykjavík
has grown tremendously. Baldursson points
out that in 1995, there were 450 cars for
every 1000 inhabitants in Reykjavík, which is
roughly the average in European cities. Today
there are 610 cars per 1000 inhabitants, which
is roughly the average in American cities.
“I am not trying to outlaw the private car. We
will always use the private car, but the question
is, do we need to use it as much as we do? I run
a single car household and we manage with
two children, it can sometimes be a puzzle, but
we make it work,” Baldursson says. “Our city is
not built for 610 cars per 1000 inhabitants. We
need to bring that number down. One way to
do that is to improve public transport.”

“We are offering young
people who are about to
enter the age when many
people by their first car
the opportunity to use
public transport for free
instead of buying a car.”
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Don’t be Afraid, God is Guiding You!
Text by Toshiki Toma
The last week of April, Lutheran ministers of the National church of Iceland held their annual synod in
the town of Húsavík. The main issue on the table of
discussion this time was the partnership/marriage of
homosexuals. Very heated discussions took place among
the ministers during the synod. The synod voted on
a bill, which was presented with the joint signatures
of 42 ministers including two unordained theologians
advocating for unification of the traditional concept
of marriage – between a man and a woman – and
homosexual marriage into one concept regardless of
gender composition. The bill did not pass the voting
with the result of with 64 against, 22 for.
There were indeed many who could not join the
synod in Húsavík, and as the synod didn’t allow absentee
ballots, the number does not really reflect the accurate
percentage of for or against among ministers. But anyway, headlines like “Church denies to marry gays” or
“Church loves (people) with conditions” danced on the
front page of many papers the next day.
In my recognition, these words are rather provoking
but do not convey the facts from the synod. But at the
same time it shows us the irritation and the feeling of
disappointment of general society against the indecisive
attitude of the church regarding the “gay-marriage”
issue.
I would like to spend some words here to explain
briefly what is happening in the church on this issue,
and to discuss my personal opinion afterwards. It would
be fair to say in advance that I am not at all neutral
in this debate. I am of the opinion that the concept
of “marriage” should be independent of the gender
composition. I am one of those 42 who brought the
bill that was rejected at the synod in Húsavík and I have
been expressing this opinion consistently for the last
five years.
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Attitudes Among Ministers of
the National Church
What kinds of views exist about the gay partnership/
marriage issue in the church? Let’s briefly take a view
over the scenery.
A) The Bible prohibits homosexuality and therefore,
regardless whether if it is a sin or a kind of sickness,
homosexuality isn’t accepted by the Christian faith.
B) Homosexuals have the same rights as the other
‘straight’ people. They have a full right to live together
with their own life-partners and pursue a life of happiness. Establishing the partnership belongs to civil
authorities and the church has no direct business with
it. But a minister should offer blessing, with his own
decision, onto those who wish to receive it on the occasion of establishing their partnership.
C) Almost the same attitude as B. But the secular initiation of the partnership should also be taken care of by
ministers the same as marriages of the other people.
D) The concept of marriage should be one, including both relationships between men and women and
homosexual relationships.
Around the same period as Halldór Ásgrímsson, the
prime minister at that time, expressed his will to improve
the legal rights and status of gay people in the summer
of 2005, a special committee on behalf of the National
church, consisting of ministers, theologians and jurists
(the committee of dogmatics), was entrusted with
the assignment to write a report about “gay marriage
which is parallel to the traditional form of marriage
(partnership)”. At the synod in Keflavík in 2006, the
committee introduced its draft to the participants. The
draft clearly says on one hand that the committee has
come to the conclusion that the Bible does not condemn
homosexuality and this report should be estimated appropriately on this point. On the other hand, the draft
is a report about the partnership of homosexuals and
does not directly address the question if it is desirable
to separate the partnership from traditional marriage
or if marriage should be a unified concept.
This report was the main topic of discussion at the
synod in Húsavík. Therefore many of the participants
were not really ready to vote for or against the proposal
of the unification of gay partnership and traditional
marriage. The majority at the synod agreed instead
that ministers are allowed to offer a blessing to gay
couples. A draft for a ritual of blessing was also agreed
on (attitude B). The proposal that ministers should take
care of the secular initiation of the partnership, not only
the blessing (attitude C), was directed back to the committee for further reporting. In addition to the above,
it would be necessary to point out that in Iceland the
legal initiation of matrimony is still in the hands of the

church, not only in the hands of the civil authorities.
In Iceland, unlike many countries in western Europe,
the minister’s declaration of marriage has a direct effect on the law to put two persons together. Namely
the religious acts and the civil laws are not completely
divided at this point. This makes it to some extent
complicated to handle gay marriage. Some people say
that marriage belongs to the unique authority of the
religious institute, and others put more emphasis on
the general human rights. The right answer seems to
me: both right. In order to avoid this confusion, some
ministers ask: “should the church transfer the authority to establish matrimony to the civil authorities and
concentrate on its religious significance only?” This
opinion is not yet dominant among ministers, but it will
be unavoidable to face this question soon or later.
What is the Mission for the Church Now?
I have been trying to describe where the issue of gay
marriage has been located in the Icelandic church as
neutrally as I can, so that we can see what is happening in the church.
Looking over the world, the countries that have set
a concept of marriage that is independent of gender
composition are for example Holland, Belgium, Spain,
Canada and more, not yet hundreds of countries. Talking about the partnership act, then many European
countries and many states in the US are adapting it,
but these are from the standpoint of civil law.
Apart from independent free churches, there is no
denomination as of yet who recognises gay marriage
on equal terms with the traditional marriage without
any distinction (using one word marriage instead of
partnership). Obviously it is a very difficult task to
change the course from what it has been until now for
the religious authorities. The national church of Iceland
is no exception. In this sense, the Icelandic church is
no worse than other churches in the world.
Nevertheless it is not at all a Christian way to look
at oneself only in relationship with ones surroundings.
Because then you lose your identity in the relationship
between God and yourself, where your own call and
mission is revealed. This is something unique and you
cannot compare it with others.
In my opinion, the Icelandic church is in the best
position in the world to step forward and recognise
formally the unified marriage as a religious term. The
small size of the society where every single person can
be recognized as an individual, considerable monocultural background, the absence of a big gap in religious values in the society, already well opened public
existence of gay people and the positive attitude of
the society towards them. All of those factors are to
the advantage for the Icelandic church to take one
step ahead of the rest of the world. But on the other
hand, it would be considered as cowardice if the church
wants hide itself behind other churches and doesn’t
use those advantages that are being given to it.
Of course people could ask: “though the surrounding conditions are ready, shouldn’t the church refrain
from doing something until the act will be confirmed to
be theologically right and Christian-faithful?” That is
quite right. But in my opinion, we have already crossed
the biggest hurdles both theologically and Christianfaithfully. The majority in the church acknowledge,
as well as the majority in society, the presence of gay
people, their life as persons and their rights. The support to the partnership act show us that. Then why not
marriage? What is the reason that we have to separate
gay marriage as partnership from the traditional marriage? Is there any theological reason really? Or is it
perhaps an emotional hindrance that makes it difficult
for us to accept it?
The churchly congress in October is supposed to
draw a temporary conclusion on the issue. We have
to work on it.
Toshiki Toma is the pastor of the National church of
Iceland for immigrants.

What kinds of views exist about
the gay partnership/marriage
issue in the church? Let’s briefly
take a view over the scenery.
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L’Étranger in downtown Reykjavík:
“Waiting In Line Is For Pussies”
Text by Marvin Lee Dupree

Ever since I was a child here in Iceland, I have been a
silent spectator of my own “strangeness”. Due to the
fact I can only trace my Viking heritage on my mother’s
side and have a slightly higher melanin count than most
Icelanders, at least the ones not of French descent, I
am often asked “how can you possibly be Icelandic?”
Other questions that I receive are: “Why do you have
a foreign name?” and “Why do you live here?” The
answer to the first question is quite simple: My name
is quintessentially more Icelandic than most Icelandic
names, e.g. any first name also coming from a Christian
heritage, such as Icelandic names. The other answer is
undoubtedly more complicated.
However, like I often was as a child, it wasn’t so long
ago that Icelanders were put on display in Copenhagen
as “freak shows” along with Inuits and people from
various other nations. To the dismay of the Icelandic
Student Society in Copenhagen, Icelanders had been
categorized as a “second class” colony along with coloured people. Not surprisingly, Icelanders have separate
names for these “strange people”, Skrælingjar (Peeled
Ones) for Indians and Blámenn (Blue men) for the more
melanin-afflicted individuals.
Personally, as a child, I was often disgusted at the
stares I would garner during my very brief excursions
to this strange land. Later, when I moved here, I had to
learn the language from scratch – and be chastised for
years to come for my grasp of the language, despite
the fact the most Icelanders have a very shaky mastery
themselves over our great language. So, obviously, it
has always been easy for me to pose as a foreigner in
my own country, somewhat like a reverse pied-noir. For
this reason I decided to go downtown and experience
Reykjavík’s nightlife as a “stranger” for the Grapevine.
Before I talk about my experience posing as a
foreigner, I have to mention my other “safari trips”
downtown. I call them safari trips because when I was
younger going out was like going shopping. If you had
sufficient funds and charm, some even have pick up
lines, you would go home with a brand spanking new
bed accessory. Sometimes for the fun of it, I would
pretend to be a foreigner – because getting annoyed
at being mistaken for one can only get you so far. If I
travel by plane the flight attendants will speak to me
in English; if I stare too long at a person when they are
speaking, they will revert to speaking English. When
I order food I can see the worrisome stolen glance,
i.e. when a person will size me up before deciding
what language to speak. Of course, pretending to be
a foreigner has often been fun. One time I lied that I
had been adopted, I said I had been found afloat on a
raft that drifted from Jamaica. A couple of times I have
pretended to be from a Spanish-speaking country, which
is absurd considering how pathetic my Spanish is.
Maybe always being in character comes easy to
me. My looks might play a part, seeing as how I have
been mistaken for Japanese, Portuguese, Mexican,
American, Native American – and even once yelled at

on Laugavegur for “being a terrorist”, or what some
would call, an Arab. However, the last two weekends
when I tried to pretend to be a foreigner it just lost its
charm and I found it quite ridiculous to be completely
honest.
My attempts at being a foreigner and to phase
out the Icelandic played out in a mixed cacophony of
bottles being smashed, cars beeping and hissing along
the street, along with the various mix of languages
being spoken. As a matter of fact that is exactly the
reason why, perhaps along with my reluctance to be
a foreigner, that my little study didn’t go so well. Naysayers could say that my demeanour was probably too
Icelandic and that too many people that I know were
walking up to me.
As a foreigner, I walked into Barinn totally at a loss
for words as to what to do; perhaps you have to be really
drunk to enjoy yourself properly there. No interaction
there, despite the fact that I was staring and glancing
around like the idiot savant that I perhaps am. When
I finally got to Sirkus, I discovered how fucking irritating the place can really be. Often I would stand in line
and watch as all the foreigners scoffed and puffed at
the door and the door-girls who usually denied them
entrance, despite the wild weekend they had been
promised here in Reykjavík. I stood in line and listened
to a person repeatedly say, with his decent attempt at
Queen’s English: ‘VIP, VIP, VIP.’
Yes, people complain all the time about the supposed clientele of Sirkus. It would seem that you have
to possess a secret knock, know the person, or “be
someone”. As a business model and foreigner, I find
this quite distressing; you lose word-of-mouth business
and also manage to disprove the famous saying of Oscar
Wilde’s. Maybe this is the point: “Will you be the lucky
foreigner to get into Sirkus after the witching hour?”
Perhaps you should bring some dinner and buy drinks
there and stay to actually “get in”.
My attempts at being a foreigner fared much better
at Vegamót. Before I could get in a word edgewise, a
shorter, porcine version of Paris Hilton cut into the line
and pushed me away. I tried to chat her friend up, who
was busy texting someone and way too busy to respond
to my feeble attempt at a “come on”. To retort to
such an attack, I asked an Icelander: “Where are all the
pretty women?” with a pitiable plea of distress. “Are
they all inside?” and pointed to the women in front of
me. He laughed at my audacity and pointed out that
there are many beautiful women in Iceland, insinuating
with a coy jest that I might be repelling them from him!
As is common when you speak in English, a foreigner
will often interrupt the conversation, as most people
are not that accustomed to long lines outside clubs.
In this instance it was an American girl defending the
beauty of Icelandic women, mentioning that blonde
bimbos only come from California, Texas and Florida
(the places where I had resided). A strange rant seeing
as how most of the women in the line actually were
blond bimbos. I demanded the pretty and easy women
that Iceland Air had promised me. As my Icelandic friend
said to me, I came here for “mostly pleasure”.
Although my red wine stupor was fading, I kept
overhearing conversations that other foreigners were
having, such as the guy who told his friend that waiting in line was for pussies and he wouldn’t have that.
He wanted to get laid, now! During this vigil of mine,
I came to a stunning conclusion as a foreigner. First of
all, I am not a foreigner; secondly being foreign has
stopped being such a “foreign thing” as I watched
the various nationalities in the faces of these people
that stood like vultures all around me. I also discovered
another thing: The Meat Market is universal. Enjoy your
stay and happy shopping.

Sometimes for the fun of it, I
would pretend to be a foreigner – because getting annoyed
at being mistaken for one can
only get you so far.
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Álafoss - outlet
Álafossvegur 23
Mosfellsbær
(C.a 16 km away from
Reykjavík on the road
to Þingvellir)
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Austurstræ

Bubbling Icelandic Design

Woolens factory store,
located in Vik

Take the warmth
with you!

Since 1896

vases and dining ware, plastic zip-lockable handbags
and raincoats, woollen and other clothing and jewellery. As Kraum represents the best in Icelandic design,
the prices are on the higher end. But as Bogadóttir
says, around half of the designers sell exclusively to
Kraum, so you’re unlikely to find a lot of the products
elsewhere.
According to Bogadóttir, the project has received
a lot of support. “I sent letters to a lot of designers of
clothes, jewellery and applied art and over one hundred
persons sent me their products,” she said. “We formed
a committee of two architects and someone who runs
a souvenir store at Geysir, who knew what sells. Then
thirty investors and designers put their money together
to make this all come true,” she added.
“I’m a goldsmith. I owned a shop in Laugavegur
and I know how difficult it is to juggle design, running
a store and marketing. I wanted to make it possible for
designers not to have to do all that – just to specialise
in design,” Bogadóttir says and explains that the concept of Kraum is to help promote many local designers
under one roof.
The building also houses the Craft and Design
Exhibition Centre, which is open on weekdays.

Wool & Souvernir Shop

Kraum Icelandic Design
Aðalstræti 10, 101 Reykjavík, tel: 517 7797
Weekdays 9-18:00, Thursdays open late to
22:00, Saturdays and Sundays 12-17:00

_______

Genuine woolen goods,
made in Iceland
Also wide selection
of souvenirs

Quality goods, tax and duty free prices
The shops at Leifur Eiríksson Air Terminal offer a fantastic range of international brand products as well as Icelandic
products at tax-free prices. The number of shops in the terminal has increased and the range of products has never been
greater. An ideal opportunity for passengers to shop while waiting for their flight.

Arrive early - Enjoy tax-free shopping

Víkurprjón ehf
Phone: 487-1250
www.vikwool.is

www.alafoss.is

Welcome to the Leifur Eiriksson Air Terminal

ÍSLENSKA SIA.IS FLE 38045 06/07

If 18th century governor of Iceland and entrepreneur
Skúli Magnússon were alive today he would be a happy
man. After housing numerous restaurants and bars,
the oldest building in Reykjavík, originally intended
by Magnússon to be a craft house, has recently been
turned into a centre for Icelandic craft and design.
“The company that restores old houses invited us...
they didn’t really want to have another bar or restaurant
but craft and design like its previous purpose was,”
the managing director of Kraum Icelandic Design, Halla
Bogadóttir, explained of the restoring of the 1752-built
wooden house to its original purpose.
The front rooms of the building house an exhibition
detailing Reykjavík’s history since the mid-1700s, when
the capital consisted of only a few farms and a couple
of hundred people. The City of Reykjavík exhibition
includes paintings and early photographs of the area.
The Kraum Icelandic Design store occupies the spacious back and upstairs areas of the house and holds
a wide collection of design products – from children’s
puzzles to woollen lamps – by around 70 Icelandic
artists. The centre takes a different approach to the
tourist souvenir shop by selling unique work by local
artists.
“Many tourists ask ‘where is this Icelandic design
that people are talking about?’ so we gathered together
these products in this building to make a sort of window
into Icelandic design,” Bogadóttir explains and adds
that she hopes this will make Icelandic design more
easily accessible to tourists.
Some of the products on sale include: creatively designed stationary items, wooden children’s toys, ceramic

For maximum comfort, we recommend arriving at the air terminal 2 hours before departure. You'll find further
information on services at the terminal at www.airport.is

Check-in begins 2 hours before departure!

Design: Sjáaldur auga míns 2006 / Photo:JBH

Text by Zoë Robert Photo by Gulli
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June 13, The Reykjavík Grapevine celebrated
its four year anniversary.

We would like to thank all those who have contributed
both money and material through the years and made
it possible to keep this thing going for four years.
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Text by Haukur Magnússon Photo by Gulli
“You show me a queer in any city, and I will in turn show you
someone that incessantly complains about his gay scene and
nightlife. It doesn’t say a thing about the gay scene in question; it’s just the way the discourse is shaped. The-grass-is-always-greener-syndrome if you will.” This was one of the things
the Grapevine learned while researching Reykjavík’s potential
for gay nightlife F-U-N. Not a small or particularly modest task,
defining the nightlife of an entire demographic, but our interest was aroused by… well, by some complaints from gays
about the nightlife (or lack thereof). The following details our
task to learn if they are warranted.
First off, it should be noted that Iceland is by all accounts an
excellent place to be gay. Through the tireless work of the
pioneers behind Samtökin 78 (the Icelandic Gay and Lesbian
Organisation) and some progressively minded MPs, gay and
lesbian rights in the country are now near-indistinguishable
from those of their heterosexual cousins (although “close to
indiscriminatory” is never acceptable when it comes to basic
human rights), the gay lifestyle is widely accepted, and homophobic acts and rhetoric are condemned and frowned upon.
A lot of good work has been done by a lot of good people
since the early days of the Icelandic gay rights movement in
the seventies, when young gays often saw no option other
than to flee the island for fear of persecution and banishment.
While the ongoing 30+ years battle for gay rights in Iceland is
deserving of many lengthy essays, this particular article, rather,
places focus on various social aspects of homosexual life in
modern-day Iceland – the nightlife: the celebration that inevitably follows any revolution. And we are currently mid-party.
Spartacus Meets Reykjavík
What better place to start our journey into Reykjavík’s gay social life than the 2007 edition of the Spartacus International
Gay Guide? The Spartacus guide is a renowned resource for
globetrotting homosexuals of all ages. A thick and sturdy book
lined with ads depicting handsome men in various states of
undress and oiliness, it makes a valiant effort to document gay
life around the world, with chapters dedicated to nearly every
city that has even an inkling of a gay scene.
It lists the atmosphere a gay man may expect to face in a
given country, along with their various attractions that are potentially attractive to gay tourists: gay friendly bars, clubs and
restaurants, and popular cruising spots, of course. The guide
gives a fairly accurate (if thoroughly out of date) account of
Reykjavík’s gay nightlife options, along with the normal tourist
attractions: Blue Lagoon, Golden Circle, midnight sun, etc.
Not surprisingly, most of the Iceland entry is dedicated to
the fair state of gay rights in the country, as opposed to the
hedonistic options at hand. This seems in-line with a common
view of many of the young gay men interviewed for this article: Being gay in Iceland is awesome, if uninteresting at times.
This leads one to wonder if the significance of many of the
major gay rights achievements of the past three decades is
lost on the younger generations now enjoying them – if they
are too caught up in enjoying the fruits of past labours to fully
appreciate the strife of their elders. Then again, the same can
(and has, frequently) be said of Western youth for several decades. When your worries are more pertinent to parties than
poverty or persecution, you know you should feel thankful.
That being said, the complaint is somewhat understandable. Until late February (when research for this article commenced), there really was no officially gay night club in Reykjavík, and hadn’t been since a club called Jón Forseti closed
down a few years ago. The gay nightlife was for a short while
limited to a 35 square metre room next to the downtown Subway franchise in Austurstræti – a pleasant, if tiny, bar called
Café Cozy. While Cozy (as it’s affectionately known by regulars) continues to be a fun and friendly place to take drinks
and hook up with likeminded folk, it can by no means satisfy
the partying needs of a several thousand-strong, thriving gay
community.
So, it was with great abandon that the Reykjavík gay scene
welcomed Q Bar when it underwent its transformation to an official “Gay club” late last February. Previously a yuppie-ish dive,
known mostly for discriminating guests on the basis of their
footwear, the club’s advent into the gay market was spearheaded by late-twenties Reykjavík nightlife mainstay Óli Hjörtur, who
continues to run the shots.
Although celebrated from the beginning and steadily adding to its clientele since then, many of those who spoke to the
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Grapevine at that time took the Q Bar’s transformation with a
grain of salt, cynically commenting that “turning ‘gay’ is usually
the last resort for nearly bankrupt bars. The lack of options for
gays in Reykjavík will always guarantee a flux of curious customers for the first couple of weeks.” The ongoing success of Q Bar
has silenced those voices for now, and several visits to the club
during the past months indicate that it is here to stay.

club, founded 22 years ago by former sexual-political refugees
who had left the country in the late seventies and returned
in the early eighties, when the atmosphere got a little more
welcoming. These were men who had lived in London, Copenhagen, Amsterdam and San Francisco, places where gay men
could live relatively normal, comfortable lives in harmony with
their sexuality.
Homosexuality has of course always existed in Iceland,
“There Wasn’t Even an Internet to Speak of”
but no one talked about it until Samtökin 78 were founded
Sipping on a soy latté, 29 year-old hairdresser/stylist Skjöldur in 1978, there was no information to be had and the possiEyfjörð reminisces about the state of the gay scene when he bilities for a social life were extremely limited. Being gay here
came out and started participating in the mid-nineties, at the wasn’t an option; the situation was much the same as it is in
tender age of sixteen. “Those were entirely different times. the Faeroe Islands today.
The only thing going on was Samtökin 78 and (now defunct
“Around 1981 things had gotten slightly better, you could
bar) 22 – and 22 wasn’t even an officially gay bar; it was just count on at least one of the discos in town to have a ‘gay corwhere all the gays hung out. It was much the same as it is ner’ where like-minded homosexuals could convene. People
now, actually: arty types, college folk, bohemians, you know, started returning, and MSC was founded by men who had
the people that aren’t interested in the mainstream culture gotten to know ‘the leather life’ while living abroad and want[author’s note: legendary gay nightlife spot 22 now operates ed to bring it back home.”
under the moniker ‘Barinn’ and is very different from what
The deceivingly young-looking secretary of MSC Ísland
it used to be]. There wasn’t even an Internet to speak of, all (“Proper gays need to look at least ten years younger than they
that came later. The only way to get into the scene was to visit really are,” the 61 year-old tells me at one point) is explaining
Samtökin or hang around 22 for long enough.”
how he came to co-found an Icelandic leather-fetish club for
“Then, Spotlight [another legendary, and at one time like-minded gay men during the mid eighties. We are sitting in
huge, gay club operated from the late nineties ‘til a few years a corner of their tiny downtown Reykjavík clubhouse, where the
ago] opened up and it was like a bomb. The atmosphere re- properly attired members and their guests will meet at weekally changed, the state of gay rights also changed much to the ends to share drinks, conversation and other pleasantries.
better and we were becoming more visible in society… fashion
It is decorated in true leather-bar style, camouflage-netting
was changing, AIDS wasn’t as big an issue; people weren’t hanging in the ceiling over pitch-black walls boasting posters
afraid anymore. Things got very exciting for a period in the for leather summits around Europe along with various club inlate nineties, we had the first drag show, Gay Pride got off to signia and memorabilia, lit by dim red lights. A wall-mounted
an excellent start… The atmosphere at Spotlight was insane at TV is eternally blaring some high quality gay porn in one cortimes, all of the sudden you got away with doing things that ner, a tiny bar in another, while a small steel cage, convenient
you really weren’t allowed to before. It was like our very own for climbing into when the mood is right, is located centre
Studio 54 there for a while.”
point. Past the proper social area, a small corridor leads to a
As the Reykjavík club-scene is legendarily fickle (which well-outfitted back room where those interested can engage
explains the Spartacus writers’ problems with keeping up to in pleasurable acts at their discretion.
date), Spotlight’s day in the sun drew to a close early this deLike all self- respecting fetish clubs, MSC Ísland has a strict
cade, following an ill-advised move from its original location. dress code policy. According to their web site, www.msc.is,
veteran
photographer
Skjöldur tells me that the nightlife scene nowThe
is in many
ways those
who seek admittance to the clubhouse must be decked
different from his halcyon days. “It’s much RAX
more aggressive
out
in a Fotografía
certain manner (although exceptions are made for
exhibits at
than it used to be, in a bad way. People are using more drugs travellers and first-time visitors). In short, leather and rubber
than they used to, and for different reasons too. Nowadays attire is welcomed, as are uniforms and sportswear (Nazi-relatI rarely stay out past 2 AM, the mood is uncomfortable and ed uniforms are strictly forbidden, as are all forms of business
aggressive, people all have these big egos. I don’t like it, it’s suits). Work boots, jeans, T-shirts and nudity are welcomed,
lacking a certain joy.” Given his remarks, he seems to be refer- the main point and rule-of-thumb is dressing in a MANLY fashring to the 101 Reykjavík nightlife in general, the gay scene ion. MSC.is provides a list of 13 different, ECMC approved,
notwithstanding.
dress-styles, all of which are pretty self-explanatory. They inI ask him how he regards the difference between the gay clude the Leatherman, the Soldier, the Officer, the Skinhead,
scenes in Iceland and other countries he has visited. “Well, the Cowboy and the Rubberman; members are encouraged to
Icelandic gays have never realised that there are only 300.000 find their niche in their chosen genre.
of us. That’s not a lot and you can’t really have case-specific
MSC Ísland was operated out of a PO Box for its first deplaces for everyone. Rather, you have a few places that are cade, only acquiring the current clubhouse in 1997. As the
doing their best to appeal to a wide range of people aged 16- secretary tells it, the club was originally founded in May of
100, and while their tastes inevitably vary, I think they’re doing 1985, by a small group of men who wanted to create a social
a commendable job. Splitting up into smaller groups isn’t really scene and gain admittance to the ECMC (a European coalition
an option in such a meagrely populated country.”
of MSC-style clubs). “Gay men usually have money and love
“There’s an upside, however, you won’t get lost in the to travel – there’s no kids to keep them at home – and the
crowd, you always have a place to go where you’ll know some- ECMC originally started in 1972 as a venue for such men from
body, you never wind up standing alone in a corner and it London, Cologne and Amsterdam who would cross Europe on
offers a certain protection. It may be boring as hell at times, their motorbikes and meet up in different cities. The thing with
not getting to choose between several places, but it has many many of these guys is that they are very bourgeoisie and civil
benefits as well. And it’s shaping up nicely. Gay life these days minded, straight-types who like to get hip at weekends; they
is not so much about drinking and partying as it is about just… also love to organise and publish documents and newsletters
being. We now have a lot of couples and full-fledged families, [pulls out a slew of ECMC affiliate newsletters from around Eupeople don’t rely on the crutch of alcohol, drugs and partying rope]. There are a lot of meetings and conferences, and their
to the degree they maybe once did. Being gay is different now. objective is usually planning next year’s big party.
Easier, even.”
“One of our goals in founding MSC was to give such men
that for some reason found themselves visiting Iceland an opGay and Night
portunity to connect with likeminded people. It was also an
When prompted, Skjöldur describes his idea of a “perfect gay attempt to do something truly cultural; a big city needs to proSaturday in Reykjavík”. It entails an early workout at the luxuri- vide certain services, and this kind of club is one of them.”
ous Laugar-gym (“a lot of hot men exercise there”) followed by These goals seem to have been well met, as the MSC annually
brunch at Jómfrúin (downtown’s excellent, gay-operated Dan- entertains hundreds of visitors from around the globe, many
ish Smörrebröd house in 101). “I’d then browse the fashion of them crying out in joy: “Finally! I’ve found a real gay club in
shops downtown, as we have a lot of exciting young design- this godforsaken country!”
ers here. I like Kronkron, Gyllti Kötturinn and Sævar Karl, for
instance. Then maybe dinner at [vegetarian restaurant] Grænn Two Years of Abstinence
Kostur. The night would conclude by perusing the 101 down- This weekend sees MSC welcoming over 40 visitors from the
town scene, I have a man so I’m not looking for any hook-ups, Nordic alliance of leather fetish clubs to the Top of Europe
but some coffee and socialising would serve me fine.”
summit, with representatives coming in from Norway, DenWhile Skjöldur seems content jettisoning all-night drink- mark, Sweden, Finland and Estonia. The program includes celing and partying for relationships and responsibility, as many ebratory dinners, club nights and a ‘Jock and underwear party’
grown-ups will, others still revel in the fun to be had sipping at the clubhouse. Other activities planned for this year »»»
cocktails ‘til Monday, joyously dancing nights away at every
chance. Hence, one striking young man professed his love for
all things nightlife and boogie in the Thursday night bathroom
>edaahZkZgVad[i]dhZViiZcY^c\dc
queue at Q Bar, describing his routine thusly: “On a good Saturday, I’ll usually start out visiting the leather club around mid- i]Z^g k^Zlh VcY ZmeZg^ZcXZh [gdb
night, then move on to Q Bar for some drinks and fun around
2 AM and finally close the night at Café Cozy. Depending on i]Z GZn`_Vk` \Vn hXZcZ# 6aa d[
what’s happening there, I might be home anytime from 5 AM
i]ZbV\gZZi]ViVeaVXZa^`ZF7Vg
to sometime the next day. Things can really get crazy around
there, there’s no telling what will happen.” His plan seems as ]VYWZZchdgZanb^hh^c\[dgVadc\
good as any, so the following Saturday night commences with
i^bZ###
a visit to the leather club.
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A Refuge for Former Sexual-political Refugees
MSC Ísland [MSC is short for Motor Sports Club] is a private
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Egilsstaðir – June 27 - 30

Reykjavík – June 19

JEA Jazz Festival

National Women’s Day in Iceland
celebration,” in which the mayor
of Fljótsdalshérað will speak and
a total of 7 acts will follow. Wrapping up the festival is world-renown
funk group Jagúar, who have played
large jazz festivals all over the world
and even backed up the late great
James Brown. Tickets will be sold
individually for each event, but it is
strongly recommended that patrons
buy an all-inclusive ticket for 5500
ISK. For more information, please
visit Jea.is.

On June 19, several women’s organisations will collaborate to bring
a series of events and festivities to
downtown Reykjavik in celebration
of National Women’s Day. The date
marks the anniversary of the monumental 1915 day when the Alþingi
granted all women in Iceland the
right to vote.
Expect to see a lot of pink, as the
organisations encourage everyone to
wear pink. Also, several businesses
all over the city will be decorating
their walls and storefronts in pink.

NASA – June 26

The Rapture in Concert

National Stadium Laugardalur – June 16 & 21

Out of the all the “dance” bands to
come out of the early decade and
blatantly rip off Gang of Four, The
Rapture is undoubtedly the only one
to come out unscathed. While most
of these 80’s disco-punk channelling bands (I’m talking about Moving Units, the Radio 4, She Wants
Revenge, Ima Robot etc.) rode the
trend and eventually lost popularity,
the four ambitious New Yorkers saw
it out and continued putting out albums that took the genre in a slightly
different direction. The band is now
on tour promoting their latest release, Pieces of the People We Love,
an album that is consistent with the
dancy feel of the older releases but

still manages to play around with
percussion and poppy song writing.
The tour will include many international dates in Moscow, Zurich, LA
and Montreal. Not surprisingly, The
Rapture has decided to stop over for
one night and rock out the popular
Reykjavik nightclub NASA on Saturday June 26.
Very luckily for the Rapture, The
Motion Boys will be opening. After an
extremely disappointing first show at
Iðnó, in which the equipment failed
halfway through the set, the Mobos
will courageously pick up again and
cross their fingers for no blow-outs.
The Motion Boys line up includes an
all-star cast from popular Icelandic

acts like Trabant, FM Belfast and
even Mínus. As stated in a previous
interview with the Grapevine, Mobo’s
vocalist Biggi excitedly stated: “The
Rapture is a fun band. I’m sure they
will be much more on stage than we
will, but I’m convinced that we will
touch people’s hearts in a greater
way than they are going to. Maybe
the guys from The Rapture will even
be a little weepy when they go on
stage.”
The Grapevine forecast: this show
will be packed, loud and sweaty.
We’ll see you there. CF

If you would like to be included
in the Grapevine listings, free of
charge, contact the Grapevine by
email at listings@grapevine.is.

Fri 29.06 DJ Lupin
Lau 30.06 DJ Böddi
Café Hljómalind
Laugavegur 21
Fri 15.06 Music festival Rökkurlopi: Starts
at 14:00 Margrét Guðrúnardóttir, Símon
Birgisson, Jazzband Dúi og Bryndís Jakobsdóttir. After that, bands Gavin Portland
and I Adapt play. Admission fee 500ISK
Lau 16.06 Music festival Rökkurlopi: Starts
at 15:00 Elín and Elísabet Eyþórsdóttir,
Þóra Björk, Toggi and Úlpa unplugged.
Sun 17.06 Music festival Rökkurlopi: Starts
at 14:00: Ölöf Arnalds, Joann Kearney,
Jón Tryggvi.
Sat 23.06 Snobb fyrir alla #10 Dean Ferrel
and guests.
Café París
Austurstræti 14
Fri 15.06 DJ Lucky plays soul, funk, reggae
and hip-hop
Sat 16.06 DJ Börkur plays soul, funk, reggae and hip-hop
Fri 22.06 DJ Lucky plays soul, funk, reggae
and hip-hop
Sat 23.06 DJ Börkur plays soul, funk, reggae and hip-hop
Fri 29.06 DJ Lucky plays soul, funk, reggae
and hip-hop
Sat 30.06 DJ Börkur plays soul, funk, reggae and hip-hop
Gaukurinn
Tryggvagata 22
One of the oldest bars in Iceland, opened
in the mid 80’s. Hosts mostly cover bands
on weekends, playing anything from Britney to the Beatles. On weekdays odds
are you’ll find local bands playing their
original material.

Fri 15.06 Á móti Sól
Lau 16.06 Buff
Grand Rokk
Smiðjustígur 6
Fri 15.06 Severed Crouch
Fri 22.06 7 Figures
Sat 23.06 Hooker Swing Rock
Gljúfrasteinn / Halldór Laxness
museum
270 Mosfellsbær
Sun 17.06 Ólöf Arnalds sings and plays
guitar
Sun 24.06 Sigurgeir Arnarsson, cello and
Berglind Stefánsdóttir, flute.
Hellirinn
Hólmaslóð 2
Sat 16.06 Live music: Severed Crotch,
Atrum, Shogun, Voreastral, Ashton Cut,
Plastic Gods.
Hressó
Austurstræti 20
Here, troubadours play sing-alongs until midnight, followed by DJs playing
whatever the crowd is aching for at the
time.
Fri 15.06 DJ Maggi
Sat 16.06 Flat Five followed by DJ Bjarni
Thu 21.06 Public (live)
Fri 22.06 Touch (live) / DJ Maggi
Sat 23.06 Menn Ársins (live) / DJ Andri
Ramirez
Thu 28.06 Helgi Valur (live)
Fri 29.06 Touch (live) / DJ Bjarni
Sat 30.06 Flat Five followed by DJ Bjarni
Iðnó
Vonarstræti 2
Thu 21.06 Amina (live) starts at: 20:00
Fri 22.06 starts at 21:00 Samtökin 78
celebrate the anniversary of a new leg-

Music
Bar 11
Laugavegur 11
A popular hangout spot for Reykjavík’s
rockers and their young idolaters with DJs
playing classic rock‘n’roll hits.
Fri 15.06 DJ Palli
Sat 16.06 Punk band Slugs / DJ Gulli
Barinn
Laugavegur 22
Vibrant late-night party place and a nice
roomy bistro during the day.
Fri 15.06 DJ’s Steinunn and Silja
Sat 16.06 DJ Yamaho / DJ Ladycats
Tue 19.06 DJ Jói Rain
Thu 21.06 Partyzone
Fri 22.06 Tweak / DJ Mio
Sat 23.06 Casanova / DJ Kári
Fri 29.06 DJ Skeletor / DJ Ernir
Sat 30.06 Groovebox
Café Amsterdam
Fri 15.06 DJ Fúsi
Sat 16.06 DJ Fúsi
Thu 21.06 The Telepathetics and guests
Fri 22.06 Dimma / DJ Sesar
Sat 23.06 DJ Sesar
Café Cultura
Hverfisgata 18
Music from the world’s four corners
Fri 15.06 DJ Kristín
Sat 16.06 Dj Böddi
Thu 21.06 DJ Kristín
Fri 22.06 DJ Eiki
Sat 23.06 Russian Night

In front of the Alþingi at 10:00, the
“Pink Stone” award will be given to
a surprise individual who has affected
change for Icelandic women in the
past year. Further festivities include
an historical walk around downtown
Reykjavik to significant sites in Icelandic women’s history. Afterward, there
will be a coffee gathering at Hallveigarstaðir. For more information on
the event, please visit feminstinn.is.
A concrete schedule will appear by
the end of the week.

Skari

Wednesday June 27 through Saturday June 30 will be the dates of
the East Iceland Jazz Festival in Egilsstaðir. The festival, which is sponsored by many prominent Icelandic
buisinesses (including Icelandair
and Landsbankinn), will include
three days of respected Icelandic
Jazz musicians and a few famous
international acts (soul singer Deitra
Farr and baritone saxophonist James
Carter will appear). On the ticket
for Saturday is a closing “birthday
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Women’s European Cup
The Icelandic national women’s football team will play France and Serbia
in a series of homeground matches.
The team, ranked 21, is hoping to
qualify for the European Cup finals
which will be held in 2009. “We’ve
never had such a good chance as
now. Three out of the five teams
have a chance to qualify,” said Football Association of Iceland press officer Ómar Smárason.
The national women’s football
team has traditionally performed
better than the men’s team. “The
status of women’s football in Scandinavia is completely different than

in the rest of the world.” Smárason
explained.
Iceland may be playing well, but
Smárason isn’t having any illusions.
“France is ranked 7th, so it’s one of
the best teams in Europe. That will be
the more difficult match,” he said.
Both matches will be held at the
National Stadium, Laugardalsvöllur.

islation on gay rights. Bands Lay Low,
Hjaltalín and more.
Wed 27.06 Vietnamese music night. Starts
21:00
Kaffibarinn
Bergstaðastræti 1
With a mixture of techno, reggae, hiphop and classic dance hits, the DJs are
usually capable of crowding this frisky bar
every single night of the week.
Fri 15.06 DJ Jack Schidt
Sat 16.06 Maggi Legó
Thu 21.06 DJ Benni B-Ruff
Fri 22.06 Don Balli Funk
Sat 23.06 DJ Árni Sveins
Fri 29.06 DJ Benni B-Ruff
Sat 30.06 DJ Lazer
Laugardalshöllin
Engjavegur 8
Tue 19.06 Air in concert. Admission fee
3.900ISK
Fri 29.06 The Wall performed by the Icelandic Symphony Orchestra and band
Dúndurfréttir. Admission fee 4500ISK
Nasa
Thorvaldsenstræti 2
Sat 16.06 Flex Music party: Desyn Masiello
Sat 23.06 Reggae band Hjálmar plays a
live set. Word is that sharing the stage
with them will be Iceland’s greatest living wordsmith Megas. Admission fee
1000ISK
Tue 26.06 The Rapture. Admission fee
3900ISK
Sat 30.06 Cannibal Corpse. Admission
fee 2500ISK
Prikið
Bankastræti 12

Fri 15.06 Live music: Jón Tryggvi + guests
/ DJ De la Rosa
Sat 16.06 DJ Andri
Wed 20.06 DJ Daði
Thu 21.06 DJ Kári
Fri 22.06 Live music: Friskó / DJ Benni
Sat 23.06 DJ Raggi / DJ’s Óli & Rósa
Wed 27.06 Playmobile
Thu 28.06 DJ Gulli
Fri 29.06 Live music: Friskó / DJ Gullfoss
& Geysir
Sat 30.06 DJ Andri / DJ Benni
Q-bar
Ingólfsstræti 3
Stylish and vibrant gay / straight-friendly
bar and party venue. Cosy on weekdays
and full of surprises on weekends.
Fri 15.06 DJ B-Ruff & Dj Kári
Sat 16.06 Mafia Night. Beauty and The
Beats. Come in your best tuxedo
Sun 17.06 Power Ballad Night with Dj
Kitty Kiki-Ow
Wed 20.06 Miss Brown
Thu 21.06 La La DJ
Fri 22.06 DJ Gulli
Sat 23.06 DJ Maggi Lego
Thu 28.06 La La DJ
Fri 29.06 Diva De La Rosa
Sat 30.06 Beauty And The Beats
Sirkus
Klapparstígur 30
Playing reggae, country and occasionally
hosting live gigs on weekdays, Sirkus’s
veteran DJs keep the party going till late
on weekends.
Fri 15.06 DJ Einar Sonic
Sat 16.06 DJ Lazer
Wed 20.06 DJ Einar Sonic
Thu 21.06 DJ Roesbert

Iceland vs France – June 16, 14:00
Iceland vs Serbia – June 21, 21:15
ZR
TICKETS AT

NASA – June 1
Laugardalshöll – June 19

Hjálmar vs. Megas
With very few Reggae options available to Iceland’s small Rastafarian culture, the sextet of beardos who call
themselves Hjálmar pretty much have
the monopoly. Toggling between
both Stockholm and Reykjavik, the
northernmost reggae band clearly
draws influence from all over the
Caribbean and has a reputation in
Scandinavia for playing a very tight
live set with eclectic and smart arrangements.
Hjálmar will be playing NASA on
June 23 from midnight to around
2:30 in the morning. Joining the

reggae band for a few exciting tunes will be Megas, who has been
described time and time again as
“the Bob Dylan of Iceland.” Megas,
who is known primarily for his sheet
music compositions and poetry, began playing music at an early age
and publishing his music in the 70’s,
when he started to gain popularity.
Expect high attendance (Hjálmar
always draws in a crowd) from people of all ages and maybe the smell
of a little skunky smoke here and
there. CF

Thu 28.06 DJ Krummi

Hverfisgata 15
Open daily 11-17
www.thjodmenning.is
Permanent exhibitions:
Medieval Manuscripts; The National Museum – as it was; The Library Room; The
Road to Zion; Berlin Excursion
Current exhibition:
Surtsey - Genesis
The exhibition traces the emergence and
evolution of the island Surtsey until the
present day and predicts its geographical and ecological development over the
next 120 years.
Dwarf Gallery
Grundarstígur 21
Opening Hours: Fri. and Sat. 18-20
www.this.is/birta
Gallery 100 Degrees
Bæjarháls 1
Mon.-Fri. 8:30-16
www.or.is/Forsida/Gallery100
May 13 – Jun 29
Teslatune
Finnbogi Pétursson exhibition
Gallery Fold
Rauðarárstígur 14-16
Mon.-Fri. 10-18
Sat. 11-16
Sun. 14-16
www.myndlist.is
Sells a large selection of Icelandic and
international art and hosts exhibitions
on a regular basis.
Gallery Sævar Karl
Bankastræti 7
Mon.-Fri. 10-18
Sat. 10-16
www.saevarkarl.is/

Museums & Galleries
101 Gallery
Hverfisgata 18
Thu.-Sat. 14-17 and by appointment
www.101hotel.is/101hotel/101gallery/
Jun 14 - Jun 19
Ice cream land
by Guðmundur Thoroddsen
Anima Gallery
Ingólfsstræti 8 / Lækjargata 2
Tue.-Sat. 13-17
www.animagalleri.is
Artótek
Tryggvagata 15
Mon. 10-21, Tue.-Thu. 10-19, Fri. 11-19,
Sat. and Sun. 13-17
www.sim.is/Index/Islenska/Artotek
ASÍ Art Museum
Freyjugata 41
Tue.-Sun. 13-17
www.asi.is
Free Entrance
Current exhibitions:
Of this World
Photographs by Katrín Elvarsdóttir
Stabs
Installations by Hye Joung
Auga fyrir Auga
Hverfisgata 35
Open Thu.-Fri. 15-19, Sat.-Sun. 14-17
The Einar Jónsson Museum
Eiríksgata
Tue.-Sun. 14-17
www.skulptur.is
Permanent exhibition:
The work of sculptor Einar Jónsson
The Culture House

Air in Concert
French-duo Air bring you their ambient electronica to Laugardalshöll
on June 19. The show is part of
their current world tour to promote
their new album Pocket Symphony
– their fourth studio album and
follow-up to Talkie Walkie (2004).
Air, which stands for Amour (Love),
Imagination, Rêve (Dream), were
first made famous in 1998 by their
critically acclaimed debut Moon
Safari. Released on March 5, their
new album features former Pulp

vocalist Jarvis Cocker and is co-produced by Nigel Godrich (Radiohead,
Beck, R.E.M). Band members Nicolas Godin and Jean-Benoît Dunckel
have also incorporated the sounds
of Japanese instruments such as
the Koto (Japanese floor harp) and
the banjo-like Shamisen – which
Godin was taught how to play by
a Japanese master – onto the new
album. Other instruments featured
on Pocket Symphony include the
flute, glockenspiel, xylophone, tam-

bourine, piano, synthesizers and
wind chimes. Reykjavík is among
a long list of otherwise forgotten
concert venues on the summer tour
circuit – such as Tresnjevka Island,
Croatia and Versailles Palace, Paris.
Better get your ticket fast – seating
has already sold out, but standing
tickets are still available.

Gallery Turpentine
Ingólfsstræti 5
Tue.-Fri. 12-18
Sat. 11-16
www.turpentine.is
Current exhibition:
Kyrrð og svif
by Sigrún Ólafsdóttir
Gel Gallerí
Hverfisgata 37
Mon.-Fri. 10-19
Sat. 10-17
Gerðuberg Cultural Centre
Gerðuberg 3-5
Mon.-Thu. 11-17
Wed. 11-21
Thu.-Fri. 11-17
Sat-Sun. 13-16
www.gerduberg.is
May 5 – Sep 9
Paintings by Ágúst Jónsson
May 12 – Sep 9
Kvenfólk / Women
Erró exhibition
i8 Gallery
Klapparstígur 33
Tue.-Fri. 11-17
Sat. and by appointment 13-17
www.i8.is
May 12 – Jun 23
Spencer Tunick photographic exhibition
Kling & Bang Gallery
Laugavegur 23
Thu.-Sun. 14-18
Free Entrance
www.this.is/klingandbang
Living Art Museum
Laugavegur 26
Wed., Fri.-Sun. 13-17

Thu. 13-22
www.nylo.is/
May 26 – Jul 8
Bread and Animals
Installation by Anna Sigmond Guðmundsdóttir
The National Gallery of Iceland
Fríkirkjuvegur
Tue.-Sun. 11-17
Free Entrance
listasafn.is
May 10 – July 8
Cobra Reykjavík
A retrospective presenting the international abstract artist group Cobra
The National Museum
Suðurgata 41
Open daily 10-17
natmus.is/
Permanent exhibition:
The Making of a Nation
May 5 – Aug 24
As seen by the visitor
Hans Viingard Friis photo exhibition
May 5 – Aug 24
Sent to the countryside
Photo exhibition
May 19 – Sep 30
The Road Between
Andrá exhibition: Installations by Guðbjörg Lind Jónsdóttir, Guðrún Kristjánsdóttir and Kristín Jónsdóttir.
The Nordic House
Sturlugata 5
Tue.-Sun. 12-17
www.nordice.is/
Perlan
At Öskjuhlíð
105 Reykjavík

www.perlan.is
Current exhibition:
Monumental Niceness
Sound installation by Margit Säde
Reykjavík 871 +/- 2
Aðalstræti 16
Open daily 10-17
Permanent exhibition:
The Settlement Exhibition
Reykjavík Art Museum
– Ásmundur Sveinsson Sculpture
Museum
Sigtún
Open daily 10-16
Admission ticket is valid for three days in
all three museums. Free entrance every
Thursday.
www.listasafnreykjavikur.is
March 31 – December 31
Folk Tales
An exhibition of works by Icelandic
draughtsmen who took on the task of
illustrating folk tales from the oral tradition.
April 2 – December 31
The Shape of Life
A new retrospective of the works by Ásmundur Sveinsson. The exhibition focuses
on abstract works from 1945 onwards.
Reykjavík Art Museum
– Hafnarhús
Tryggvagata 17
Open daily 10-17
May 11 – Aug 19
My Oz
Roni Horn retrospective
May 10 – Jun 17
Works by Sigurður Guðjónsson at the D
Gallery. The exhibition will include a new
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film and sound installation.
May 10 – Aug 17
The Erró Collection
Works from the museum’s Erró collection: A further examination of the diverse subjects and stages of Erró’s artistic
oeuvre.
Reykjavík Art Museum
– Kjarvalsstaðir
Flókagata
Open Daily 10-17
Feb 10 – Sep 2
K-Þátturinn / The K-Factor
Jóhannes S. Kjarval retrospective.
May 19 – Aug 26
Kvika / Magma
Icelandic contemporary design
May 19 – Aug 26
The Spark – Design for Everyone
Design exhibition, with special educational programming
Reykjavík Museum
Kistuhylur 4
Open daily from 10-17
www.arbaejarsafn.is
Permanent exhibition:
Objects from Reykjavík cultural history.
The Reykjavík Museum of
Photography
Grófarhús, Tryggvagata 15, 6th floor
Weekdays 12-19
Sat.-Sun. 13-17
Free Entrance
www.ljosmyndasafnreykjavikur.is
May 15 – Jul 4
The Resistance Collection
Unnar Örn exhibition
Safn
Laugavegur 37
Wed.-Fri. 14-18
Sat.-Sun. 14-17
Free Entrance
www.safn.is
May 19 – Oct 20
Museum of the Surface / Desire Archive
/ Decay Complex
Unnar Örn J. Auðarson exhibition
May 19 – Jul 1
Quadro Pop
Davíð Örn Halldórsson exhibition
Sigurjón Ólafsson Museum
Laugarnestangi 70
Open Tue.-Sun. 14-17
Permanent exhibition:
The work of sculptor Sigurjón Ólafsson
Start Art / Art Shop
Laugavegur 12b
www.startart.is
Current exhibition:
MÍNÍ VOTT
Installations by Anna Eyjólfsdóttir, Ragnhildur Stefánsdóttir, Rúrí and Þórdís Alda
Sigurðardóttir.

Outside Reykjavík
Skaftfell
Austurvegur 42, Seyðisfjörður
www.skaftfell.is
May 19 – Jun 23
An exhibition by the artists Finnur Arnar, Jón Garðar Henryson and Þórarinn
Blöndal consisting of installations, 3D and

photographs. On the same occasion,
the first exhibition of the summer on the
West-wall opens showing the collaboration of the Evil-Madness duet, Helgi Þórsson and Sigtryggur Berg Sigmarsson.
Hafnarborg
Strandgata 34, Hafnarfjörður
Mon.-Sun. 11-17
www.hafnarborg.is
Jun 28 - Aug 5
Paintings and graphics by norwegian
Kjell Nupen
May 11 – Jun 24
Paintings by Temma Bell
May 11 – Jun 24
Paintings by Louisa Matthíasdóttir and
Leland Bell
May 11 – Jun 24
Installations by Ruth Boerefijn
Jun 28 - Aug 5
Paintings and graphics by norwegian
Kjell Nupen
Gljúfrasteinn / Halldór Laxness
museum
270 Mosfellsbær
Open daily except Mondays from 1017.
Kópavogur Art Museum
– Gerðarsafn
Hamraborg, Kópavogur
Open daily 11:00-17:00 except Mondays
www.gerdarsafn.is
Current exhibition:
Stoned glass by Gerður Helgadóttir, drawings by Barbara Árnadóttir and Magnús
Á. Árnason
Jun 2 – Jun 24
The Provincialists
Paintings, video-works and installations
and by Nordic artists Ane LAn, Asti
Luihn, Madeleine Park and Þórdís Alda
Sigurðardóttir
The Icelandic Museum of Design
and Applied Art
Lyngás 7-9, 121 Garðabær
Opening hours: Tues. –Fri. 14-18; Sat.
and Sun. 16-18.
www.mudesa.org
Exhibitions devoted to Icelandic design.
The Icelandic Settlement Centre
Brákarbraut 13-15, Borgarnes
Opening hours: May to September 10-20;
September to May 11-17.
www.landnam.is
Permanent exhibition:
The Settlement of Iceland; The Saga of
Egill Skalla-Grímsson
Suðsuðvestur
Hafnargata 22, Keflavík
Thu.-Fri. 16-18
Sat.-Sun. 14-17
www.sudsudvestur.is
Jun 30 - Aug 12
Birgir Snæbjörn and J.B.K. Ransu exhibition
Vatnasafn / Library of Water
Bókhlöðustígur 17, 340 Stykkishólmur
www.libraryofwater.is
Open daily from 11 – 17.
Permanent exhibition:
Roni Horn installation. She has replaced

Music

Art

Films

Events

Club MSC – June 14 - 17

Top of Europe Meeting - Club MSC
This year’s Top of Europe Meeting
-Leather Summit - ECMC Event, will
be held in Reykjavík. The schedule
reads as follows: Thursday: Club
Night - Friday: Welcoming Party, Saturday: ToE-AGM - Gala dinner - Main
Party, Sunday : Brunch - Jockstraps
& Underwear Party. For first time
visitors, here is a list of gay places
of interest.

scribed by its patrons as “35 square
feet of pure happiness”. Open from
early ‘til the extremely wee hours
of the morning (on weekends), the
atmosphere is known to grow increasingly wild as the hour grows
late. In fact, nobody seems sure as
to when it closes, exactly.

Q Bar: Ingólfsstræti 3
The latest addition to Reykjavík’s gay
nightlife flora, Q Bar opened its doors
in late February and has been steadily
growing in popularity with Iceland’s
gay contingent ever since.

Jómfrúin: Lækjargötu 4
Gay operated “Smörrebröd” house
serving traditional Danish cuisine.
Jómfrúin is a great place for breakfast, brunch, lunch or even a drink
on weekend-afternoons, especially
during their celebrated summer outdoor jazz-concert series.

Café Cozy: Austurstræti 3
A mainstay of the gay scene for
several years now, Café Cozy is de-

MSC Ísland: www.msc.is
This is where you learn about MSC
Ísland and its schedule, where to go,

stacks of books with glass columns containing water gathered from Iceland’s
glaciers and glacial rivers.
Sandgerði Museum
Gerðavegur 1, Sandgerði.
Until February 7, 2008
Polar Adventures
Exhibition on the life and work of the
French polar explorer, scientist and doctor
Jean-Baptiste Charcot.
Jónas Viðar Gallery
Kaupvangsstræti 12, Akureyri
Fri.-Sat. 13-18
www.jvs.is/jvgallery.htm
Jun 2 – Jun 24
Paintings by Tolli
Jun 30 – Jul 19
Paintings by Kristján Steingrímur
Akureyri Art Museum
Kaupvangsstræti 12, Akureyri
Tue.-Sun. 12-17
www.listasafn.akureyri.is
May 5 – Jun 24
Rhythms of Life
Sculptures by Australian artist Andrew
Rogers
DaLí Gallery
Brekkugata 9, Akureyri
Mon.-Sat. 14-18
www.daligallery.blogspot.com
Current exhibition:
Paintings by Sigurlín M. Grétarsdóttir
GalleriBOX
Kaupvangstræti 10, Akureyri
www.galleribox.blogspot.com
Current exhibition:
Þórunn Eymundardóttir exhibition

Films

www.gljufrasteinn.is

28 Weeks Later
Borgarbíó, Regnboginn, Háskólabíó,
Blades of Glory
Sambíóin Álfabakka
Delta Farce
Laugarásbíó
Fracture
Smárabíó
Goal 2
Sambíóin Álfabakka
Hostel Part II
Smárabíó, Laugarásbíó, Borgarbíó,
Háskólabíó
It’s a Boy Girl thing
Smárabíó, Regnboginn
Meet the Robinsons
Sambíóin Álfabakka, Kringlubíó
Oceans Thirteen
Sambíóin Akureyri, Sambíóin Keflavík,
Sambíóin Álfabakka, Kringlubíó
Painted Veil
Regnboginn
Pirates of the Caribbean:
At World’s End
Smárabíó, Selfossbíó, Sambíóin Álfabakka, Kringubíó, Sambíóin Akureyri,
Sambíóin Keflavík
Shooter
Laugarásbíó
Spiderman 3
Regnboginn, Smárabíó
The Hoax
Regnboginn
The Invisible
Háskólabíó
The Last Mimzy
Smárabíó, Laugarásbíó
The Lives of Others
Háskólabíó
The Reaping
Selfossbíó
Unknown

how to dress and who to meet.
Samtökin 78: Laugavegur 3
Iceland’s steadfast gay rights coalition, Samtökin 78, has done an
amazing job during the past decades,
and continues to do so. Aside from
political struggle, Samtökin 78 also
runs a gay and lesbian library at its
premises, organises social events and
provides its members and other gay
Icelanders with various invaluable
services. www.samtokin78.is.
GayIce: www.gayice.is
GayIce is a very useful. Basically, an
intensely informative English-written
website that details the various goings-on of the Icelandic gay scene.
They also offer chat-forums and a
newsletter.

Regnboginn
Úti er ævintýri
Laugarásbíó
Zodiac
Sambíóin Álfabakka
Code Name: The Cleaner June 15
Fantastic Four: Rise of the Silver
Surfer June 15
La Vie en Rose June 15
Shrek the Thir June 22
Die Hard 4 June 27
Blind Dating June 29
Lucky You June 29

Movie Theatres
Regnboginn, Hverfisgata 54
101 Reykjavík, Tel. 551-9000
Háskólabíó, Hagatorg
107 Reykjavík, Tel. 525-5400
Laugarásbíó, Laugarás
104 Reykjavík, Tel. 565-0118
Smárabíó, Smáralind
201 Kópavogur, Tel. 564-0000
Sambíóin, Álfabakki 8
109 Reykjavík, Tel. 575-8900
Sambíóin, Kringlan 4-12
103 Reykjavík, Tel. 575-8900
Sambíóin Akureyri, Ráðhústorg
600 Akureyri, Tel. 461-4666
Nýja-Bíó, Hafnargata 33
230 Reykjanesbær, Tel. 421-1170
Selfossbíó, Eyrarvegur 2
800 Selfoss, Tel. 482-3007
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Events
Independence Day
17.06 Iceland celebrates 63 years of independence. Celebrations will take place in
downtown Reykjavík and in larger towns
around the country.

The only guide that tells you the talk of the swimming pools, how to
find the best cafes, how to recover from all night parties, an A to Z of
Icelandic music and what "Viltu kaffi?" can really mean.

Travel Guides Can Be Honest. Really
Available at your nearest bookstore
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I thought about moving to
Berlin, but it is too hectic. At the moment I am
thinking about moving to
Lisbon, which is a great
place and has a young,
upcoming techno scene.

Photo by Gulli

Techno’s golden boy, Stephan Bodzin from
Germany, touched down in Iceland for 48
hours in the beginning of June. A Grapevine
journalist met with him to talk about the ongoing beat.

Fotografí Fine Photography
Text by Zoë Robert Photo by Gulli
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Fotografí, Skólavörðustígur 4A,
101 Reykjavík, tel: 551 6800

Strandgata 55
Hafnarfjordur
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himself. “I’m aiming at selling photos as gifts. We have
a variety of pictures on sale – from 3,000 ISK to over
300,000 ISK,” Sigvaldason explained.
But if that’s above your budget, Sigvaldason’s postcard series offers an interesting alternative to the generic scenes of Gullfoss and Geysir stacking Reykjavík
souvenir stands. Dubbed the Depressed in Reykjavík
series, postcards depicting everyday life in Iceland – from
Icelandic cuisine, family and agriculture to dark winter
nights – are sold for 200 ISK.
“We try to shoot scenes of Icelandic life – different
scenes, unlike what is on other postcards,” Sigvaldason
said.
A similar approach is taken to the black and white
Shot in Reykjavík poster series, sold for 1900 ISK. Fotografí also stocks a wide range of photographic books,
shelved stylishly amongst old and antique cameras.
Even the exterior of the gallery hasn’t escaped
Sigvaldason’s creative efforts. The Fotografí sign is
composed from photographs of objects and parts of
buildings – the F being a road marking, the O a chain,
the T a window and so on. An antique camera with a
makeshift shutter made from a bicycle bell sits propped
in a rock just outside the entrance.
A collection of Páll Stéfansson’s photographs from
Africa will follow RAX’s exhibition, ending June 30.

ata

Ari Sigvaldason knew he was interested in photography,
but it wasn’t until February when he quit his job of 15
years as a reporter with national broadcaster RUV that
he was able to fully realise his passion.
Sigvaldason is the founder of newly opened photography gallery and store, Fotografí, on Skólavörðurstígur
in downtown Reykjavík. The plan is to hold monthly
exhibitions by local photographers. The first instalment is by international award winning Morgunblaðið
photographer Ragnar Axelsson, aka RAX.
The minimalist-style exhibition room currently houses twelve of RAX’s trademark black and white prints
depicting the life and unforgiving weather of some of
the world’s most northerly inhabited areas including
Greenland, Canada, and of course Iceland.
RAX has been photographing life in this area of
the world for over 15 years and has published a book
entitled Faces of the North about vanishing lifestyles
in the North Atlantic. His work has been exhibited
throughout Europe and he has received more than 20
Icelandic photojournalists awards and several international prizes.
Sigvaldason says the idea for the new gallery received a lot of interest from the Icelandic photography
community. “I phoned 20 to 30 photographers and
asked them if they wanted to have their photos on sale.
I got a lot of support – I had people saying ‘Yes, why
isn’t there a place like this in Reykjavík?’” he said.
Fotografí displays work from over twenty artists,
including international award winning photographer
Páll Stéfansson, Damine Peyret and Ari Sigvaldason

ltsg

records on so many good labels in the past two
years. Big labels like Get Physical, Systematic,
Gigolo and Datapunk to name a few. When
I produced the first Herzblut tracks last year I
thought that the only platforms to release the
tracks would be Kompakt or maybe Border
Community. Those labels get so many good
artists in the melody stuff that I am making
that it made no sense for me to go with my
music there, so I launched a new label.
Where does Herzblut fit in with other
labels in the techno scene?
Herzblut is in a group of labels under Plantage
13 which includes Kaliber, Giant Wheel, Rekorder, Spielzeug, Confused, Pickadoll and many
more. My good friend Jan Langer in Bremen is
the founder and manger of Plantage 13. He
also manages my label and books my tour. He
is the best man in the techno scene I know.
He has lived techno since he was 15-16 years
old and knows just about everything there is
to know about the scene.
Where do you live and work?
I am also based in Bremen.
How is the techno scene in Bremen?
There is no scene in Bremen, well maybe a small
scene, two or three clubs, but not really exciting ones. I never go partying in Bremen. I’ve
got many friends there, it has a nice bar- and
restaurant scene and the city is arty somehow.
It is a good place to live and to work, but not

For booking and
further information:
Tel.: +354 565-1213
www.vikingvillage.is
vikings@vikingvillage.is

Ho

You played in Reykjavik on Saturday June
2nd, can you tell me about that?
I expected a strange night in Iceland, somehow,
and it turned out to be one. I was playing an
Eve Online party at Nasa, I didn’t anticipate
that. Different people from the other gigs I’ve
played, but a surprisingly good party. People
went crazy and I definitely had fun.
Your show was a part of a larger tour,
how has the tour been going?
Good, very good, no bad gigs, each club packed every night, what can I say? I really enjoyed
my time on the tour the last 18 months; it has
been a good party. This part of the tour is called
“Liebe Ist.. LIVE-tour” because of the release
of my new LP, Liebe Ist. That will be over in
the fall, but I will keep on travelling.
Can you describe your performance?
I perform live or play a DJ set. Sometimes I do
both, as last night, depends on how much
equipment I can travel with. The live set is
new, last night I was performing it for the
5th or 6th time. I’m working hard on it at the
moment. I’ve got many ideas; it’s a small baby
and has still to grow.

What do you think is the importance of a
live electronic performance?
It is not necessarily that a performance is important, but I am a musician, I can play live,
I want to play live, it makes sense for me to
play live.
During your set you project what you are
doing on some sort of a touch pad onto a
screen, why is that?
That is just to show people I am not just playing an Ableton-Live set. People who do that
only use one file and tweak it. I’m playing a
real live set and I want people to know that
I am doing so.
Now I want to turn to your music. Can
you describe how an idea you get for a
song turns into something that gets put
out on a label?
I make a track in my studio and the sound
depends on the day and the mood I am in at
the time. After I have the final version I start
thinking about finding a fitting label for the
song. I show it to some people and things
usually take off from there. The exception to
this is when I work with Marc Romboy, then
the working sessions are divided between our
labels Systematic and Herzblut.
Can you tell me about your label, Herzblut?
The idea of the label is to be really free, to do
what ever I want, when I want. I have released
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Stephan Bodzin: Liebe ist Luna

to party. It is perfect place to come back to
after three days of partying. I live by the river,
it is very beautiful, it’s my home. I thought
about moving to Berlin, but it is too hectic.
At the moment I am thinking about moving
to Lisbon, which is a great place and has a
young, upcoming techno scene.
If you don’t party in Bremen, what do
you think is the best place to party these
days?
That is hard to say. All the people on the street
on a Saturday night in downtown Reykjavik at
five o’clock in the morning, I thought was really
impressing. In Germany, go to Berlin, there you
have everything all the night. Whatever you
want, whenever you want, but it is over-hyped.
I’ve been to Montreal a couple of times, it’s
been fun every time, they’ve got crazy people
up there. Of course in cities like London and
Barcelona people know how to party.
You release music under a lot of names,
why is that?
I would not be where I am if I had released
music just under Stephan Bodzin. These different names allow me to develop different
sides of my music. More importantly they allow me to disguise my music, if I may say so.
No DJ wants to have 20 records by the same
artist in his bag. This way a DJ does not know
if half of the records in his bag are Stephan
Bodzin records.
Where do see electronic music going in
the next couple of years?
Forward. As long as there are innovations in the
instruments used to make electronic music, the
music will advance. I think the minimal genre
will fade out, everything that gets big so quick
is not sustainable. You only need one very
influential individual like Jan Langer deciding
minimal is not the way to go. Electronic music
will evolve onward in a continuous process
though sub-genres will fade in and out.
You travel with a female companion, who
is she?
Her name is Luna, we are not married, but I am
working on that. She is my greatest inspiration
and strength. She has played a big part in my
music, telling me if tracks are no good and
I have to throw them away or if a track has
reached its full potential and is ready to be
released. She has also started making music,
and her music is very promising. I think she
might be the future of the family.

Vikingfestival
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Seafood

is our speciality
A lively seafood restaurant
by the Reykjavík harbor.
Lunch buffet

Lárus & Lárus

Seafood buffet
Fish and chips
A world famous seafood soup
Catch of the day
Healthy vegeterian dish
Breakfast

Energy for life through forces of nature

www.bluelagoon.com

Hey Lárus, did you fix
the breaks on the car?

No, I couldn't, but I
made the horn louder.

ALWAYS
NICE

Grandagarði 9 · 101 Reykjavík · tel. +354 517 3131
www.sjavarbarinn.com
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In an elegant setting, Seafood Cellar
chefs serve gourmet fusion style dishes,
where the emphasis is not only on ocean
delights, but also on all sorts of tempting Asia-inspired dishes. The most fun
is to order the exotic menu, a range of
courses carefully selected by the chef,
and share it with your dining partners.
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The store Islandia has a modest selection
of postcards, Icelandic wool products,
cups with tacky designs, mini sculptures
of Icelandic symbols such as Vikings and
puffins, Icelandic flags, books, handbags,
wallets and even underwear sporting the
Icelandic flag. Great for some last minute souvenirs. Look for the sign with the
Viking helmet.

Underground
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Grái Kötturinn
Hverfisgata 16a

Many locals claim this to be the best
vegetarian restaurant in town offering a
menu with plenty of vegan and vegetarian options, both healthy and tasty. Ask
for the daily special or try the selection
of three different courses. The Indian
theme on Fridays is usually a hit and the
sugar free banana cake just one of the
highly tempting desserts.

A small antique-style non-smoking coffee house in a Hverfisgata basement,
legendary for its early opening hours,
amazing breakfast and strong coffee
that will easily wake you up in the morning. We especially recommend The Truck,
American style breakfast consisting of
eggs, bacon, pancakes, fried potatoes,
tomatoes, syrup and toast. The bagels
are also excellent.
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Kaffi Hljómalind

Glaumbar
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Trilogia
Laugavegur 7

Located in a basement by Ingólfstorg,
former pro skater, Mike Carroll’s skateboard shop Underground is aptly named.
The shop offers all the relevant skating
gear, be it clothing or boards, from industry leading brand names such as
DC, Circa and others. A wide array of
T-shirts, shoes, and other skating necessities available.

A collection of trendy designer wear
fills the space at fashion shop Trilogia,
including amazing designs by Alexander
McQueen and Chloe alongside Robert
Cary Williams, Erotokritos and many,
many more. Summery dresses, sweaters
and skirts for all the fashion conscious
girls out there as well as cool accessories
to complete the look.
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Kirsuberjatréð

Kolaportið
Tryggvagata 19

Kirsuberjatréð is the perfect little gift
shop. A co-op gallery/gift shop owned
and operated by ten women artists and
designers. Kirsuberjatréð is the commercial outlet where they sell their products.
The selections ranges from clothes, baskets, ceramics, copper sculptures, fish
skin items, paper crafts, contemporary
jewelry, felt items, and various other
designs.

A trip to the downtown indoor flea market Kolaportið down by the harbour is
always a fun way to spend a Saturday afternoon. Endless stalls offering all kinds
of second-hand goods, candy and even
fermented shark and Icelandic liquorice.
If ready to spend some time thoroughly
examining the selection you can find
some great bargains. Only open on
weekends.
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Á næstu grösum
(First Vegetarian)
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A chain of sandwich outlets specializing in toasty baguette-style subs, but
also serving soups and salads. Choose
your toppings and variety of sauces and
you’ll get a fresh sandwich to suit your
taste. Ask for the lamb sub, an Icelandic
speciality. Then put a double chocolate
chunk brownie in your take-away box
and you’re good to go.
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Islandia

G-Star Raw

Veltusund 1

32
42

Lækjargata 8

37

Vesturgata 4

4

Quiznos

SHOPPING

Buying jeans used to be a simple task.
With the ever-growing selection, successful jeans hunting can take days. The
task did not get any easier with the recent addition of a store from the industry powerhouse G-Star Raw. This Dutch
brand features an edgy collection, authentic details and innovative washings.
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Sjávarkjallarinn

Bæjarins bestu

the premier sports bar in town. After the
final whistle, the action on the dance floor
becomes feverish as local DJs take central
role.
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Not the regular fish’n’chips diner but a
healthy restaurant using only organic
vegetables, quality fish products and
no wheat or white sugar in its kitchen.
Deep-fried catch of the day served with
oven baked potatoes and Skyronnes,
a sauce made out of the fat-free milk
product Skyr and flavoured with all sorts
of spices, on the side for 1350 ISK. They
also offer take-away at all times.

Here is a bit of trivial information: In Icelandic, ‘glaumur’ means the sound of a party.
I don’t know what more you need to know
about Glaumbar, except perhaps that it is

There’s a good reason why there’s always
a line in front of Bæjarins Bestu, regardless of the weather or time of day. Selected the best hot-dog stand in Europe by
The Guardian, a fact locals realized decades ago, it has been serving “ein með
öllu” (“one with the lot”) to downtown
pedestrians since 1935, making it the
oldest fast food restaurant in the country. Grabbing a bite couldn’t be easier.
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Icelandic Fish Chips

SPOT THIS: Glaumbar
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True to its name, restaurant Argentína
specialises in Argentinean steaks and
southern decorations where dancing
flames in the fireplace welcome every guest that walks inside. The tender
meat, excellent wines, generous portions
and a selection of quality cognac, whiskey, liqueurs and cigars all help make it a
recommended place for fine dining.
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Barónstígur 11

It’s a bakery, the oldest one in the city
in fact, selling all sorts of bakery goods,
snacks and an extensive selection of the
sweet stuff from early dawn. We particularly love the spelt bread in the morning,
and some snúður, kleina and vínarbrauð
to go with the afternoon coffee.
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Argentína
Steakhouse

Bergstaðarstræti 13
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The casual family-friendly Italian-style
corner restaurant has operated at the
same spot since 1979 when it became
a loyal member of the Icelandic diningout tradition. Most famous for its pizzas
and the generously stuffed calzone, the
wholesome menu prides itself on all sorts
of high-standard pasta dishes, vegetarian
and meat courses, all very affordable.
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cafe & bar in the city center
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This small pizza place is not only cheap
but offers the largest slices of pizza you’ll
get downtown. Charging only 350 ISK
per slice, not to mention the special
lunch offer where a 10” pizza with three
toppings of your choice and a can of
Coke costs only 800 ISK, Pizza King is
a local favourite. The fact it’s open until
6 on Friday and Saturday nights doesn’t
hurt either.
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Vor’s refreshing take on café-style eating is marked by its use of fresh ingredients and a health-conscious menu that
emphasises French and Mediterranean
cuisine. The fresh spring salad and the
excellent carrot-ginger soup are excellent
pick-me-ups on rainy days, and the coffee served is of the highest quality.
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Boston

27

Barinn

Vinberið

Nakti Apinn

Laugavegur 43

Bankastræti 14

This small boutique sells all kinds of
sweets. From chocolate fondue mix, to
handmade chocolates, to lollypops and
Belgian chocolate with such flavours as
lavender and ginger. Vinberið also sells
Icelandic sweets, including the popular
licorice products. A must stop for the
sweet toothed.

Nakti Apinn, located on the second floor
at Bankastræti 14, offers an amazing variety of colourful street-clothing, including hooded sweatshirts, T-shirts and leggings designed by the owners and handprinted with different patterns, graphics
and figures. Inside you’ll also find a good
selection of Icelandic music, books on
art and design, accessories, baby clothes
and international designer wear.
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Laugavegur 28

Thorvaldsens Bazar

Tryggvagata 20

Klapparstígur 30

Laugavegur 28b

Laugavegur 22

Here is a bit of trivial information: In Icelandic, ‘glaumur’ means the sound of a
party. I don’t know what more you need
to know about Glaumbar, except perhaps that it is the premier sports bar in
town. After the final whistle, the action
on the dance floor becomes feverish as
local DJs take central role.

Attracting a mixed crowd of party-people, the small bar Sirkus has always been
popular among musicians and the creative crowd who get along well although
the breathing space can be limited on
weekends. While Sirkus’s DJs provide for
the greatest party possible every weekend, the bar occasionally hosts concerts
on weeknights.

Located above the second-hand fashion
store Spútnik, with its roomy bar floor
and nice sofas in the lounge room upstairs, Boston is a fresh addition to the
Reykjavík bar scene. Old-school yet stylish interiors, and enough tables to create a good vibe, make the place a comfy
café as well as a laid-back tavern where
the music is good but never intrusive.

Up-and-coming Barinn is becoming
quite popular among Reykjavík party
scenesters. Its three floors and equally
numerous bars get quite crowded during weekends where a mix of dancing
downstairs and chatting upstairs make
for a good night out. Though mostly a
DJ bar, Barinn occasionally hosts live gigs
and is always a fun party venue.

A fresh addition to the Laugavegur fashion scene, four separate stores under
one roof, second-hand clothing and accessories stores Elvis and Rokk og rósir,
and CD experts Smekkleysa, all staples of
the Laugavegur shopping experience. In
addition, the new store, Pop, supplying
neat stuff for the home. The collective
will offer unique clothing and ornaments
and supply the score to your life.

Located inside a dignified wooden building, Thorvaldsens Bazar is among the
oldest shops in Reykjavík, opening in
1901 and run by the women’s charity
organization the Thorvaldsen Society.
Selling souvenirs, handicrafts, woollen
underclothes and sweaters as well as Icelandic jewellery, the friendly saleswomen
work as volunteers and all profits are donated to charity work.
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Súfistinn

Vegamót

Café Cultura

Q-Bar

Laugavegur 28

Gullkúnst Helgu

Austurstræti 4

Hafnarstræti 9

Few places in Reykjavík match the great
combination of good price, excellent
food, and fast service available at Shalimar. On the menu are assorted IndianPakistan dishes and the lunch special is
always a great bet for a good meal during a busy day. Grapevine staffers are
frequently spotted in the locale, which
should be recommendation enough.

Renowned for its greasy sandwiches,
Nonnabiti, or Nonni as the locals call it,
is one of the more popular junk food
places around, offering a large selection
of take-away or dine in subs, sandwiches and burgers with a nice dash of the
unique Nonni-sauce. If you have a late
night craving there’s no need to worry,
Nonni is open longer than most other
places.

This organic, free-trade café prides itself
on being a non-profit company and a
dedicated venue for the hardcore and
cultural scene by hosting concerts, lectures and poetry nights. Serving delicious
soups and vegetarian dishes as well as
organic tea, coffee and cake, this is the
place to visit for a reasonably priced
healthy lunch.

On the top floor of the giant bookstore
Mál og Menning, you’ll find the casual
booklover coffee house Súfistinn. What
we love about this place is the selection
of books and magazines you can take
from the store and read while enjoying
a breakfast, light lunch or afternoon
coffee. Browse the shelves and grab a
table.

Vegamót (crossroads) has an appealing
lunch menu, they serve brunch during
the weekends, and the kitchen is open
until 22:00 daily. After that the beat goes
on, and you can check the end results in
photos published the day after on their
website www.vegamot.is. If you like Oliver, try Vegamót and vice versa.

Located inside the Intercultural Centre, Cultura is a restaurant/bar with a
cosmopolitan feel, hosting an array of
events and various theme nights like
Salsa teaching, tango nights and fusion
parties. The menu features all sorts of
international dishes like Thai soup, Spanish tapas, fahjitas and falafel mixed with
bistro regulars such as sandwiches and
salads.

A spacious gay/straight friendly bar, the
newly renovated Q-Bar is a welcome addition to the nightlife downtown. In stylish and comfortable surroundings, with
a lounge-like atmosphere, a good vibe
and plenty of seats, the place never gets
uncomfortably crowded nor too noisy
for conversation.

This spacious and classy store sells jewellery made from lava and other stone.
Gullkunst Helgu, which is housed in the
1924 built shop on Laugevegur 13, has
been selling unique jewellery such as
necklaces, bracelets and watches for 15
years.

This small boutique is a jam-packed
treasure chest overflowing with antique
furniture and items to perk up your
apartment. In every corner of the shop,
you’ll find some unique items, including
candle holders, lamps, pillows, gorgeous
60’s sofas, tables, vases and a selection
of clothes and vintage jewellery.
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Sægreifinn
Verbúð 8, Geirsgata

Located right next to the Reykjavík harbour, Sægreifinn fish shop and restaurant is truly like no other you’ll witness in
the country. The menu features various
fish dishes and a rich portion of the best
lobster soup we’ve ever tasted. It also caters to groups upstairs where the room
looks more like a cabin than a diner. The
good food and welcoming service make
this place a must-try.

Austurlandahraðlestin
Hverfisgata 64A

Although a little pricey for a take-away,
charging around 1600 ISK for a main
course, the food is well worth that extra
spending once in a while. Serving typical Indian dishes, the menu is a treasure
chest for those with a penchant for a
spicy bite. There are also a few tables inside for those who choose to dine in.

Laugavegur 21

Segafredo
By Lækjartorg

The Italian coffee-chain found its spot in
the heart of Reykjavík, with its windows
facing the Lækjartorg Square. Serving
lunch snacks like paninis and strong
espressos for coffee lovers whether you
need to grab a cup and sandwich on the
way to work or want to enjoy your drink
on the spot.

Laugavegur 18

Kaffibarinn

Vegamótastígur 4

Oliver

Hverfisgata 18

Prikið

Laugavegur 13

Fríða Frænka

Austurstræti 4

Ingólfsstræti 3

Dillon

Bergstaðastræti 1

Laugavegur 20a

Bankastræti 12

Laugavegur 30

A popular coffee place on weekdays, especially among students and downtown
workers who like to enjoy a bottle of
beer after a busy day. At weekends, Kaffibarinn becomes the opposite of a quiet
destination, as its two floors fill up with
the late-night souls. With DJs playing live
sets from Wednesday to Saturday, the
party doesn’t start winding down until
early morning.

If you like trendy party-types who dance
like crazy to a lively mix of music where
glamour is all that counts on the spacious dance floor, the stylish Óliver is
the nightclub for you. For all the others
who hate that kind of a party, the good
air-conditioning, fine food and excellent
brunch served during the day makes
Óliver a recommended choice for midpriced meals.

This two-floor café/pub has been a part
of Reykjavík’s bar scene for decades.
With a large and fairly cheap bistro
menu, Prikið attracts a mix of university
students with their laptops and elderly
devoted regulars during the day while
the younger clientele fills up the space
during the evening and especially at
weekends when the music is mostly
dedicated to hip-hop and R&B.

The quintessential rock-pub, Dillon features moderately priced drinks, a dark
and cosy mood and some pretty good
music (especially when local favourite
DJ Andrea Jóns mans the decks). The
tattooed, beer-lovin’ types who hang
out there on school nights are joined by
legions of parka-clad students during
weekends, creating a party atmosphere
that’s always fun to partake in.

Börn Náttúrunnar
Skólavörðustígur 17a

The children’s toy store Börn Náttúrunnar, located in a Skólavörðustígur basement, sells clothes and toys made only of
organic products as well as books about
childcare and parenthood. Here you can
buy creative wooden playthings and
woollen products for the young ones
carefully selected by the parents who
own the shop.

Vesturgata 3

Iða
Lækjargata 2a

The spacious Iða bookstore is a great
source for all kinds of reading material offering an excellent range of books, travel
guides, magazines, post-cards and great
gift items. The first-class service will help
you search for what you need. On the
second floor you’ll find restaurants serving sushi, soups and sandwiches.

Ask for a Tax Free
form & save up to 15%
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Thorvaldsen’s Bar

Eiki Feiti

Sjávarbarinn

Austurstræti 8-10, 101 Reykjavík, tel: 511 1423

Lækjargata 10, 101 Reykjavík, tel.: 517 0668

Grandagarður 9, 101 Reykjavík, tel.: 517 3131

Located on Austurstræti, in downtown Reykjavík, Thorvaldsen’s
Bar is a hip bistro and bar with a relaxed feel. The restaurant
offers bar, cafe and dining areas as well as an outdoor seating area.
Averaging out at around 1500 ISK, the starter menu consists
of salmon tenderloin, lobster naan pizza, sashimi volcano and
Japanese style soft-shell crab. With meticulous presentation and
the use of such ingredients as shiitake and enoki mushrooms,
wasabe, soy, ginger, Japanese mayonnaise and salmon, the
entrée menu is clearly Japanese inspired.
Shortly after taking our place on one of the comfortable
couches, the waiter, who was professional and generally attentive, offered us an appetiser of pappadams with mango chutney. Thorvaldsen’s minimalist and stylish approach to interior
design, combined with the ambient sound of Air playing in the
background, helped to create a trendy and relaxed atmosphere.
As with many upper-medium to higher-end restaurants, the
menu is as much dedicated to wine as its culinary offerings.
From the Stir-fry and Healthy Meal menu, I chose the hearty
Vegetable Hot Balti. At 1,690 ISK, although one of the cheaper
meals on the menu, the Balti was satisfying. The interesting mix
of baby corn, couscous, rice, mushrooms, Asian greens, carrots
and cashews was served in a thick spicy coconut-flavoured curry
sauce with a dash of yogurt dressing. The dish was presented
in a decorative ceramic pot and was large enough for two.
My friend picked the Tenderloin of beef ’twister’ from the
Main Dishes menu which also included the Tuna Fish Tandoori,
Filet of Lamb vs. Foie Gras and Monkfish and Smoked Haddock
Spring Roll. At 3,690 ISK, the Tenderloin came in at the higher
end of the menu and consisted of a well presented stack of
beef and potato garnished with herbs and served with crunchy
wing bean, watermelon, mushroom, Jerusalem artichoke and
crispy bacon. Although my companion raved about the dish,
he did mention that the beef was unevenly cooked and would
have preferred it well-done.
Thorvaldsen’s regularly changing menu, which also includes
an interesting array of soups and salads, focuses heavily on
Asian influenced seafood dishes. The tempting dessert menu
includes coconut and dragonfruit ice cream.
The restaurant also holds theme days: sushi and sashimi
on Sunday and Asia de Cuba fusion cuisine and music on
Wednesday evenings.

You can talk all you want about your braised lamb shanks,
your fancy baked Alaskas, and your filet mignons in milky
French sauces. But when it comes right down to it, if you
were on death row and you had to pick your last meal, you’d
ditch all that Food Network and Iron Chef nonsense for some
good old fashioned comfort food. As a final farewell to your
parting taste buds, you’d ask the governor for a cheeseburger
so rare it still moos, crunchy seasoned French fries and a
super-sized, politically incorrect Coke. The inmates on any
Texas or Oklahoma death row pretty much all go with this
one for their last meal, and I think that once again their aim
is dead-on. Don’t believe me? Check out deadmaneating.
com. Pretty fascinating stuff.
Eiki Feiti (or “Fat Eric’s”) is a no-nonsense burger joint and
if it had any more kooky wall drawings of cartoons sequentially
getting fatter from cheeseburgers it would have to go in a
shack. Instead, it’s underneath The Highlander (where you
can get a beer and an Eiki Feiti burger for an impressive 1000
ISK) in a room with long mirrors that might be there as some
sort of strange joke. What’s even stranger is that this place
has got a John Travolta movie poster for “Lucky Numbers”
(the cook joked that he couldn’t find a Scarface poster, but I
can’t think of anything with a greater surplus than Scarface
posters).
I got an Eiki Feiti special (900 ISK), which included a drink,
perfectly crispy french fries with cocktail sauce and a sopping
rare cheeseburger with hamburger sauce, tomato, lettuce,
and buns that were way too big for the patty. But hey, gives
us this day our daily bread, right? This thing brought me
back to going into burger shacks on the beach in LA after a
long self-indulgent day of surfing. My friend shrugged at the
concept of arteries and ordered a Bacon Burger (690 ISK),
which came with onions and was just as good as my burger.
Other menu highlights included fish and chips (790 ISK), a
BBQ burger (550 ISK).
Eiki Feiti is unpretentious and flat out good. When I’m
eating a hamburger I don’t want to be assaulted by glossy
pictures of aging rock stars. I’ll take this place over “American
Style” any day of the week.

One quiet Sunday evening I had the pleasure of finding out
one of Reykjavík’s best-kept secrets, down by the old harbour.
But don’t worry; it won’t stay secret for long. Good news
tends to travel fast.
Grandi, the old Reykjavík harbour area, is experiencing a
rapid revitalisation these days. New housing developments are
underway and with new high-end shops finding a foothold
in the region, new restaurants seem to be a forgone conclusion. One such place is Sjávarbarinn, a brand new addition to
Reykjavík’s many fish restaurants.
What sets this place apart from others of its kind is the price.
Fish is a relatively expensive material in Iceland, but owner and
head chef Magnús Magnússon has managed to put together
a menu in a very competitive price range, without making
sacrifices to the standard of the food. Admittedly, there is a
homely cafeteria feel to the dining area, but obviously cutbacks
had to be made somewhere in order to meet this price.
Sjávarbarinn’s main feature is an all-you-can-eat buffet,
filled with assorted fish dishes and other creatures from the
sea. During the lunch hour, the buffet is filled with food that
Magnús describes as “more traditional Icelandic family recipes,”
consisting of, well, traditional Icelandic family dishes—plain
and fresh fish, the way Icelanders have been consuming it for
centuries. The price for the lunch buffet is 1,200 ISK.
In the evenings, the chef spruces things up with a more
international flavour. The night time buffet offers a collection
of Asian inspired shrimp dishes, South European bacalao, mixed
with more traditional Icelandic dishes and experimental fusions,
using a wide variety of different fish species, some I had never
even tasted before. I feel especially obligated to recommend the
bacalao dish. The price for the evening buffet is 2,400 ISK.
Aside from the buffet, guests also have the option to order
special courses from the menu. Apart from the ever-popular
fish n’ chips, or the Icelandic fish stew, Sjávarbarinn also offers
a delicious fish soup, made from white wine, cream, and most
importantly, fish. It is a huge dish, more than the equivalent of
a full meal and worth every króna of the 1,900 ISK price tag.
Overall, Sjávarbarinn is a pleasant addition to the Reykjavík
restaurant collection. It is an ideal stop for anyone curious to
try Icelandic fish at an affordable price.

Reviewed by Zoë Robert

Reviewed by Chandler Fredrick

Reviewed by Sveinn Birkir Björnsson

Sirkus Street Market
Klapparstígur 30, 101 Reykjavík
This summer, the Sirkus street market will be open every weekend on Fridays and Saturdays, much like it has been the last five years. The market
offers a collection of second hand clothing and books, and has become an
increasingly popular shopping stop along Laugavegur.
Sirkus proprietor Sigga Boston, says the idea was born one night by
the bar table: “We wanted to use the port behind the bar to do something
fun. I had been working in second hand shops in Holland for years, and
that seemed like a natural fit for us.” Sigga says she stopped meddling in
the daily affairs of the market some time ago and now mostly puts it in the
hands of people she trusts with it, while the bar tries to help them out.
This year, the task has fallen into the hands of American Erin Riley, who
says that this year, the plan is to shake things up a bit. “We are trying to
make it different this year. We will try to get some vegetables and other
stuff, like home made soap and such. We want to try to create something
of a farmers market.”
While selling stuff is obviously the main idea, Erin says that there are
also plans to try to create a less commerce-driven atmosphere around the
market. “We want to try to create a more of a carnival feeling. The plan
is to try to get bands and dj’s to play on weekends. FM Belfast is going to
play this Friday and after that there is a dj playing.”
Anyone with stuff to sell can rent a booth at Sirkus street market for a
relatively modest price. If you have an abundance of clothes that fit you 5
kilos ago, come by the market and ask for Erin.

Text by Sveinn Birkir Björnsson

Happy Hour

7 days a week from 17:00 – 20:00

Pósthússtræti 2, 101 Reykjavik – ICELAND / +354 599 1000 www.saltrestaurant.is
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June 17 Celebration
Brace yourself for Iceland’s National
Day, celebrated on Sunday June 17.
It was that day in 1944 that Icelanders claimed independence from their
Danish oppressors. It also marks the
birthday of 19th century independence movement leader, Jón Sigurðsson. The impressive schedule
of events begins with the ringing of
church bells in central Reykjavík at
9:55 am when a ceremonial wreath
is laid on the grave of Sigurðsson.

A little later, the “Woman of the
Mountains” dressed in traditional
costume gives a speech at the opening ceremony on Austurvöllur. More
wreaths are laid in Sigurðsson’s honour before everyone heads off to
church. The less official festivities include street entertainment and music. The highlight of the day is the
usually well-attended parade down
Laugavegur.

Peddling Death Metal to the Gore Starved Masses
Text by Bogi Bjarnarson
The Buffalo born, Tampa raised band Cannibal
Corpse has long been a staple of the Death
Metal genre. Their lyrics are gore obsessed
(pun intended), although not in the humorous
medical book fashion employed by Carcass or,
more recently, Exhumed, but in a vein of infantile splatter movie scripts that runs red through
a massive discography and various line-ups all
the way back to their 1988 adolescent heyday.
On their latest offering, Kill, the songs still read
like a sadist manifesto of kill this, gore that, a
spot of impalement there and a dash of flesh
eating Zombies here.
“I like to think that most of our fans can
depend on us and can trust us at this point in
our career,” says Cannibal Corpse’s bass player
Alex Webster – speaking to me over the phone
fresh from a recent stint in Europe.
In comparison to recent developments in
the Death Metal genre that is getting more
technical and faster with each passing year,
Cannibal Corpse’s modus operandi is a bit
aberrant. When pressed about the lack of
speed and technical twists in their song writing,
Alex concedes the point saying that if they
were to compete with bands like Origin and
Brain Drill for speed they would surely lose,
and although he personally wouldn’t mind
adding a pinch of jazzed up Cryptopsy flavour,
ultimately Cannibal Corpse chooses to focus
on making the heaviest (having kept Kill in
rotation for a couple of weeks this seems like

Illustration by Bobby Breiðholt // www.krotborg.blogspot.com

an understatement), best and catchiest music
possible and satisfying long time fans.
Seeing as how Cannibal Corpse was originally formed in 1988, during the infancy
of the Death Metal phenomenon, Alex says
history is currently being written regarding
the longevity of acts in the genre and how
old, for example, a drummer in a band that
tours extensively can get while still keeping up
machine gun tempo for an hour every night. A
pressing issue surely and one that Alex – who
finds sleep on the tour bus harder and harder
by the years – addresses with a lot of time in
the gym.
During our conversation, Alex’s more appealing character traits, such as his exemplary
politeness, shine through. As this diametric
opposition between the music and lyrics peddled by Death Metal musicians and their real life
personality is something I often come across,
I ask him if he can relate, which he does:
“Of course every person that is into Death
Metal isn’t the same person, we’re all individuals. But it’s not uncommon to find people
who are very reserved and polite, like you said,
in the Death Metal scene, and the time that
they release any inner hostility or whatever
they might have is through the music. Either
as a fan in the pit headbanging or up on stage
playing the music...”
The fact that the guy seems laid back like
a recliner and is apt to elaborate for over five

minutes on every question (most of which he’s
probably answered far too often) leads me to
believe that this is the reason frontmanship
was awarded to (or forced on) him. This turns
out not to be far from the truth, as he claims
in fact to be among the more talkative of
the bunch and that by force of him being a
founding member he is easily trumped in the
interview avoiding game by members with
shorter tenure – or in possession of a more
easily annoyed temper – who are unable to
respond correctly to some questions regarding
various eras of the band.
Cannibal Corpse stands apart from their
Death Metal brethren for one thing in particular
and that is their performance in the 1994 Hollywood blockbuster Ace Ventura: Pet Detective.
The official story is that their appearance was
requested by Jim Carrey himself – a claim that
I’ve always found a bit hard to swallow, and
is therefore my highest ranking subject of
curiosity and, according to Alex, among the
most frequent queries put to him by fans and
media.
“He actually did ask for us personally. He
even knew the names of the songs and everything and once we got there he was like, “Yeah
could you guys play Rancid Amputation and
Hammer Smashed Face?”, Alex tells me.
So with my curiosity slaked and the tape
about to run out there is but one matter to be
addressed – the mandatory question of how

much the band is actually looking forward to
visiting our wind-beaten shores. Since bands
of Cannibal Corpse’s stature are seldom told
about the low-ball offers made to their booking
agents or managers by Icelandic promoters,
shows like this do not come about except by
cutting out the middle man and talking straight
to the band – indicating that bands who do
so (e.g. Cannibal Corpse) are indeed quite
psyched on the prospect of coming here.
So too is Alex Webster, who says that Iceland is just about the biggest thing on Cannibal Corpse’s to-do list for ’07. As the tape
screeches to a halt I let him wax poetic on the
subject for just little bit longer until phone
bill worries put an end to the pleasantries. I
hang up on him with wishes for their summer
European tour to be great and hopes of seeing
them lay Nasa to waste this summer.

“I like to think that most
of our fans can depend on
us and can trust us at this
point in our career.”
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glaumbar - tryggvagötu 20 - tel: 552-6868 - www.glaumbar.is

EXPECT

HANG
OVERS...
THE BIGGEST CLUB IN
DOWNTOWN REYKJAVIK.
LIVE MUSIC EVERY WEEKEND.
WWW.NASA.IS
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Services
Useful Numbers
Emergency number: 112
Police: 569 9000
Medical help: 1770
Dental emergency: 575 0505
AA: 551 2010
Information: 118
Telegrams: 146
Tax Free Refund
Iceland Refund,
Aðalstræti 2, Tel: 564 6400
www.icelandrefund.com
Laundry Service
HI Hostel, Sundlaugarvegur 34,
Tel: 553 8110, www.hostel.is
Úðafoss, Vitastígur 13,
Tel: 551 2301, www.udafoss.is
Post Office
Post offices are located around the
city as well as in the countryside.
The downtown post office is at
Pósthússtræti 3-5. For a full list and
info on opening hours visit www.
posturinn.is.
Stamps are also sold in bookstores,
gas stations, some grocery stores and
tourist shops.
Embassies and Consulates
in Iceland
United States, Laufásvegur 21,
Tel: 562 9100
United Kingdom, Laufásvegur 31,
Tel: 550 5100
Russia, Garðastræti 33,
Tel: 551 5156
China, Víðimelur 29,
Tel: 552 6751
For a full list visit Ministry for Foreign
Affairs: www.mfa.is/diplomatic-missions/icelandic-missions/
Internet Access
Most coffeehouses have wireless
Internet access.
Computers with Internet connections
are available at:
Ráðhúskaffi City Hall, Tjarnargata 11
BSÍ Bus Terminal,
Vatnsmýrarvegur 10
Ground Zero, Vallarstræti 10
The Reykjavík City Library,
Tryggvagata 15
The National and University Library, Arngrímsgata 3
Tourist Information Centre,
Aðalstræti 2
Icelandic Travel Market: Bankastræti 2
Opening hours
Bars and clubs: According to regulations bars may be open until 01:00 on
weekdays and 05:30 on weekends.
Shops: Mon-Fri 10-18, Sat 10-16, Sun
closed. The shopping centres Kringlan
and Smáralind as well as most supermarkets and tourist shops have longer
opening hours.
Swimming pools: weekdays
06:30-22:30, weekends 08:00-20:30
although some may be open an hour
longer.
The State owned ÁTVR liquor
stores: Mon-Thu 11-18, Fri 11-19, Sat

11-18.
Banks in the centre are open Mon-Fri
09-16.

Getting Around
Public transport
The only public transport system in
Reykjavík is the bus. Most busses run
every 20 minutes and price per fare is
250 ISK for adults and 75 ISK for children. Complete route map at: www.
bus.is. Tel: 540 2700
Busses run from 07:00-24:00 on
weekdays and 10:00-24:00 on weekends
Rent a bike
Borgarhjól, Hverfisgata 50,
Tel: 551 5653, www.borgarhjol.net
HI Hostel, Sundlaugarvegur 34,
Tel: 553 8110, www.hostel.is
Tourist Information Centre,
Aðalstræti 2, Tel: 590 1550,
www.visitreykjavik.is
Taxi
Hreyfill-Bæjarleiðir,
Tel: 553 3500 or 588 5522
BSR, Tel: 561 0000
For disabled travellers
Reykjavík Group Travel Service,
Brunastaðir 3, Tel: 587 8030, www.
randburg.com/is/reykjavik_group_travel_service/
A useful brochure, Accessible Reykjavík, can be found at tourist offices.
Car rentals
Átak Car Rental, Smiðjuvegur 1,
Tel: 554 6040
ALP, Dugguvogur 10, Tel: 562 6060
Avis, Knarravogi 2, Tel: 591 4000
Eurocar, Hjallahraun 9, Tel: 565 3800
A.G Car Rental, Tangarhöfði 8-12.
Tel: 587 5544
Atlas Car Rental, Dalshraun 9,
Tel: 565 3800
Berg Car Rental, Tangarhöfða 8,
Tel: 577 6050
Hertz, Flugvallavegur, Tel: 505 0600
Airlines
Air Iceland, Reykjavíkurflugvöllur,
Tel: 570 3030, www.flugfelag.is
Air Vestmannaeyjar, Tel: 481 3255,
www.eyjaflug.is
Bus Terminal
BSÍ, Vatnsmýrarvegur 10,
Tel: 562 1011, www.bsi.is
Samferda.net
A reasonable choice for the budget
traveller. You log on to the website
www.samferda.net, choose your
destination and hopefully find a travel
buddy to share the cost.

Cultural Centres and
Tourist Offices
The Intercultural Centre
The Intercultural Centre throws occasional cultural events and conferences but its main purpose is to be an
information and counselling centre
and serve as an advocate for the rights
of immigrants in Iceland.
Hverfisgata 18, Tel: 530 9300

www.ahus.is
Icelandic Travel Market
Bankastræti 2, Tel: 510 5700,
www.kleif.is
Information on day tours, accommodations, car rental and everything else
you need to know when travelling in
Iceland.
Iceland Visitor
Lækjargata 2, Tel: 511 2442,
www.icelandvisitor.com
A travel agency offering travelling
package trips and custom-made tours
as well as car rental, day tours and
accommodations for visitors.
Tourist Information Centre
Aðalstræti 2, Tel: 590 1550,
www.visitreykjavik.is
Offers information for tourists as well
as providing internet access, booking
service, a phone centre, money exchange service, tax refund and selling
the Reykjavík Tourist Card. The Reykjavík Tourist Card gives admission to city
busses, various museums, Reykjavík
swimming pools, The Family Park and
Reykjavík Zoo, The Culture House and
the National and University Library.
The Icelandic Tourist Board
Lækjargata 3, Tel: 535 5500,
www.visiticeland.com
All information needed before travelling in Iceland.
Goethe Institute
Túngata 14, Tel: 561 5921,
www.goethe.de/island
A cultural institute that offers movie
screenings, lectures and German
language courses.
Nordic House
Sturlugata 5, Tel: 551 7030,
www.nordice.is
The Nordic cultural centre organises
various cultural events, conferences
and exhibitions.
All major tourist spots in Reykjavík also
offer brochures, maps and information
for travellers.

Useful Information
Where to learn Icelandic as a
foreign language
Icelandic on the Internet,
www.vefskoli.is
Mímir Continuing Education,
Skeifán 8, Tel: 580 1800, www.mimir.is
Námsflokkar Reykjavíkur,
Fríkirkjuvegur 1, Tel: 551 2992
Fjölmenning, Laugavegur 59,
Tel: 511 1319, www.fjolmenning.is
The Icelandic College of Engineering and Technology, Höfðabakki 9,
Tel: 577 1400, www.thi.is
Iðnskólinn í Reykjavík,
Skólavörðuholti, Tel: 552 6240,
www.ir.is
The University of Iceland – Department of Continuing Education,
Dunhagi 7, Tel: 525 4924,
www.endurmenntun.is
Religious movements
The national church in Iceland is the

What´s on? www.getrvk.com

Evangelical Lutheran Church. Masses
are generally held on Sundays at 11:00
in churches all around the capital.
Service in English is at Hallgrímskirkja
every last Saturday each month, starting at 14:00. The Roman Catholic
Church also has masses in English and
Polish.
Other religious movements in Reykjavík are for example:
The Muslim Association of Iceland,
Ármúli 38
Ásatrú Association, Grandagarði 8
Bahá’í, Álfabakka 12
The Church of Evangelism,
Hlíðasmári 9
The Icelandic Buddhist Movement,
Víghólastígur 21
Reykjavík Free Lutheran Church,
Fríkirkjuvegur 5
Pentecostal Assembly, Hátún 2
Roman Catholic Church,
Hávallagata 14
Church of Jesus Christ of LatterDay Saints, Ásabraut 2
Jehovah’s Witnesses, Sogavegur 71
Seventh-Day Adventists,
Suðurhlíð 36
Zen Buddhism in Iceland,
Reykjavíkurvegur 31
Independent Church,
Háteigsvegur 101
The Russian Orthodox Church in
Iceland, Sólvallagata 10
The Cross, Hlíðasmári 5-7
Trade Unions
The Icelandic Federation of Labour,
Sætún 1, Tel: 535 5600, www.asi.is
The Federation of State and Municipal employees, Grettisgata 89,
Tel: 525 8300, www.bsrb.is
The Association of Academics, Borgartún 6, Tel: 581 2090, www.bhm.is
Efling, Sætún 1, Tel: 510 7500,
www.efling.is
The Commercial Workers’ Union,
Kringlan 7, Tel: 510 1700, www.vr.is
Union of Public Servants, Grettisgata 89, Tel: 525 8340, www.sfr.is
Useful Websites
www.visitreykjavik.is (The official
tourist website of Reykjavík)
www.gayice.is (Information about
the gay scene in Iceland)
www.fjolmenningarsetur.is
(The Multicultural Centre)
www.hostel.is
(Hostel International in Iceland)
www.vinnumalastofnun.is
(Public employment services)
www.gulalinan.is (The yellow pages)
www.leigulistinn.is (Rent a flat)
www.simaskra.is
(Icelandic telephone directory)
Where to get …
Work and residence permit: The
Directorate of Immigration, Skógarhlíð
6, Tel: 510 5400, www.utl.is.
Insurance and benefits: The State
Social Security Institute, Laugavegur
114-116, Tel: 560 4400, www.tr.is
Icelandic citizenship: Unless you
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come from a Nordic country, foreign
citizens have to have had an unrestricted residence permit in Iceland for
at least seven years in order to get an
Icelandic citizenship although some
exceptions exist to that general rule.
Applications are at the Ministry of
Justice and Ecclesiastical Affairs,
Skuggasund, Tel: 545 9000,
www.domsmalaraduneyti.is
Unemployment benefits: Directorate of Labour, Public Employment
Service, Tryggvagata 17, Tel: 515 4800,
www.vinnumalastofnun.is
Icelandic social security number
(kennitala): National Register, Borgartún 30, Tel: 560 9800,
www.hagstofa.is
Driver’s license: Those who have a
foreign license don’t need an Icelandic
one for the first six months. After that
time you have one month to apply for
an Icelandic driver’s license. Applications are at police stations.
Tax card: Tax office, Laugavegur 166,
Tel: 563 1100, www.rsk.is
Rent subsidies: Social Service Office,
Tryggvagata 17, Tel: 411 9000 www.
felagsthjonustan.is

“Normally gigs organised
to promote a particular
country’s music are a bit
cheesy but this one looks
totally different and it’s
on our National Day and
is just before our album
is release so, for us and
all our Icelandic friends,
it’ll be an extra special
party!”

Facts on Iceland
Iceland is a constitutional republic with slightly more than 300,000
inhabitants. Reykjavík has been the
country’s capital since 1786 and today
almost two-thirds of the population
live in the greater capital area.
The 17th of June 1944 Iceland
became an independent republic.
That day is the national holiday and is
celebrated all around the country.
Alþingi, the national parliament,
is the oldest assembly in the world,
established at Þingvellir in 930 but
restored in Reykjavík in 1844. The parliament is comprised of 63 members,
who are elected by popular vote every
four years. Icelandic citizens over 18
years of age have the legal right to
vote.
Parliamentary elections were last
held in 2003 with 33.7 percent of
votes going to the Independence
Party. The Social Democratic Alliance
got 31 percent, the Progressive Party
17.7 percent, the Leftist-Greens 8.8
percent and the Liberal Party 7.4 percent. The Independence Party and the
Progressive Party formed a coalition
and together lead the government.
Iceland has 12 ministers with the
prime minister and head of government being Geir H. Haarde, who is
also chairman of the Independence
Party. The President of Iceland is Ólafur
Ragnar Grímsson, who has been in
office since 1996. He is the Chief of
State although his duties are mostly
ceremonial.
Time Zone: GMT 0
Currency: Íslensk króna (ISK).
International Dialling Code: +354

Reykjavik Nights in London Preview
Text by Ben H. Murray

Photo by Skari

Live Icelandic music in the UK has long been
a slightly ramshackle affair with occasional
bursts of gig activity organised around festival appearances or low-key tours, such as
the recent series of gigs undertaken by Benni
Hemm Hemm. However, now British-based
music fans and expat Icelandic folk will be
able to get their regular fix of live Icelandic
music with a new bi-monthly London-based
event called Reykjavik Nights – a band night
featuring the best new Iceland music that’s
been set up by an enterprising group of friends
and colleagues.
Now in the final stages of three months of
planning, Reykjavik Nights debut evening will
feature two of Iceland’s best live bands, Trabant
and Æla, and is being held at an award-winning
venue in North London called The Luminaire
on Sunday June 17.
Renowned for featuring an eclectic lineup of bands with an international leaning,
The Luminaire is a highly sought-after venue
to stage events such as this and, with such a
strong line-up for the debut night, organiser
Kolla Karlsdóttir explains a bit more about the
event and why she thinks it’ll be a massive
success: “Trabant and Æla are such good party
bands so we were really lucky to get them for
the first show. For each gig we will also pick
a special honorary ‘Icelander’ artist and for
this show we’ve got the fabulous Tim Ten Yen
– he’s become a cult figure in the UK with his

entertaining performances and he’s very good
at making people dance and putting them in
a good mood, just like Trabant and Æla!”
Putting on such a night in London is no
mean feat; the raft of logistical arrangements
that have to be made when working with
bands and venues based in different countries,
alongside the effort required to get press coverage for the event, flyers distributed, posters
made and all the other smaller organisational
aspects, have added up to an almighty effort
in getting this project off the ground.
Kolla, with a little help from some of her
friends, has been the driving force behind the
concept after a friend gave her the idea earlier this year: “I got the idea from my Danish
housemate who was importing Danish acts to
London some months ago. Last November I
started up a PR company, Two Little Dogs, with
the aim of helping Nordic artists to establish
themselves in the UK as I want to make more
opportunities and create a wider audience
for Icelandic music. I have now got so many
nice people involved with the Reykjavik Nights
project, mostly English people who love the
idea, and are helping me out as much they
can. On a corny note, I don’t think I would
have done this without them.”
Plans are already being made for the second
night, but with a “completely different theme”
to the testosterone-fuelled debut evening that
also coincides with Iceland’s National Day and

the eve of Trabant’s UK album release. Viðar
Gíslason, guitar player with Trabant, is particularly looking forward to celebrating both
of these important events: “Normally gigs
organised to promote a particular country’s
music are a bit cheesy but this one looks totally
different and it’s on our National Day and is
just before our album is release so, for us and
all our Icelandic friends, it’ll be an extra special
party!”
For the evening’s honorary ‘Icelandic’ artist,
London-based Tim Ten Yen, the evening will
be something of a first and an event that he’s
also really excited about playing. Tim also has
a unique inside view on how Icelandic music is
viewed in the UK and how this might begin to
change as more artists are showcased on future
Reykjavik Nights: “If you said to anyone in
London ‘what Icelandic music do you know?’,
currently, there’s still only one answer: she’s
got dark hair, she looks like a beautiful pixie
and she’s sold more solo records here than
Einar. Having a night of Icelandic bands can
go some way to changing that by introducing
more genuinely great music from Iceland into
London. The Luminaire has won many awards
for sound quality and for being an all-round
great place to see a band play. This in itself is
amazing. London has a lot of venues of varying
quality, so the fact that, for it’s size, the bands
are playing at The Luminaire shows that this
is serious – these bands are coming over and

A must do
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will be seen in as perfect circumstances as
possible. If you’ve heard of Trabant and their
legendary live shows – this will be the place
to see them live!”
On a more serious note, Reykjavik Nights
also has the very worthy aim of furthering
the reach of Icelandic music into London and
beyond. Helping the organisers with this aspect
of the night is Anna Hildur Hildibrandsdóttir of
Icelandic Music Export ( www.icelandicmusic.
is), she explains a bit about their role and how
the partnership has been working: “Icelandic
Music Export (IMX) is a newly-established organisation set up to support the business and
marketing of Icelandic Music and we’re very
pleased to be involved with Reykjavik Nights,
it’s a really exciting initiative which is drawing
attention to the ever-vibrant Icelandic music
scene. The project is an ambitious one but Kolla
has found a really good and respected partner
in Andy Inglis, who runs The Luminaire, which
has a good reputation and is a really nice club.
Kolla has also the power and spirit to motivate
like-minded people who share her passion for
Icelandic music and has therefore created the
perfect platform for IMX to partner up with
in Reykjavik Nights.” So, with the backing of
IMX, a great venue and a leader with a passion for Icelandic music, Reykjavik Nights will
be the coolest ticket in town for some time to
come and, if there’s any justice in the world
of music, this will mark the start of a new
era of international recognition for Icelandic
bands. Tim Ten Yen, speaking from a relatively
neutral point of view, certainly agrees that this
could be the beginning of something big: “If
Icelandic music wants to take over the world
then London is a very good place to start.”
Reykjavík Nights
Sunday June 17
The Luminaire, Kilburn, North London
www.myspace.com/reykjaviknightsinlondon
www.theluminaire.com
www.wegottickets.com/event/18470
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“You show me a queer in any city, and I will in turn show you
someone that incessantly complains about his gay scene and
nightlife. It doesn’t say a thing about the gay scene in question; it’s just the way the discourse is shaped. The-grass-is-always-greener-syndrome if you will.” This was one of the things
the Grapevine learned while researching Reykjavík’s potential
for gay nightlife F-U-N. Not a small or particularly modest task,
defining the nightlife of an entire demographic, but our interest was aroused by… well, by some complaints from gays
about the nightlife (or lack thereof). The following details our
task to learn if they are warranted.
First off, it should be noted that Iceland is by all accounts an
excellent place to be gay. Through the tireless work of the
pioneers behind Samtökin 78 (the Icelandic Gay and Lesbian
Organisation) and some progressively minded MPs, gay and
lesbian rights in the country are now near-indistinguishable
from those of their heterosexual cousins (although “close to
indiscriminatory” is never acceptable when it comes to basic
human rights), the gay lifestyle is widely accepted, and homophobic acts and rhetoric are condemned and frowned upon.
A lot of good work has been done by a lot of good people
since the early days of the Icelandic gay rights movement in
the seventies, when young gays often saw no option other
than to flee the island for fear of persecution and banishment.
While the ongoing 30+ years battle for gay rights in Iceland is
deserving of many lengthy essays, this particular article, rather,
places focus on various social aspects of homosexual life in
modern-day Iceland – the nightlife: the celebration that inevitably follows any revolution. And we are currently mid-party.
Spartacus Meets Reykjavík
What better place to start our journey into Reykjavík’s gay social life than the 2007 edition of the Spartacus International
Gay Guide? The Spartacus guide is a renowned resource for
globetrotting homosexuals of all ages. A thick and sturdy book
lined with ads depicting handsome men in various states of
undress and oiliness, it makes a valiant effort to document gay
life around the world, with chapters dedicated to nearly every
city that has even an inkling of a gay scene.
It lists the atmosphere a gay man may expect to face in a
given country, along with their various attractions that are potentially attractive to gay tourists: gay friendly bars, clubs and
restaurants, and popular cruising spots, of course. The guide
gives a fairly accurate (if thoroughly out of date) account of
Reykjavík’s gay nightlife options, along with the normal tourist
attractions: Blue Lagoon, Golden Circle, midnight sun, etc.
Not surprisingly, most of the Iceland entry is dedicated to
the fair state of gay rights in the country, as opposed to the
hedonistic options at hand. This seems in-line with a common
view of many of the young gay men interviewed for this article: Being gay in Iceland is awesome, if uninteresting at times.
This leads one to wonder if the significance of many of the
major gay rights achievements of the past three decades is
lost on the younger generations now enjoying them – if they
are too caught up in enjoying the fruits of past labours to fully
appreciate the strife of their elders. Then again, the same can
(and has, frequently) be said of Western youth for several decades. When your worries are more pertinent to parties than
poverty or persecution, you know you should feel thankful.
That being said, the complaint is somewhat understandable. Until late February (when research for this article commenced), there really was no officially gay night club in Reykjavík, and hadn’t been since a club called Jón Forseti closed
down a few years ago. The gay nightlife was for a short while
limited to a 35 square metre room next to the downtown Subway franchise in Austurstræti – a pleasant, if tiny, bar called
Café Cozy. While Cozy (as it’s affectionately known by regulars) continues to be a fun and friendly place to take drinks
and hook up with likeminded folk, it can by no means satisfy
the partying needs of a several thousand-strong, thriving gay
community.
So, it was with great abandon that the Reykjavík gay scene
welcomed Q Bar when it underwent its transformation to an official “Gay club” late last February. Previously a yuppie-ish dive,
known mostly for discriminating guests on the basis of their
footwear, the club’s advent into the gay market was spearheaded by late-twenties Reykjavík nightlife mainstay Óli Hjörtur, who
continues to run the shots.
Although celebrated from the beginning and steadily adding to its clientele since then, many of those who spoke to the
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Grapevine at that time took the Q Bar’s transformation with a
grain of salt, cynically commenting that “turning ‘gay’ is usually
the last resort for nearly bankrupt bars. The lack of options for
gays in Reykjavík will always guarantee a flux of curious customers for the first couple of weeks.” The ongoing success of Q Bar
has silenced those voices for now, and several visits to the club
during the past months indicate that it is here to stay.
“There Wasn’t Even an Internet to Speak of”
Sipping on a soy latté, 29 year-old hairdresser/stylist Skjöldur
Eyfjörð reminisces about the state of the gay scene when he
came out and started participating in the mid-nineties, at the
tender age of sixteen. “Those were entirely different times.
The only thing going on was Samtökin 78 and (now defunct
bar) 22 – and 22 wasn’t even an officially gay bar; it was just
where all the gays hung out. It was much the same as it is
now, actually: arty types, college folk, bohemians, you know,
the people that aren’t interested in the mainstream culture
[author’s note: legendary gay nightlife spot 22 now operates
under the moniker ‘Barinn’ and is very different from what
it used to be]. There wasn’t even an Internet to speak of, all
that came later. The only way to get into the scene was to visit
Samtökin or hang around 22 for long enough.”
“Then, Spotlight [another legendary, and at one time
huge, gay club operated from the late nineties ‘til a few years
ago] opened up and it was like a bomb. The atmosphere really changed, the state of gay rights also changed much to the
better and we were becoming more visible in society… fashion
was changing, AIDS wasn’t as big an issue; people weren’t
afraid anymore. Things got very exciting for a period in the
late nineties, we had the first drag show, Gay Pride got off to
an excellent start… The atmosphere at Spotlight was insane at
times, all of the sudden you got away with doing things that
you really weren’t allowed to before. It was like our very own
Studio 54 there for a while.”
As the Reykjavík club-scene is legendarily fickle (which
explains the Spartacus writers’ problems with keeping up to
date), Spotlight’s day in the sun drew to a close early this decade, following an ill-advised move from its original location.
Skjöldur tells me that the nightlife scene now is in many ways
different from his halcyon days. “It’s much more aggressive
than it used to be, in a bad way. People are using more drugs
than they used to, and for different reasons too. Nowadays
I rarely stay out past 2 AM, the mood is uncomfortable and
aggressive, people all have these big egos. I don’t like it, it’s
lacking a certain joy.” Given his remarks, he seems to be referring to the 101 Reykjavík nightlife in general, the gay scene
notwithstanding.
I ask him how he regards the difference between the gay
scenes in Iceland and other countries he has visited. “Well,
Icelandic gays have never realised that there are only 300.000
of us. That’s not a lot and you can’t really have case-specific
places for everyone. Rather, you have a few places that are
doing their best to appeal to a wide range of people aged 16100, and while their tastes inevitably vary, I think they’re doing
a commendable job. Splitting up into smaller groups isn’t really
an option in such a meagrely populated country.”
“There’s an upside, however, you won’t get lost in the
crowd, you always have a place to go where you’ll know somebody, you never wind up standing alone in a corner and it
offers a certain protection. It may be boring as hell at times,
not getting to choose between several places, but it has many
benefits as well. And it’s shaping up nicely. Gay life these days
is not so much about drinking and partying as it is about just…
being. We now have a lot of couples and full-fledged families,
people don’t rely on the crutch of alcohol, drugs and partying
to the degree they maybe once did. Being gay is different now.
Easier, even.”
Gay and Night
When prompted, Skjöldur describes his idea of a “perfect gay
Saturday in Reykjavík”. It entails an early workout at the luxurious Laugar-gym (“a lot of hot men exercise there”) followed by
brunch at Jómfrúin (downtown’s excellent, gay-operated Danish Smörrebröd house in 101). “I’d then browse the fashion
shops downtown, as we have a lot of exciting young designers here. I like Kronkron, Gyllti Kötturinn and Sævar Karl, for
instance. Then maybe dinner at [vegetarian restaurant] Grænn
Kostur. The night would conclude by perusing the 101 downtown scene, I have a man so I’m not looking for any hook-ups,
but some coffee and socialising would serve me fine.”
While Skjöldur seems content jettisoning all-night drinking and partying for relationships and responsibility, as many
grown-ups will, others still revel in the fun to be had sipping
cocktails ‘til Monday, joyously dancing nights away at every
chance. Hence, one striking young man professed his love for
all things nightlife and boogie in the Thursday night bathroom
queue at Q Bar, describing his routine thusly: “On a good Saturday, I’ll usually start out visiting the leather club around midnight, then move on to Q Bar for some drinks and fun around
2 AM and finally close the night at Café Cozy. Depending on
what’s happening there, I might be home anytime from 5 AM
to sometime the next day. Things can really get crazy around
there, there’s no telling what will happen.” His plan seems as
good as any, so the following Saturday night commences with
a visit to the leather club.
A Refuge for Former Sexual-political Refugees
MSC Ísland [MSC is short for Motor Sports Club] is a private

club, founded 22 years ago by former sexual-political refugees
who had left the country in the late seventies and returned
in the early eighties, when the atmosphere got a little more
welcoming. These were men who had lived in London, Copenhagen, Amsterdam and San Francisco, places where gay men
could live relatively normal, comfortable lives in harmony with
their sexuality.
Homosexuality has of course always existed in Iceland,
but no one talked about it until Samtökin 78 were founded
in 1978, there was no information to be had and the possibilities for a social life were extremely limited. Being gay here
wasn’t an option; the situation was much the same as it is in
the Faeroe Islands today.
“Around 1981 things had gotten slightly better, you could
count on at least one of the discos in town to have a ‘gay corner’ where like-minded homosexuals could convene. People
started returning, and MSC was founded by men who had
gotten to know ‘the leather life’ while living abroad and wanted to bring it back home.”
The deceivingly young-looking secretary of MSC Ísland
(“Proper gays need to look at least ten years younger than they
really are,” the 61 year-old tells me at one point) is explaining
how he came to co-found an Icelandic leather-fetish club for
like-minded gay men during the mid eighties. We are sitting in
a corner of their tiny downtown Reykjavík clubhouse, where the
properly attired members and their guests will meet at weekends to share drinks, conversation and other pleasantries.
It is decorated in true leather-bar style, camouflage-netting
hanging in the ceiling over pitch-black walls boasting posters
for leather summits around Europe along with various club insignia and memorabilia, lit by dim red lights. A wall-mounted
TV is eternally blaring some high quality gay porn in one corner, a tiny bar in another, while a small steel cage, convenient
for climbing into when the mood is right, is located centre
point. Past the proper social area, a small corridor leads to a
well-outfitted back room where those interested can engage
in pleasurable acts at their discretion.
Like all self- respecting fetish clubs, MSC Ísland has a strict
dress code policy. According to their web site, www.msc.is,
those who seek admittance to the clubhouse must be decked
out in a certain manner (although exceptions are made for
travellers and first-time visitors). In short, leather and rubber
attire is welcomed, as are uniforms and sportswear (Nazi-related uniforms are strictly forbidden, as are all forms of business
suits). Work boots, jeans, T-shirts and nudity are welcomed,
the main point and rule-of-thumb is dressing in a MANLY fashion. MSC.is provides a list of 13 different, ECMC approved,
dress-styles, all of which are pretty self-explanatory. They include the Leatherman, the Soldier, the Officer, the Skinhead,
the Cowboy and the Rubberman; members are encouraged to
find their niche in their chosen genre.
MSC Ísland was operated out of a PO Box for its first decade, only acquiring the current clubhouse in 1997. As the
secretary tells it, the club was originally founded in May of
1985, by a small group of men who wanted to create a social
scene and gain admittance to the ECMC (a European coalition
of MSC-style clubs). “Gay men usually have money and love
to travel – there’s no kids to keep them at home – and the
ECMC originally started in 1972 as a venue for such men from
London, Cologne and Amsterdam who would cross Europe on
their motorbikes and meet up in different cities. The thing with
many of these guys is that they are very bourgeoisie and civil
minded, straight-types who like to get hip at weekends; they
also love to organise and publish documents and newsletters
[pulls out a slew of ECMC affiliate newsletters from around Europe]. There are a lot of meetings and conferences, and their
objective is usually planning next year’s big party.
“One of our goals in founding MSC was to give such men
that for some reason found themselves visiting Iceland an opportunity to connect with likeminded people. It was also an
attempt to do something truly cultural; a big city needs to provide certain services, and this kind of club is one of them.”
These goals seem to have been well met, as the MSC annually
entertains hundreds of visitors from around the globe, many
of them crying out in joy: “Finally! I’ve found a real gay club in
this godforsaken country!”
Two Years of Abstinence
This weekend sees MSC welcoming over 40 visitors from the
Nordic alliance of leather fetish clubs to the Top of Europe
summit, with representatives coming in from Norway, Denmark, Sweden, Finland and Estonia. The program includes celebratory dinners, club nights and a ‘Jock and underwear party’
at the clubhouse. Other activities planned for this year »»»
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include ‘Bears on Ice’ weekend, when members of the London Bear club Come to Daddy visit Reykjavík, Leather Pride
days and last but not least, the annual Icelandic Independence celebration of December 1, which has been a steady
MSC tradition since the beginning.
The club is in fine spirits these days, and those members
the Grapevine talked to all expressed a good feeling for the
summer of 2007 and its many planned parties. Things were
quite different during the mid-nineties, when the club had all
but ceased to operate following some heavy blows. As the
secretary tells it, “Aids had taken a huge toll on the community and we assumed the club was all but over. There was a
two-year interval where gays didn’t really have any sex at all;
people were scared of the virus and the threat it posed.
“In 1995, I was travelling in Europe and stumbled into an
ECMC conference in Amsterdam, there I saw that the scene
was in full swing and you could say we instigated a sort of
renaissance for MSC in the wake of that realisation. Now we
have around 50 steady members [up from 15 in MSC’s first
years], and another 50 that frequent the club regularly, not to
mention all the casual visitors that pass through. For some of
Iceland’s international visitors, and I’m referring to businessmen and diplomats as well as casual tourists, a visit to our club
is as essential as a trip to the Blue Lagoon.”
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there’s that. Icelanders aren’t jaded with tourists yet, like people in Amsterdam and those tourist places are. Our visitors
are welcomed wholeheartedly, and they get a lot of attention.
They all get drunk and they all get laid, that’s the secret to our
‘legendary nightlife’ more than anything.”
Our talk is concluded by the secretary telling me the story
of several gay clubs and bars that operated in Reykjavík since
the eighties (in various states of officialness). Aside from the
previously mentioned Jón Forseti and 22, clubs such as Moulin Rogue, Hótel Borg, and Mannsbar are mentioned along
with the various adventures conducted there throughout the
years. He professes a liking for Q Bar (aside from the screeching girls) and their policy, although he says he’d like to see
some traditional gay activities there, such as drag shows.
“We now have a sorta holy trinity here in 101 Reykjavík. You
can stand on the corner over there with us on one side, Q Bar
on the other and you can view Café Cozy over there in the
distance. It’s promising.”

Vesturbæjarlaugin swimming pool has lost its status as such,
even though listed in many gay guides. “I’ve hooked up at
Öskjuhlíð and enjoyed it, even though the experience leaves
a lot to be desired. It’s rather basic, and only a certain type of
guy will go there.” Some of them think no one dares go there
anymore for fear of gay bashing. We drink many beers and I
hear many stories of coming out and moving away from small
towns, of big city dreams and optimism. As a steady stream
of alcohol takes us further into the night, a move to the final
destination, Café Cozy, seems inevitable.
When we get there at close to 5 AM, we’re greeted with
a more traditionally gay music than we’ve heard all night at Q
Bar. Eurovision high-points blend seamlessly with disco classics and soft-rock anthems. As usually when you stay up late
enough, the night has evolved to a point where conversation
seems both impossible and unnecessary. Most communicating is done through shouting, waving of hands, dancing and
the occasional ass-grab. It’s glorious, if you’re into that kind of
atmosphere.
Outside of Cozy, early Sunday morning, a final conversation with a gay nightlife regular seems to sum things up quite
nicely. “What I like about the gay nightlife scene here in Reykjavík is much the same as what I like about Reykjavík nightlife
in general. It’s friendly, welcoming and people aren’t afraid to
let go of themselves. I’m really looking forward to this summer.”
Where are the lesbians, You Ask?
Since this article is exceedingly heavy on the Y-chromosome,
some of you might be wondering why lesbian social life goes
largely unmentioned in these pages. Early on in researching
‘Gaykjavík!’, we decided to place the focus solely on the gay
(read: male homosexual) scenes, especially since many of
those interviewed (male and female) commented that, even
though paths will cross, there is a fundamental difference between gay and lesbian approaches to nightlife activities, and
social life in general. Icelandic lesbian nightlife surely warrants
an entry all of its own, and you can be sure that such an article
is forthcoming. For more information on lesbian life in Iceland,
visit the website of Icelandic lesbian organisation Konur með
Konum (‘Women with women’) at www.kmk.is.
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Chaos at Café Cozy
I ask about their social lives in the city. Many of them recount
experiences of hooking up with people on-line, through IRCchat, classified ads and MySpace. “Scoring that way takes way
too much time, way more than simply going out.” We speak
of Reykjavík’s main cruising spot, Öskjuhlíð, and the fact that

LEGENDA RY K I N G S O F D E AT H M E TA L AT NA S A , R E Y K J AV Í K
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Q Bar-stravaganza
We bid farewell to our friends at MSC and make our way to
the now bustling Q Bar. It is 2:30 AM and the mood is vibrant. Deep House is blasting through the PA, drinks are being
bought and there’s hardly any room to move around, whether
you’re in the outside smoking area or moving on the dance
floor. The following Tuesday, the club’s proprietor, Óli Hjörtur,
will tell us of his experiences running it since February. He tells
me the gay community really took a shine to Q Bar from the
start, and that it is usually filled to the brim on any given weekend. “It’s been great so far. We’re trying to create a suitable
weekday feel here, as well, we’ll start operating a full-blown
kitchen here soon, offering up a Spanish-style menu of Tapas
and the like.”
Late Saturday night, no one seems to be thinking of Spanish cuisine. Many patrons are sitting at tables, deep in conversation, while others are dancing on those same tables. Big
smiles and a drunken sort of joy are all around. I poll several
of those attending on their views and experiences from the
Reykjavík gay scene. All of them agree that a place like Q Bar
had been sorely missing for a long time, although many of
them professed a need for even more such clubs. “Too bad
there only seems to be room for one gay club in Reykjavik,” a
striking young blonde boy tells me. “We could really do with a
more diverse nightlife.” Another speaks pleasantly of his London experiences, where there is “a different club for any preference, thousands of them.” He does, however, acknowledge
the benefits of a certain camaraderie and security that stem
from the relative smallness of Reykjavík’s scene.
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They All Get Drunk and Laid
As our conversation progresses, attendants in various states
of fetish gear start showing up for the night’s social activities. A doorman will monitor those seeking entry, carefully
checking if they live up to MSC’s codes of dress and conduct.
MSC’s clubhouse isn’t a bar after all, it is a private social club,
much the same as any Freemason or Lions-Club, and many are
thus refused admittance. The secretary doesn’t like the looks
of some suited-up guys who pass us on the club terrace and
yells at his brethren inside to “make sure they lose the tie and
shirt as soon as they get in.” We speak of Iceland’s gay scene
in broader terms:
“Gays are always complaining that their scene is too small,
their club isn’t good enough. They hate it all, and yet they go
out every night, it’s just a staple of every gay scene, everyone
complaining. I think it’s different for Icelanders who’ve lived
abroad however, as opposed to those who have only briefly
visited big cities. Living someplace is very different from casually visiting it. The scene here is fine; at least we’re trying our
best to uphold a regular gay scene. We’ve been participating
in the Reykjavík Gay Pride since the beginning… you know, in
many ways it’s like the scene’s been over-advertised, much the
same as the Reykjavík nightlife in general. Journalists come
over for Pride weekend and are filled with awe at the traditional Icelandic weekend-drinking culture. They’ll write raving
reviews filled with exclamation marks regarding nightlife craziness.
“That reputation is in some ways warranted. One of our
past Gay Pride visitors, a South-American boy, saw Laugavegur
at night and thought an actual revolution was at hand, so
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This exciting new multimedia exhibition tells the story from an island’s dramatic
birth from the depths of the Atlantic Ocean through its forty year history to the
current day – and beyond, glimpsing the future 120 years hence.

The Culture House - Þjóðmenningarhúsið
National Centre for Cultural Heritage
Hverﬁsgata 15, 101 Reykjavik
Telephone 545 1400 www.thjodmenning.is
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The exhibition explains the Government’s decision to submit an application
to UNESCO to designate Surtsey a World Heritage Site.
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Open daily between 11am and 5pm
The admission fee grants entry to all exhibitions at the Culture House. Adults ISK 300. Senior citizens ISK 200.
Students ISK 200. Free entry for children 16 years of age or younger. Admission is free on Wednesdays.
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Mugison
Mugimama is This Monkeymusic?

Þórir
I Belive in This

Rass
Andstaða

Benni Hemm Hemm
Benni Hemm Hemm

Mugison is one of Iceland’s most celebrated live musicians at
the moment, and rightfully so. His live gigs at the Iceland Airwaves festival as well as the recent release party for his new
full-length album have been energetic and quite simply a lot
of good fun. 2001’s Lonely Mountain earned comparisons to
everything from múm through classical singer/songwriters to
country-music, The Beatles and things just plain weird. Mugimama is this monkey music? is no less diverse; on it we’ve got
everything from filmic atmospheres to catchy refrains, manic
groaning and groovy guitars. How he fits things together
without losing focus is nothing short of a miracle. However,
without in any way coming to his senses, Mugison’s matured.
Mugimama is richer sounding, better looking and even more
fun, which is what it’s essentially about. KM

When you slip the lyrics “but your bad sense of humour and
your laughter’s like a tumour to my brain,” into a song you
deserve to sell a couple albums (and probably a kick to the
groin too). On his debut album, “I believe in this,” Þórir has
penned more than a few priceless zingers using the scarred
wit of that loneliest of individuals: the literate teenager. The
stunner for me is the vocal stylings: Þórir performs most of
the album in nervous staccato mutters. Live, this has been
charming. But to hear it recorded, it sounds affected. Especially as through the whole album, one notices he has a
significant range and decent strength in his voice, most pronounced in the middle registers. Look, we know the kid can
play guitar and write songs, so the coy delivery sounds like
a mistake. BC

When punk goes right, explaining it is a hell of a thing. Rass
(ass) have produced the best punk album I’ve heard since…
well, since you were allowed to call things punk. The thing
about extremely repetitive, shouted rock songs is that the
lyrics have to be accurate, truthful and entertaining—in all
of the 12 extremely short tracks on this album, with lyrics in
English and Icelandic, the lyrics are that good, shouted in a
soulful, menacing and at the same time playful manner. We
leave you with kind words from an English language track:
“One day when Uncle Ben went to work, he was looking like
a big fat stork. One day when Uncle Sven went to Mary, he
was looking like a big fat Gary.” BC

Benni Hemm Hemm plays chords on an acoustic guitar, and has an enormous brass band, a Led Zeppelin-inspired drummer, and a solid bassist
essentially echoing him. The result is an energetic feel-good take on folk.
No particular melodies or chord progressions stand out, as the key is in
the repetition. And unlike the Flaming Lips, Benni’s lyrics aren’t entirely
poignant, and his voice, while solid, isn’t all that evocative. Often, you
wait for the trumpet and full band, and often this is worth the wait. However, when Benni delivers silly or cynical lyrics, he really shines, as on the
song I Can Love You in a Wheelchair, Baby. This album is complete and
engaging, and if not every melody or lyric sticks in your head on the initial
listen, worry not—you’ll be listening to it so much, that every word will
lodge in there.

www.myspace.com/rassrass

www.myspace.com/bennihemmhemm

www.myspace.com/mugison

www.myspace.com/mysummerasasalvationsoldier
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Flís
Vottur

Brain Police
Beyond the Wasteland

Jóhann Jóhannsson
IBM 1401, A User’s Manual

Skakkamanage
Lab of Love

There’s usually integrity to any release from 12 Tónar, Iceland’s independent record label. The store and the local music scene always have a stake in one of their releases, and
even the failures are compelling. When 12 Tónar hits the
right note, they can capture the local imagination. The new
jazz album, Vottur, by Flís, is strong and immensely likeable.
A respectable three-piece including Davíð Þór Jónsson on
piano, Valdimar Kolbeinn Sigurjónsson on bass, and Helgi
Svarar Helgason on drums, the group reinvents the Icelandic standards originally performed in the fifties by Haukur
Morthens. The blend of moody ballad with classical touches
and lyric jazz takes on the endearing gothic tone that Tim
Burton might ask for were he to direct a movie of A Charlie
Brown Christmas. The discovery here is that music existed in
Iceland before rock, and it may have been very good. BC

Veteran rockers Brain Police return with their fourth studio
album, sporting a new guitarist, Búi Bendtsen. The result is
more guitar heavy than past albums without losing their distinctive stoner-rock sound. Seen live Brain Police are a tough
act to follow and Beyond the Wasteland captures that well.
So a great album? Almost, but not quite. The problem with
Brain Police is their monotonous sound – it’s easy to spot
their songs on the radio – but it’s harder than hell to pinpoint
which song it is or from what album. Beyond the Wasteland
shows improvement in that department. Evidently, Brain Police are developing their sound. So if you’re not anal about
musicians constantly coming up with new ideas (hell, AC/DC
have made over 15 great albums that all sound pretty much
the same) and just want a good, solid, rock album then Brain
Police has your medicine. PH

An album inspired by recordings of electromagnetic waves
emitting from an obsolete computer the size of a large refrigerator. Sounds fun? Not really but this actually is a highly
enjoyable CD. Originally composed for a string quartet as
the soundtrack to a dance piece, this is eerie and haunting
symphonic stuff with sounds from the computer sampled.
Each of the five tracks slowly builds up to a peak with strings
and weird sounds – after all this is built on electromagnetic
sounds. The computer plays a big part and its various accessories like the IBM 1403 printer or the IBM 1402 Card ReadPunch. The album is big and powerful and cinematic. It has
a remorseful sound, somehow sounding like a eulogy or an
homage to an obsolete machine. A great and beautiful piece
of modern composition. PH

Supposedly there’s a whole generation of young artists and musicians
who all have the same perspective on their work to justify the title “the
cute generation”. The pillars of the “movement” are often named as Sigur
Rós and múm. Let’s add Skakkamanage to the list. This lo-fi minimalistic music is cute as hell, partly recorded in bedrooms and apartments
in Reykjavík. Nice, odd and sometime catchy folk songs that have some
weird attraction that’s hard to pinpoint. But somehow the album never reaches greatness and after a few listens left me annoyed. Annoyed
because Skakkamanage could have done better, judging from their live
shows. They seem to have fallen into the pit that’s marked: lo-fi makes
everything great. Which is a bad pit. On the last track, Colonial, they
finally crawl out of that pit and show us something amazing. Despite its
shortcomings though, it’s probably one of the most interesting Icelandic
albums this year. PH

www.myspace.com/johannjohannsson

www.myspace.com/skakkamanage

www.myspace.com/flismusic

www.myspace.com/brainpolice

Your Golden Opportunity!
Office Skills Programme for Foreign Students
In the autumn semester 2007, Menntaskólinn í Kópavogi is again offering Office
Skills Programme for students, over the age of 20, not having Icelandic as their
mother tongue. Students can opt to take either two or four semesters in the
programme. The courses are taught both in basic Icelandic and English.
Time: Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays from 17:30 to 20:30.
For further information see www.mk.is or contact the programme´s director,
Inga Karlsdóttir, at ik@mk.is or by calling 5944000/gsm 8244114.

Reviews by Bart Cameron, Klas Molde and Páll Hilmarsson
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RESTAURANTS IN ALL HOTELS • SWIMMING POOLS ALWAYS CLOSE BY
• FRIENDLY SERVICE • RATES FROM ISK 3.550 PER PERSON

1 ML Laugarvatn • 2 ÍKÍ Laugarvatn • 3 Skógar • 4 Vík í M‡rdal • 5 Nesjaskóli
6 Neskaupsta›ur • 7 Egilssta›ir • 8 Ei›ar • 9 Stórutjarnir • 10 Akureyri
11 Laugarbakki • 12 Ísafjör›ur • 13 Laugar

ONE STOP SHOP FOR 13 HOTELS
Make your order on www.hoteledda.is or by telephone, (+354) 444 4000.

ENNEMM / SÍA

A HAPPY ENDING EACH DAY

13 HOTELS AROUND ICELAND
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Many artists played a
role in the development
but it was the arrival of
the singing poet, Megas, in
the mid-seventies marked
a significant change in
the attitude of Icelandic
musicians.

A Super-slow Evening

An Eclectic 25 Hours

Bastards of the World

Text by Steinunn Jakobsdóttir Photo by Gulli

Text by Nick Candy

Text by Helga Þórey Jónsdóttir

expressive dance piece. Two dancers writhed
and contorted in a torturous insect like adagio
to the haunting cello soundtrack by Borgar
Magnason, This emotional piece ‘unanimously’
won the judges award for the night with its
“Dance-theatre is an art-form in constant evo- lucid and engaging performances. “Monday”
lution”, the pre-media stated. Well that’s for began with point ballet, and then oddly prosure, and if you give an audience the vote in gressed to two guys doing their daily business
a dance theatre competition there’s going to on a couch as two mournful choral singers
be some interesting ‘natural selection’.
suddenly appeared with a neatly folded sheet.
Six choreographers at the forefront of this How does this fit together? I wasn’t the only
genre in Iceland created works for the fifth one with questions. By the end, the team
annual dance theatre competition at the City managed to weave these three impossible
Theatre last Friday night. But there was a twist. elements into an interesting piece. “On Hold”
They were only given 25 hours to do every- astonishingly picked up the audience award.
thing, compose, rehearse, source costumes, This piece seemed to be the most disjointed
tech etc. Considering the array of well-realised and underdeveloped of the night. A large and
choreographic ideas and production values, very enthusiastic cast, dressed as pink bowlI’m not entirely sure how strict that time limit ing pins, threw themselves around the stage
actually was. The results were varied, ranging blaring military commands at each other and
from beautiful emotional contortions to bright jumped around energetically. The brief referpink musical theatre, from an earnest period ence to September 11 confused an otherwise
piece to a few guys relieving themselves over meandering piece. “Find Me I Found You”
4/11/07
a couch. The night encompassed some of themidi-concerts.pdf
was the final piece
and a10:55:30
brilliantAMexample of
many facets of this ‘evolved’ art form.
mature creativity in contemporary dance theaThe judging panel was fronted by Renate tre. A huge un-expressive cast filled the stage
Klett, a well-known in German theatre and the as a small number of principles attempted to
un-witting focus of the night’s humour. The interact. Some beautiful quirky monologues
six pieces were interspersed with the charming complemented the comedic dance pieces. A
host’s desperate attempts at a full sentence in standout for the evening.
German. Here’s a brief re-cap.
As Renate put it in her final address, the
“Scene from the Cherry Garden” was a work was refreshingly eclectic. In an genre
sentimental take on an old classic text and which is so loose that it is very easy to follow
a brave attempt to bring an old tale to life the fashion of the moment, this competition
with contemporary dance. Next, “Soap” was successfully produced six completely unique
a delightfully simple dance based on daytime works, and a talented and deserving team
soapies. I loved the four-way sex-swapping walked away a quarter of a million richer.
scene. “Blink of an Eye” was a beautifully

When going to a concert in Reykjavík, it’s all
too easy to acknowledge the eternal coolness
of the Icelandic music scene and the way it
pours itself over an equally cool audience.
Sweaty boys in leather and jumping girls in
what can only be described as clown suits,
confidently grace the stage of various venues
almost every night in a town that can hardly
be called a city. Their music, however, should
not be taken lightly. Iceland has its fair share
of accomplished musicians who seem to be
able to break any market – if they care to.
The intensity of the Icelandic music scene can
be somewhat overwhelming to an outsider
because the atmosphere in Reykjavík is very
different from other small European cites. In
many ways the music scene in Iceland is just as
cosmopolitan as in big cities like New York or
London. The image a band projects can easily
be used to manipulate the prospects of success
but still there’s a strong identity involved. You
don’t have to be a genius to realize that people
not only buy into it but embrace it, lovingly.
But why is the scene so strong here? Is there a
specific reason why the music culture in Iceland
has developed differently than in European
cities of a similar size? Where does the core
of Icelandic pop-culture come from?

Who: Morr Music Label night
Where: Iðnó
When: June 5, 2007
The electro duo Isan was finishing their set
when I arrived at Iðnó theatre on a Tuesday
evening where the Morr Music night was
taking place. The British pair is signed to the
Berlin-based independent music label, as were
the rest of this evening’s line-up: Tarwater, The
Go Find and two Icelandic bands, Seabear
and Benni Hemm Hemm.
The atmosphere at Iðnó was casual and
quiet, to say the least. Isan’s two members
stood still behind their computers, creating
hypnotizing and dreamy tunes that could easily make for a sensory pleasure when played in
the privacy of your home, but the respected
electro duo didn’t astound anyone when
performing live to an almost empty venue.
They finished their set without even looking at
the few people who attended the show, who
were either sitting cross-legged on the floor
or standing silently in the back, staring at the
stage. The evening’s experience wasn’t about
to change for the remaining four-hours.
The next to take the stage was one of the
newest members of the Morr music family,
the Icelandic band Seabear. What used to
be a solo act is now a full-fledged band,
counting a total of eight members in the last
song. Standing completely still and extremely
focused while playing the acoustic guitar,
Sindri Sigfússon, the frontman of Seabear,
has already proved that he is an outstanding
singer and songwriter. When accompanied
by a band of five to eight (depending on the

song), he delivered his intimate and minimalist
country pop perfectly and demonstrated that
he deserves all of the praise that’s been given
to his debut, The Ghost That Carried Us Away,
released a few weeks ago. Seabear was the
highlight of the night and is very likely the
next big thing to come out of the Icelandic
music scene.
The serious looking German duo Tarwater impressed as well. The melancholic and
sophisticated electro pop hit right on the
spot with beautiful melodies, weird sounds
and funky vocals. Sadly, the same can’t exactly be said about the following act, The Go
Find. Led by Dieter Sermeus, the band was a
little more energetic than the previous artists
but their live performance of easy-listening
indie-pop songs was both pretentious and
unmemorable and just depressing to watch.
The group didn’t manage to appeal to the
few fans in the crowd.
Luckily, Benni Hemm Hemm and his
large group of friends, including as always
an extremely lively brass section, came to
the rescue. The group never fails to impress
and ended the evening with a powerful and
intense performance that almost made the
stay worth the while.
This varied mix of experimental music
groups could have made for a great and memorable show but, sorry to say, the concerts
newer really managed to kick off, and rising
moments were almost nonexistent. This can
partly be blamed on the lack of audience. A
smaller venue could perhaps have made the
experience more interesting and the artists
more enjoyable to watch.

What: Dance Theatre Competition
Where: Borgarleikhús
When: June 8, 2007
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Cultural Outsiders
When rock ‘n roll emerged in Iceland in the
mid-fifties, young audiences were thirsty for a
change of scenery. Before the war our culture
was not very cosmopolitan but after the war
teenagers had gotten used to having their own
money and wanted to spend it on something
more fun (and appropriate) than household
needs. Jazz and rock ‘n roll quickly settled in

the Icelandic culture and the teeny bopper
emerged.
The American influence played a great role
– even after the Second World War ended
there were plenty of Americans left in Iceland
to influence a culturally starving nation. Well,
a pop-culturally starved nation. During the
war we had become accustomed to many
aspects of the American way of life: American
kitchen appliances, cars, food, movies and, of
course, music. This separated us from many
other European countries. Although some were
also occupied by American troops, our little
nation of wool clad shepherds and fishermen
somehow embraced them a little more.
It’s important to point out that not only
did we get our independence during the war
but also that many Icelanders were very happy
to break away from the Danes. Denmark had
been our main source of cultural influence;
many people studied there or lived for some
period of time. As a part of Europe we knew
and learned high culture but we never really
found our place in it – with the exception of
literature.
When the Americans came with music and
laughter our nation was in its early years of
independence and many were eager to venture
outside of the Scandinavian tradition of fun.
The Americans were cool and classy; they were
confident in their ways and happy to share their
culture with us. Going to the movies, listening
to rock music and driving around was just so
much more fun than the hard work we were
used to. Our music scene was born in those
days; mixed with European traditional culture
and American enthusiasm our Icelandic sound
of independence and strength grew rapidly.

A Music Scene Emerges
There were a few artists who became legendary
in the post-war era, first among equals was
probably Raggi Bjarna, an accomplished singer
who started out in his early teens playing with
his father but left his band to become involved
in the more modern scene of rock ‘n roll. A
girl by the name of Ellý Vilhjálms became a
household name around 1960 and is now
considered to be one of Iceland’s legendary
singers. A few years later her younger brother,
Vilhjálmur Vilhjálmsson, also became extremely
popular. With a talent to please both young
and mature audience, his soulful vocal style
was an unforgettable addition to the musical
landscape. His premature death at only 33
years of age devastated the nation.
In the sixties a new sound emerged and the
band Hljómar from Keflavík led a scene closely
knitted to the changes in British and American
music. Hljómar became a very popular “Beatle”
band in Iceland.and their lead guitarist, Gunnar Þórðarson, was a driving force in many
influential bands of the seventies. Jóhann G.
Jóhannsson deserves a mention, his song Don’t
Try to Fool Me is a remarkable achievement
in music and a good reflection of the music
world of the seventies.
Independent Spirit
Many artists played a role in the development
but it was the arrival of the singing poet, Megas, in the mid-seventies that marked a significant change in the attitude of Icelandic
musicians. Megas, a folk artist like Dylan and
Guthrie, put emphasis on the Icelandic way
of life. In his lyrics he abandoned the typical
talk of love that was a prominent feature in

the lyrics of e.g. Hljómar. Instead he focused
on everyday life and, surprisingly, the Icelandic
Sagas. His references included a more nationalistic approach in the best possible sense of
the word. He embraced the culture of Iceland
with pride, thus inspiring others to do the
same. The years that followed were therefore
coloured by American, British and Icelandic
influences – a mix that proved it self to be a
potent one.
The arrival of punk rock in Iceland brought
out new talents. Influenced by Megas and the
British punk scene, many local bands found
that their music was no less interesting than
the music that influenced them. In the early
eighties a young female singer by the name
of Björk Guðmundsdóttir became prominent
with her band, Tappi Tíkarrass; she later formed
the band Kukl which ultimately led to The
Sugarcubes.
When The Sugarcubes found success in
the late eighties it stunned the nation. I don’t
know if it’s a secret or not, but regular Icelanders often found them weird, their music was
not easy for everyone to understand. Björk
was already a national celebrity and her unconventional appearance kept people talking
about her and whatever band she was in. But
The Sugarcubes were good and truly deserved
to be recognised. Another likely reason why a
band from Iceland found fame at that time has
to be because the music scene had taken the
necessary steps of growth. Our independent
spirit mixed with an influence by two musical
giants had to lead somewhere, right?
Good Bastards
So when at a concert and before you stands an
avant garde looking band playing pop songs it’s
good to remember that that’s the attitude that
has taken us to the cultural level that we are
at, whatever that level is. The American spirit
in our culture sets us apart from Europe and
the strict European influence sets us apart from
the Americans. We are open to these influences and we like to have our place in modern
culture. Yet we are fiercely independent and
like ourselves the way we are; mischievous
commercialists like Americans, reserved and
modest like Scandinavians, or royally flamboyant like the old families of Europe. We are the
cultural bastards of the western world. Our
music history reflects the way we have used
our connections to strengthen our culture.
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Rvk. Tattoo Festival
The second annual Icelandic Tattoo Festival was held in Grand
Rokk during the weekend June 8 to 10. Among the respected
artists that visited Grand Rokk that weekend were: Santana, JJ
& GP, Jason June & Cheryl “The Devil”, Cline & Jason Thompson,
Bosco, Erin Lambert and Crowbar; with contribution from local
artists Fjölnir, Jón Páll, Búri, Sverrir, Jón Þór and Vincent.
Icelandic tattoo artists regard the festival as a learning
experience. With a lot of respected foreign artists visiting, the
festival offers a great opportunity to catch the fresh winds from
the international tattoo community that will not necessarily
travel to this isolated island in timely fashion through other
means.
Much like last year, which drew in the excess of 1,200
people, this year’s event proved to be a great success with a
constant stream of people visiting Grand Rokk to satisfy their
curiosity and many happy visitors left Grand Rokk sporting
brand new tattoos and every artist was booked solid through
the weekend. The Grapevine visited Grand Rokk on Saturday
and met some of the artists and some of the canvas. Take a
look.

&
Whales
Puffin Island
Take part in an adventure at sea with an unforgettable 3-hour
trip into the world of whales and sea birds.
Located in Reykjavik's old harbour, only a 5 minute walk from
the city centre.
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A spacious double-deck and a special viewing area on the
third deck ensures a spectacular view into the deep blue sea.
Puffin season
April
9:00

May June July
9:00 9:00 9:00

Aug
9:00

Sept
9:00
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13:00 13:00 13:00 13:00 13:00 13:00 13:00
17:00 17:00 17:00

Elding Whale Watching, Reykjavík harbour
Tel: (+354) 555 3565, Fax: (+354) 554 7420
info@elding.is, www.elding.is

Call us on

555 3565

or visit

www.elding.is
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Four days in Northern Poland
Text and photos by Zoë Robert
“You need a special car for Poland – we don’t
have any cars for Poland,” repeats the sternlooking woman at the budget car hire counter
in Berlin Tegel airport. Some insistence that we
had provided details of our Poland trip days
earlier is all that is needed – we are eventually
told that a car is on its way. The “special” car
in question is a shiny new Opel station wagon,
and we eagerly load our baggage and excessive
food supplies in the car and part with Berlin
for four days of excitement in Poland.
Day 1 – The Very Long Drive From Berlin
After several wrong turns, we find what we
think is the correct route. An hour or so later
we collectively and ingeniously decide that
we thought wrong and now it’s time to get
out the map.
When that doesn’t seem to help we stop
to ask the way. The look of utter shock on the
poor German’s face is universally understood
in our car – we are lost, very lost. I am thrilled
to find out that the likely reason for this is that
my travel companions, largely responsible for
the navigation side of things, are using a late
19th century map. A 19th century map?! That’s
more than a hundred years old! Sure it looks
pretty but... I should have known not to trust
my friends – both graphic designers trained in
the arts of typography, visual aesthetics and
page layout – when it came to choosing the appropriate map. (In all fairness, the lack of road
signs isn’t helping matters much either.)
One of the reasons for our trip to Poland is
to visit the town of Giżycko where my friend
Micha’s grandmother was born. But that was
a while back, when parts of Poland and Germany existed as Prussia – surely the map has
changed since then. And Bismarck no longer
sits in the Reichstag. As if we needed any
confirmation that we are lost, my other friend
Ngaire exclaims: “We’ve been driving for four
hours and we’re only one hour from Berlin!”
At least someone is airing their frustration.
After our unplanned tour of northern Germany, passing windmills, country houses and
old Soviet style factories, we finally arrive at the
border with Poland. Our Australian passports
cause some visible excitement among the border officials, but contrary to expectation the
process is quick and we are left to go on our
way. My travel companions’ last experience

crossing borders in this part of the world left
them with a few stories to tell.
Across the Border
Once across the border, the surrounding area is
crowded by roadside stalls selling furniture and
food at a cheaper price than on the German
side of the border. These stalls, and the many
pharmacies that we pass, are apparently aimed
exclusively at the many Germans who cross
into Poland to take advantage of the reduced
prices. A personal favourite was a stall selling
a wide range of rifles and army paraphernalia,
situated near the shopping mall ATM, where
we withdraw some Zloty.
Having just come from Iceland, the abundance of leafy green trees that line the Polish
streets is a welcome change from Reykjavík,
devoid of such greenery most of the year
round. The construction work that seems to
cover every inch of available space is apparently in preparation for the 2012 UEFA Cup
finals, which Poland will co-host with Ukraine.
Poland’s accession to the European Union on
May 1, 2004 also gave it access to EU structural
funds designed to help less developed members, such as Poland itself, achieve economic
cohesion in the EU.
After more than twelve hours of driving
we finally arrive in the Baltic seaport town of
Gdańsk. We are greeted by a furious hotel
manager who, we understand, is yelling Polish
profanities at us. We can only assume it is for
not having parked in the appropriate place while
trying to gather our luggage from our car.
The cracked glass door of the hostel
shows signs of several large objects having
been aimed at the building. This, combined
with the extensive warnings entitled “How
to protect yourself – a few hints” on the local tourism website, is unsettling. Obviously,
Gdańsk’s tourism board has a slightly different
approach to good marketing: give potential
visitors as many reasons as possible to avoid
the place – either that or we really have arrived
in the crime-ridden and dangerous town that
is described.
The twenty or so reasons used to discourage
sensible-minded tourists include:
– “Do not make acquaintance with incidentally
met people.

– Leaving your car remember to activate your
alarm; apply other anti-theft devices you
have.
– In case of burglary report it at the nearest
police station or to the first police officer you
meet immediately. [details of how to go about
this are also listed]
– Try not to doze off while travelling on public
transport.
– Never accept an offer of a snack or drink
from strangers – they might add a pinch of
sleep-inducing drug.
– Keep a particularly keen eye on your luggage
and check your pockets when getting off and
on the public transport.
– Make sure you keep an eye on your bags
and eye-catching jewellery.”
Day 2 – Gdańsk
Over breakfast an Australian couple tells us
about their spoilt plan to visit the nearby town
of Kaliningrad just over the Russian border. Apparently, the current political tensions between
Poland and Russia over US President George
Bush’s plans to have a missile defence shield
built in Poland have caused the tour company
to give their trips a second thought.
Gdańsk, or Danzig as it is known in German, lies in northern Poland on the Baltic Sea.
With a population of 500,000, it is Poland’s
sixth-largest city, premier seaport and centre
of the sea trade. Gdańsk has a long bloody
history of occupation. In modern times, during
the 1930s, the town saw a mounting wave of
Nazism. On September 1, 1939 Germany attacked Poland with military assaults on Danzig,
marking the outbreak of World War II. Gdańsk
was also the scene of a mass Soviet offensive
which began in January 1945. Many who had
been trying to flee the advancing Red Army
were killed when the ships they were travelling
on were sunk by the Soviets. After enduring
several months of heavy bombardment by both
the Allied Forces and the Soviets, the city was
eventually captured by the Soviets and left in
ruins. The last five decades have been devoted
to the rebuilding effort.
With no eye-catching jewellery in possession, a full stomach and a safe place to leave
the car, we head off along the banks of the
Motlawa River to explore the old town of
Gdańsk. We have arrived pre-tourist season,

and the area near the early 15th century-built
Crane harbour gate used for putting up ships
masts and raising heavy cargo, seems overrun
by Polish school children on an excursion.
The colourful houses on Mariacka Street
are typical of Gdańsk. Their narrow facades
topped with intricately designed gables or
parapets are worthy of close inspection. The
nearby indoor food markets sell local delicacies
including a range of cheese, pickles and various meats. But it’s the outdoor food market
that is the real treasure. Stall after stall of fresh
produce selling everything from the brightest
red radishes to plump aromatic strawberries.
Towards Giżycko
We leave Gdańsk and make our way towards
the eastern border with Belarus.
The winding country road passes farmhouses, endless fields of yellow rapeseed (canola)
flowers and children riding home from school.
A group of old men enjoying a cigar stand
huddled together by the roadside. A tractor
moves along slowly in front of us, blocking
the road.
A nearby field of yellow flowers amongst
an area of farmhouses makes for an idyllic spot
to enjoy the relaxed pace of country life. We
sit down to a picnic of Russian chocolate cake,
bread with Polish cheese spread, and pickles.
Back on the road we continue our journey. We pass through the beautiful lake side
town of Ostroda. A roadside stall selling locally

I should have known
not to trust my friends
– both graphic designers trained in the arts of
typography, visual aesthetics and page layout –
when it came to choosing
the appropriate map.

produced honey proves tempting. Flat yellow fields are
replaced with rolling green hills and tree lined lakes as
we enter the picturesque Masurian Lakes district. Our
destination for the night is the small town of Giżycko
close to Poland’s north-eastern border with Belarus.
We enjoy a dinner of Pierogi (the Polish version of
an Eastern European style ravioli dish), fish soup and
a tomato-cucumber salad along the scenic waterfront
which attracts thousands of visitors during the summer
months, earning Giżycko the title of “summer capital
of Poland.” Meanwhile, fishermen stand patiently on
Lake Niegocen’s edge waiting for the sun to set.
Day 3 – Giżycko to Toruń
The morning’s itinerary involves visiting the local graveyard in search of Micha’s grandmother’s grave. But we
soon learn that the graves of all Germans who died in
Giżycko have been moved elsewhere.
During 1945 Giżycko was occupied by the Soviet
Union’s Red Army. When the town was placed under
Polish administration after the war ended, the Germanspeaking populace who had not already evacuated were
expelled westward.
We drive to Hitler’s bunker city in nearby Gierloz. The
complex, dubbed Wolfsshanze (Wolf’s Lair), served as
Hitler’s military headquarters for the Eastern Front during
the years 1941–1944. It was also the site of the Von
Stauffenberg’s 1944 failed bomb plot. Stauffenberg’s
unsuccessful plot to kill the leader of the German Nazi
Party led to the arrest of 5,000 people, the execution of
about 200 people and the destruction of the resistance
movement.
Hitler’s Ghost
We walk through the forest to the remains of the hidden
bunker city which, in its time, included a sauna, barber
and casino rooms. Some of the bunkers and fortified
buildings bear significant damage with pieces of them
lying 20 or so metres away. The majority of Hitler’s
personal bunker remains intact, but an adjoining wall
is fully destroyed. The Nazi’s attempted to demolish the
complex in the fear of it being used by the retreating
Soviets. More than sixty years since the end of World
War II, the site exists as an open air museum and also
houses a hotel, today guested by a busload of Russian
tourists.
Despite a sign reading “Dangerous area – sightseeing
only along marked routes,” all of the remains of explosives were reportedly removed by the Polish army in the
mid 1950s. Apart from the swarms of mosquitoes which
plague the site, the area is remarkably peaceful.
We take a few steps into Hitler’s bunker – a strong

draft blows through the main corridor.
We arrive in the central Polish city of Toruń around
9 pm where our host Kristof – Micha’s old housemate
from Berlin – has gathered together some friends from
Gdańsk for a Kredens (a house-warming party/welcome
party). The recently constructed apartment building is
so new that it is mostly empty, the construction of the
lift is not complete and the building smells of paint.
On entering Kristof’s new home his friends and
girlfriend welcome us with an array of local delicacies,
including cheeses, salamis and pickles. A range of supposedly low alcoholic vodka drinks are offered, including
a homemade version and a concoction known as ‘Angry
dog’ made from vodka, sweet berry syrup, Tabasco sauce
and pepper. Kristof offers a simple recommendation:
“This one is necessary to drink all at once.” It’s then time
for our much feared initiation into the Polish clubbing
scene – as relatively unseasoned clubbers this experience
can only be described as interesting.
Day 4 – Toruń
We begin our final day in Poland with a breakfast of
savoury and sweet pancakes in the town centre. The
streets are crowded with people enjoying the local
Health Day marathon and Sunday entertainment. We
climb Mariachi (Mary’s church) to get a view of the
Gothic buildings that earned Toruń its World Heritage
Site designation in 1997.
Toruń lies on the banks of the Vistula River and marks
the site of the intersection of an important ancient trade
route. The layout of the streets in the Old Town has
not been changed for centuries and areas of the 13th
century-built Castle of the Teutonic Knights (German
crusading military order) and other medieval fortifications including the fortress, tower dungeons, gates and
moats remain.
We stop at one of the many stores selling Katarzynka
– traditional decorative gingerbread. I chat with our
newly made Polish friends about their country’s future
and their thoughts on adopting the Euro. While the unemployment rate, currently at 13%, is decreasing, they
seem to have mixed opinions about Poland’s entry into
the EU and the government’s partly EU-paid spending
spree. One of our friends explains that while she, like
many Poles, has studied and worked abroad she now
intends on staying in Poland.
To the sound of Polish folk songs on the radio, we
drive off into the afternoon sun on the highway back
to Germany. The natural beauty, stunning architecture,
and kind hospitality of the Polish people have earned
our sure return.

You could be here!
Glacial hiking and ice climbing trips
on the breathtaking Sólheimajökull
glacier only 90 minutes from Reykjavík.
Guranteed departures every Saturday
and Monday at 8:30. Call to enqiuer
about other departures.
Call us on +354-562-7000, meet us at
Laugavegur 11 in the Cintamani Center
or ask for us at your hotel or nearest
tourist information center.

www.adventures.is | +354-562-7000
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1,990 ISK
Black printed neckties designed by Raggi can be purchased at the newly opened fashion shop Fígúra and
add a classy touch to your look when worn with an
ironed shirt or even a more casual T-Shirt.
Fígúra, Skólavörðustígur 22a, 101 Reykjavík

990 ISK
The glittery accessory shop Skarthúsið can come in
handy when in the need for some cheap jewellery,
bags or other small items. The selection includes a
nice range of sunglasses for only 990 ISK. They aren’t
exactly Prada, but look good and you don’t have to
worry too much about losing them.
Skarthúsið, Laugavegur 12

1,900 ISK

4,400 ISK

The Looking Good for Jesus beauty kit contains all that you
need to redeem yourself in the eyes of Christ himself. The
colourful bag holds a lip balm which returns your lips to near
virgin quality, dazzling sparkling cream, decorated mirror and
of course a Jesus statue.
Popp, Laugavegur 28, 101 Reykjavík

Sunshine and lollypops T-shirt, desinged by local
street artist Óli. The T-shirt is a part of the Sunshine
and lollypops collections designed and sold exclusively for POP.
Popp, Laugavegur 28, 101 Reykjavík
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2,390 ISK
Fígúra’s owner Gauji is the brain behind the selection of
printed T-Shirts sold at the small boutique. Imprintings
include Little Britain’s super-gay villager Daffyd Thomas,
fashion icon Twiggy and punk-rocker Sid Vicious. The
T-Shirts come in various sizes and colours.
Fígúra, Skólavörðustígur 22a, 101 Reykjavík

990 ISK
Cool glass coaster sets featuring various old-school pictures
are one of many funny gift items sold at the new Popp shop
on Laugavegur. The package contains four coasters which are
bound to protect the table and be a great addition to the
decor as well.
Popp, Laugavegur 28, 101 Reykjavík

Pay Attention!

Fígúra
Skólavörðustígur 22a, 101 Reykjavík
The newest addition to the downtown shopping opportunities is the small designer shop
Fígúra on Skólavörðustígur 22a. The shop just
opened three weeks ago but already stocks a
nice selection of fashionable Icelandic designer
wear, from casual street-clothing to elegant
party dresses.
Fígúra is owned and run by six young designers in their early twenties who needed a place
to sell their designs and promote other young
designers in the meantime. The selection today
features printed T-shirts, hair accessories, sweaters, summery dresses and trendy leggings as
well as hand-made pins by Anne Merceron and
hooded sweaters designed by Klara Elíasdóttir,

which are currently sold out but will be in store
soon.
To add a personal twist to the tiny yet stuffed
space, the group got artist Katrín Pálsdóttir to
paint numerous bright figures on one wall and
another one is used to host art exhibitions. Currently on display are paintings by Kiddi, a graphic
design student in the Icelandic Academy of the
Arts, but the plan is to rotate artists regularly.
The shop owners are always looking for new
arty individuals who want to sell their designs
in the store or exhibit their works – so if you are
the creative type, don’t hesitate to pay them a
visit. The shop is open daily from 10-18.
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The City’s Swimming Pools

Text by Chandler Fredrick Photos by Leó Stefánsson

Fylkisvegur, 110 Reykjavík

Hofsvallagata 107 Reykjavík

Barónstigur, 101 Reykjavík

Árbæjarlaug

Vesturbæjarlaug

Sundhöll Reykjavíkur

Supposedly Árbæjarlaug is a famous meeting spot for single
mums and single dads. As Grapevine went to this pool at
around noon on a freezing Tuesday, all we got were a handful
of old men and some local kids playing hooky. This pool has a
great view of a boring part of the city. It also has the biggest
Jacuzzi of all the pools. Árbaer doesn’t get much tourism, so
don’t be surprised if people look at you funny for speaking
English. It’s a long bus ride, but this pool is worth it.

Only a 10-minute walk out of the city centre, this pool is extremely convenient for University of Iceland students during
the school year and people working in the city during the
summer. Vesturbæjarlaug boasts a sizable swimming pool and
very few screaming children. The designers of Vesturbærslaug
had most of us in mind when making the hot pots: make the
one with the perfect temperature the smallest – and let the
cramped conversation begin. Come here for either two things:
a quick relaxation or a rigorous swim.

Sundhöllin is the oldest operating pool in Reykjavik, and because of its location (it’s directly behind Hallgrimskirkja) we’d
have to say that this is one of the best. The locker rooms are
incredibly funky, with each locker having its own fold-out
dressing room with a mirror and a stool. The showers here
seem particularly clean, and the hot pots here are on an upper level from which one can see the Hallgrímskirkja church
and much of the city. The indoor pool is large and surprisingly
crowded.

Sundlaugavegur, 105 Reykjavík

By Dalhús, 112 Reykjavík

Suðurströnd, 170 Seltjarnarnes

Laugardalslaug

Grafarvogslaug

Sundlaug Seltjarnarness

Yep, this is the big one. So big that it even has its own karate
studio. Laugardalslaug is located just a short bus ride out of
the city centre. The biggest upside of this place is that there
are always tons of people. The downside: the hostel/campground is just next door, so most of them are tourists. The
men and women’s locker rooms resemble an airport terminal.
Laugurdalurslaug has everything: an Olympic-sized swimming
pool, several hot pots, a steam bath, a kid’s pool with volley
ball nets and a waterslide, and even a small heated pool with
fake rocks.

If you will be able to find this pool, located in the suburban
maze called Grafarvogur – a 30-minute bus ride from the
centre – it is a great destination for the whole family. The
locker rooms are spacious and bright, and nearly fit-for-surgery
clean. There is a small indoor pool, usually filled with kids, an
incredibly effective Jacuzzi, and the fastest waterslide in town.
There are two outdoor pools, one ideal for actual swimming,
while the other is usually occupied with more kids. This pool
is mostly visited by residents of Grafarvogur, but most of them
are friendly.

The distance away from the city centre and the disregard for
this saltwater pool in guides is most likely why you won’t find
any signs here written in English. The entrance to this pool
looks more like a reception room for a huge television station
than a neighbourhood swimming pool entrance. Sundlaug
Seltjarnarness hosts a couple of small pools, a pool with a big
slide for kids, and lap pool. It also hosts a lot of very attractive
people. The steam bath has a huge glass window looking into
the pool, and there’s a big bubbling Jacuzzi. If only this place
were closer, we’d be there everyday.

ExperienceIce-land
Easy Glacier Adventures for Everyone

Ice Climbing

Hot Spring Hike
Trekking and Backpacking
Icelandic Mountain Guides

Booking and information: www.mountainguide.is - Tel: +354 587 9999

Spör - Ragnheiður Ingunn Ágústsdóttir

Ascension of Iceland’s Highest Peak
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Unexpectedly
Awesome
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Barinn on Laugavegur 22 is one
of my favourite spots in Reykjavik. It´s nice to sit there during
the day, have a cup of coffee and
chill with friends. The weekends
are packed with people and
you can usually see me there
moonwalking all over the place
on a Saturday night. It´s very
refreshing to moonwalk on a
crowded dancefloor, I highly
recommend it.

Text by Chandler Fredrick
Photo by Gulli
Chances are that your handy rough guide
doesn’t mention this. From the road, it appears
that someone has transplanted colourful buildings from the city centre and placed them in the
middle of a homogenous suburb of identical
housing tracks and eerie new shopping centres.
For the planners of Árbærsafn, the Reykjavík City
Museum, this was exactly the idea: to preserve a
piece of 19th Century Iceland right in the midst
of the ugly, overdeveloped suburb..
Currently on display is the “Disco and PunkDifferent Cultures?” exhibit, which documents
the frustrating history of the two subcultures in
Reykjavik from the 70’s onward. Almost unheard
of elsewhere, the disco and punk scenes bonded
uniquely over their exclusion and small size. Árbærsafn has divided the highly interactive exhibit
into two sections: a teenage punk’s room and a
teenage disco’s room. In the punk section, one
can find flyers from old punk shows, records,
and pictures of the once-punk Bubbi Morthens
with hair. The garage is complete with brandnew band equipment that guests can use. The
disco section includes a representation of the
70’s disco club “Hollywood,” with a light up
dance floor and blaring Bee-Gees. The panels
are in Icelandic, so English speakers should be
sure to take the tour.
A replicated turf house (turf houses were
banned in the city in 1894) is the Mona Lisa
of Árbærsafn. Inside are preserved rooms with
artefacts such as paintings made with human
hair, old stoves, a loom and family portraits. I
found it disturbing when my guide showed me
that the entire family of six slept in the same
room. But when he told me that the family
invited a respected guest to take the bed with
the oldest daughter, I was mortified. Detailed
explanations of turf-placement and sheep-dung
cooking techniques were fascinating.
Coming soon to the museum is an early
locomotive and fire engine section, featuring
cool models of old Reykjavík and the Great Fire
of Reykjavík of 1915.

Óli Hjörtur Ólafsson is the manager of Q Bar
and a journalist for www.getrvk.com

Admission: 600 kr

Fly and discover
NUUK
Greenland

Air Iceland destinations

GRÍMSEY

ÍSAFJÖRÐUR
VOPNAFJÖRÐUR
AKUREYRI
EGILSSTAÐIR

NERLERIT INAAT
Greenland
KULUSUK
Greenland

ÍSLENSKA / SIA.IS / ICE 34752 04/07

NARSARSSUAQ
Greenland

airiceland.is
/ tel. 570 3030

REYKJAVÍK
FAROE ISLANDS

WESTMAN ISLANDS

Get your action-packed day tour brochure
at hotels, airports or any travel agent.

ÍSLENSKA / SIA.IS / HER 37858 05/07
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Classifieds Do you want to place a classified ad? Email class@grapevine.is
Accommodation

Grundarfjörður Hostel

comfortable - affordable

Central in Snæfellsnes

Alaborg Apartments
Tel. +354 861 3320
alaborg@alaborg.is
www.alaborg.is
Well furnished apartments in the heart
of Reykjavik or in Alafosskvos with the
countryside of Reykjavik, ideal for both
short and long term visits.

Reykjavik Maritime
Museum
Grandagarði 8 - Tel.: 517 9400

Open this summer
11 am - 5 pm Closed

grundarfjordur@hostel.is
www.hostel.is
+354-5626533
+354-8956533
Bring THIS AD and
get 15% discount!

Mondays

Hótel Akureyri
Hafnarstræti 67, 600 Akureyri
tel: 462 5600
hotelakureyri@hotelakureyri.is
www.hotelakureyri.is
A few minutes walk from downtown
Akureyri. Every room has private bathroom, refrigerator, safe, telephone, wireless internet and multi-channel TV. Free
Breakfast included.
Gesthús Dúna
Suðurhlíð 35, 105 Reykjavík
Tel: 5882100 / Fax: 5882102
Duna@islandia.is, ghduna@simnet.is
www.islandia.is/duna
B&B ROOMS FROM 5.000.SLEEPNG BAG ACCOMMODATION
Hótel Stykkishólmur
tel: 430 2100
hotelstykkisholmur@simnet.is
Hótel Stykkishólmur is at Breiðafjörður
bay, 2 hours from Reykjavík. The area is
under special law of conservation. golf
course is free, parking free. swimming
pool 100. metr

Job Needed / Wanted

Matreiðsla-menningartengd ferðaþjónusta!
Þú-þið!!! Okkur vantar aðila til að sjá um
veitingarnar í einu af elstu húsunum á
Íslandi. Ný endurgert hús sem samanstendur af kaffi- og veitingastað, auk lítillar
gistiíbúðar. Vel staðsett, í miðbænum
(“101 við Austurvöll”), á Ísafirði. Umhverfis húsið er gaður þar sem er pallur með
vönduðum húsgögnum. Húsið er “Heitur
reitur”.
Kjörið tækifæri fyrir samhenta fjölskyldu
eða einstaklinga.
“Hús með sál og sögu”!
Upplýsingar veitir: Áslaug s. 899-0742,
gistias@snerpa.is
Student from Poland is looking for a job
as a waiter, bartender, kitchen assistant

Selfoss
Hertz locations
Hertzinlocations
Iceland: Keflavík
in Iceland:
Airport,
Keflavík
Reykjavík,
Airport, Reykjavík,
Ísafjörður, Akureyri,
Ísafjörður,Höfn,
Akureyri,
Egilsstaðir
Höfn,, Egilsstaðir

w w w. k i r k j u l i s t a h a t i d . i s
or any other from July(preferably in
Reykjavik). I’ve already got experience
from working in Iceland. Contact by mail:
tlesna@poczta.onet.pl
Looking for a job in Iceland. Contact
Kundan Raj Mishra via email: mishrakr@
gmail.com, or call 823-2814.
Hardworking, responsible woman looking
for casual evening and weekend work.
Anything considered including cleaning,
housekeeping, babysitting. Ph 864 4994
Flats/apartments/rooms needed
Two students from Poland are looking for
a flat or room in a reasonable price to rent
from August till December or even longer.
Contact by mail: tlesna@poczta.onet.pl

FESTIVAL OF SACRED ARTS
Mass in b-minor

2
0
0
7
August 11−19
th

by JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH
Soloists: Monika Frimmer soprano, Robin Blaze countertenor, Gerd Türk tenor and
Peter Kooij bass. The Hague International Baroque Orchestra and The Motet
Choir of Hallgrímskirkja. Conductor: Hörður Áskelsson
In Hallgrímskirkja:
In Skálholtskirkja:
The Festival’s opening concert
Monday August 13th at 7 pm
th
Saturday August 11 at 5 pm
Sunday August 12th at 8 pm

International student looking for a single
room in 101 from now until October.
Friendly, laidback, respectful, and clean.
Will need the room just for sleeping as
I work full time and spend most of my
spare time with friends. I will be able to
provide references if necessary. Mobile:
8699752 or Email: Sebastian@rinas.net”
Stuff for Sale
The handbags made by hand, and embroider with all kinds of beads, please visit
our website: www.beadembroider.com ,
contact: 6006huang@163.com.
I am moving abroad so I´m selling at a
very good price:
-9” TV, Grundig (2 years old). Price: 4500
kr.
-Mountain bike, 21 gears, Prostyle. Price:
7000 kr.
-Computer with Windows XP and Office
2000, flat screen, Ethernet card and
cable. Price 3500 kr.
Everything toghether at 13000!
If interested you contact me at: sdm1@
hi.is or phone 8463102

Trips

Botanical Day Tours
www.eco-logy.com, 5877335, 8647335
thund@simnet.is
Botanical Day Tours feature the flora and
unique ecology of Iceland. Botanical Day
Tours are an excellent addition to your
holiday or conference trip to Iceland.
Botanical Day Tours are offered every
Saturday during the summer.

„I will sing unto the Lord“

The secret to a happy childhood is a skateboard.

Israel in Egypt

by GEORGE FRIDERIC HANDEL
Oratorio in three parts
Soloists: Robin Blaze countertenor, Elfa Margrét Ingvadóttir soprano, Kirstín Erna
Blöndal soprano, Þórunn Vala Valdimarsdóttir soprano, Eyjólfur Eyjólfsson tenor,
Alex Ashworth baritone, Hrólfur Sæmundsson baritone and Benedikt Ingólfsson bass. The Hague International Baroque Orchestra and Schola cantorum
Reykjavicensis. Conductor: Hörður Áskelsson
In Hallgrímskirkja:
In Skálholtskirkja:
The Festival’s final concert
Friday August 17th at 7 pm
th
Sunday August 19 at 7 pm
tickets :
in hallgrímskirkja,
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Stuffed with stuff
“I think public participation is overall a good thing.
But there are times, in
the United States at least,
where public participation
amounts to little more than
a mob mentality”
Professor Jonathan Levine explains the
problem of public participation.

Page 6
Apart from independent
free churches, there is no
denomination as of yet
who recognizes gay marriage on equal terms with
the traditional marriage
without any distinction
Toshiki Toma reviews the issue of gay marriages.

Page 12
“Well, Icelandic gays have
never realised that there
are only 300.000 of us.
That’s not a lot and you
can’t really have case-specific places for everyone.”
Skjöldur Eyfjörð explains the lack of gay
clubs in Reykjavík.

Page 20
“I expected a strange night
in Iceland, somehow, and
it turned out to be one.”
Stephen Bodzin on his stay in Reykjavík.

Page B6
“He actually did ask for us
personally. He even knew
the names of the songs and
everything”
Cannibal Corpse’s bass player Alex Webster
on their appearance in Ace Ventura, Pet
Detective.

Page B15

since 1972
ICEWEAR clothes and products are available at the following stores:

Reykjavík: Rammagerðin, Hafnarstræti 19 - Ullarhúsið, Austurstræti 3, Reykjavik – Thorvaldsenbazar, Austurstræti 4
Islandia, Kringlan Shopping Center - The Viking, Hafnarstræti 3 - Handprjónasambandið, Skólavörðustíg 19, Laugavegi 64
Ull og Gjafavörur, Hótel Sögu, Lækjargötu 2 – Hitt Hornið, Laugavegi 100 – Álafoss Verksmiðjusala, Laugavegi 1– Ísey, Klapparstíg 30
Other locations: Blue Lagoon, Svartengi – Rammagerðin, Flugstöð Leifs Eiríkssonar – Eden, Hveragerði – Geysir Shops, Haukadal
Byggðasafnið Skógum - The Viking, Akureyri – Mývatnsmarkaður, Mývatn – Mývatn ehf, Skútustöðum, Mývatn
Tákn Sport og Útivist, Húsavík - Sæferðir, Stykkishólmur - El Grillo, Seyðisfjörður – Álafoss Verksmiðjusala, Álafossvegi 23, Mosfellbæ
Drífa ehf, Sudurhraun 12 C, 210 Gardabaer, Iceland, Tel +354-555 7400, Fax +354-555 7401, icewear@icewear.is
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